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Abstract
Undoubtedly, perovskite solar cells have become a key player in 3rd generation photovoltaics
over the last few years. Although it is only in 2012 that the ﬁrst solid state perovskite solar
cell was reported, power conversion efﬁciencies have increased so rapidly that PSCs are now
serious contenders to the well-established and marketed thin-ﬁlm and wafer technologies.
Over the timespan on this work, over 3’000 published articles in peer-review journals have
been published. The work that I report in this thesis is merely a small contribution to the
gigantic amount of data, models and theories that have been made over the last 4 years. I hope
that my modest contribution will be of value to the scientiﬁc community.
Over the course of this work, I attempted to approach it from different perspectives. As a result,
a wide array of subjects have been treated:
Starting with the fabrication of perovskite solar cells, an innovative way to deposit thin ﬁlm
of perovskite from solution is reported, using a two-step deposition technique. Using this
approach, the power conversion efﬁciency of perovskite solar cells has been increased from
12.3% to over 17% in less than a year.
Subsequently, I looked into the possible compositional variations of the perovskite photo-
absorber. This study showed that the cation methylammonium and formamidinium can be
used interchangeably using the deposition technique that we have reported on earlier. We
showed that a mixture of the two cations leads to a stabilization of the tetragonal perovskite
phase and shrinks the optical band gap of the photoabsorber, allowing more photons to be
absorbed and converted into electrons.
Following this work, I studied some of the reactivity properties of the phase pure organic
inorganic CH3NH3PbX3(X=Cl,Br,I). Notably, it could be shown that the halide component
can be easily exchanged by another one using simple solution based anion exchange reactions.
Later, the power conversion characteristics of perovskite solar cells were investigated. By
developing a electronic circuit allowing versatile power point tracking of the solar cells, a new
algorithm that deals with the issues speciﬁcally related to perovskite solar cells is reported.
A major topic of my work was the study of the frequency resolved dynamics that results for the
i
generation carriers by light. Using a novel way to measure the intensity modulated spectral
response of perovskite solar cells, I was able to identify some of the key limiting factors that
cap the power conversion efﬁciency of the devices. A numerical model that answers to the
laws of carrier dynamics was assembled and used as a tool to better understand perovskite
solar cells.
Finally, I reported on a way to deal with the end of life of perovskite solar cells. Some of
the relevant regulatory framework in the European Union that deals with the recycling of
solar panels are highlighted. Using the concept of "upcycling", a way to recycle the valuable
components of the solar cell in an efﬁcient way was outlined.
Key words: Photovoltaics, Solar Cells, Perovskite, Hybrid Organic Inorganic Perovskite, Meso-
scopic, Maximum power point tracking
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Résumé
La technologie des cellules solaires au perovskites hybrides fait partie de la 3ème généra-
tion des technologies photovoltaiques et, depuis quelques années, est au centre d’intenses
recherches scientiﬁques. Malgré que la première cellule solaire utilisant ce pigment a été
décrite en 2012, l’efﬁcacité de ces cellules a progressé si rapidement que cette technologie est
désormais une véritable concurante aux autre technologies bien établies dans le marché, telle
que les technologies crystallines (silicium) et celles de couche mince (CIGS et CdTe).
Au cours des travaux rapportés dans cette thèse, plus de 3’000 articles scientiﬁques sont parus
dans des revues scientiﬁques peer-reviewed. Les travaux décrits dans cette thèse ne sont
qu’une petite contribution à la quantité gigantesque de données, modèles et théories qui ont
été publiés au cours de ces quatre dernières années. J’espère que ma contribution honnête
servira dans l’intérêt de la communauté scientiﬁque.
Durant le cours de mes travaux, j’ai tenté de ne pas concentrer mon attention sur un sujet
très particulier au cellules solaires au perovskite, mais plutôt d’aborder cette technologie sous
différents aspects.
En commençant par la fabrication des cellules solaires au perovskite, une nouvelle technique
de déposition en couches mince du matériau photo-absorbeur a été rapportée. En utilisant
une technique à deux étapes, l’efﬁcacité des ces cellules solaires a été améliorée de 12.3% à
plus de 17% en moins d’une année.
Les propriétés structurelles de la couche perovskite ont ensuite été abordée. Les travaux
rapportés ici montrent que les cations méthylammine et formamidine peuvent être utilisés
interchangeablement. En utilisant un mélange des deux cations, la phase tetragonale du
perovskite peut être stabilisée, tout en diminuant la largeur de bande interdite, permettant à
plus de photons d’être absorbés et convertis en électrons.
Par la suite, j’ai étudié quelques unes des propriétés réactives de la phase pureCH3NH3PbX3(X=Cl,BrI).
Plus spéciﬁquement, il a été démontré que la composante halogénée du perovskite peut être
facilement échangée par un autre halogènure en utilisant une simple réaction à échange
d’anion.
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Enﬁn, j’ai étudiée les propriétés des cellules solaires au perovskite à générer de la puissance.
En développant un circuit électronique permettant le suivi du point à la puissance maximum,
un nouvel algorithme qui règle les problèmes liés à l’hystérèse des cellules au perovskite a été
décrit.
Une majeure partie de mon travail traite de l’étude de la dynamique fréquentielle qui résulte
de l’absorption de la lumière. En utilisant une nouvelle méthode de mesure de la réponse
fréquentielle des cellules solaires en modulant la puissance optique à haute fréquence, j’ai
été capable de déterminer certains des aspects limitant la conversion d’énergie solaire en
énérgie électrique. Un modèle numérique qui répond aux lois des mouvements de charges a
été réalisé et utilisé pour mieux comprendre les cellules solaires au perovskite.
En dernier lieu, j’ai rapporté de la manière de gérer la ﬁn de vie des cellules solaires. Certains
aspects légaux de l’Union Européenne traitant du recyclage des panneaux photovoltaiques et
notamment de la gestion de ces composés dangereux ont été soulevés. En utilisant le concept
de valorisation des déchets, une nouvelle manière de récupérer les composés essentiels de ces
cellules solaires a été décrit.
Mots clefs: Photovoltaïque, Cellules solaires, Perovskites, Perovskite organique-inorganique
hybride, Mésoscopique, Suivi du point à puissance maximale
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Zusammenfassung
Perowskitbasierte Solarzellen sind in den letzten Jahren zu einem der Hauptakteure unter den
Solarzellentechnologien der dritten Generation aufgestiegen. Obwoh erst 2012 die erste Fes-
tkörperperovskitsolarzelle beschriebenwurde, hat sich derWirkungsgrad so schnell verbessert,
dass die Perowskitzellen heute ernstzunehmende Rivalen der etablierten Wafer-basierten bzw.
Dünnschichtsolarzellen sind. Während der Zeitspanne, die diese Arbeit umfasst, wurden mehr
als 3000 Artikel in peer-reviewten Journalen veröffentlicht. Die Ergebnisse, die ich in dieser
Dissertation präsentiere sind lediglich ein kleiner Beitrag zu der gigantischen Menge von
Daten, Modellen und Theorien welche in den letzten vier Jahren gasammelt und aufgestellt
wurden. Ich hoffe, dass mein bescheidener Beitrag wertvoll für die Wissenschaftsgemeinschaft
sein wird.
Während meiner Arbeit habe ich versucht, meine Aufmerksamkeit nicht nur auf ein einzelnes
Thema mit Bezug auf Perowskitsolarzellen zu richten, sondern die Technologie von ver-
schiedenen Blickwinkeln aus zu betrachten. Demzufolge wurde eine grosse Bandbreite an
Themenbereichen behandelt.
Angefangen mit der Fabrikation von Perowskitsolarzellen wird ein innovatives, sequentielles,
zweistuﬁges Verfahren zur Aufbringung dünner Perowskitschichten beschrieben. Mittels
diesem Verfahren konnten wir den Wirkungsgrad der Perowskitsolarzellen innerhalb eines
Jahres von 10.2% auf über 17% verbessern.
Danach untersuchte ich detailliertermögliche kompositionelle Varianten der Perowskitschicht.
Wir konnten zeigen, dass die Kationen Methylammonium und Formamidinium mit dem
vorher beschriebenen Aufbringungsverfahren ausgetauscht werden können. Wir zeigen, dass
eine Mischung der beiden Kationen zur Stabilisierung der tetragonalen Perowskitphase führt
und gleichzeitig die optische Bandlücke verkleinert, somit mehr Photonen absorbiert und zu
Elektronen umgewandelt werden können.
Als nächstes have ich die reaktiven Eigenschaften phasenreiner organisch-anorganischer
CH3NH3PbX3(X=Cl, Br, I)-Perovskite untersucht. Bemerkenswerterweise konnte gezeigt
werden, dass die halogeniden Komponenten in einer einfachen Anionenaustuschreaktion
gegeneinander ausgetauscht werden können.
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Neben Faktoren, die zur Entwichlung des Wirkungsgrades der Soalrzellen beitragen, habe
ich mich mit frequenzaugelösten Dynamiken die in Ladungsträgererzeugung resultieren,
beschäftigt. Mittels eines neuartigen Verfahrens zur Messung der Intensitäts modulieren
Farbempﬁndlichkeit von Perowskitzellen, konnte ich einige, den Wirkungsgrad beeinträchtige,
Schlüsselfaktoren identiﬁzieren.
Zu guter Letzt wird die Entsorgung von Perowskitsolarzellen beschprochen. Neben rechtlichen
Aspekten zur Entsorgung von Solarzellen in der EU wird unter dem Gesichtspunkt des ’Up-
cyclings’ ein effektives Verfahren zur Wiederverwertung wertvoller Bestandteile der Solarzellen
vorgestellt.
Stichwörter:Photovoltaik, Solarzellen, Perowskite, organisch-anorganische Hybridperowskite,
Mesoskopische Solarzellen, Photovoltaics, Solar Cells, Perovskite, Maximum power point
tracking
vi
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1 Introduction
With an energy demand on the sharp rise driven by largely populated countries such as China
or India, societies face with unprecedented challenges to meet sufﬁcient energy production[1].
With growing concerns about climate change and global warming, notably from the high
emission of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane, we are faced with the
challenge to not only shift our current energy sources to cleaner ones, but also to install
capacities designed to meet the future needs. The development of renewable energy sources
is widely expected to satisfy both. Energy production using renewable sources is currently
growing faster than all other means of production[1]. However, renewable energies tradition-
ally suffer from prohibitive costs, which is why the market share is still widely dominated
by the use of fossil fuel (gas, oil and coal combined). Indeed, in 2013, only 14% of the total
energy production originated from renewable sources[2]. Among all available renewable
energy sources (wind, hydropower, geothermal, biomass and solar but excluding nuclear
fusion), solar energy is the only viable candidate for supplying all the energy required by our
growing population: there is more energy from the sun incoming on the planet in one hour
than our yearly energy requirements in 2001: 4.3×1020 Joules vs 4.1×1020 Joules[3]. However,
in 2014, only 1% of the global electricity production was met by photovoltaics[4], despite a
compound 43% annual growth between 2000 and 2014[5]. Some countries have more actively
promoted the development of photovoltaics, and PV electricity production now accounts for
7.1% of the total demand in Germany[4]. There are many hindrances that must be met to
bring PV installations to double digit numbers, which include cost but also the accessibility of
commodity materials (glass, aluminum, copper, plastic, ...) and critical materials[5]. Today,
most of the PV market is shared between wafer technologies (silicon monocrystalline and
polycrystalline) and thin ﬁlm technologies (CdTe and CIGS). However, these technologies
suffer prohibitive costs and issues related to material scarcity. For example, providing 100% of
our electricity needs by 2050 using only crystalline silicon would require 1.3x more silicon and
1.5x more aluminum that have been extracted since 1900[5]. Using more abundant and highly
absorbing materials greatly alleviates the problems linked to ore extraction and material usage.
For example, the deployment of 25TW PbS quantum dot solar only requires the equivalent of
22 days of lead mining and only 6 hours of sulfur production, and these ﬁgures are even lower
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for perovskite solar cells.[5].
1.1 Hybrid perovskite solar cells
The ﬁrst report of lead and tin based halide perovskite structures dates back from 1893 with
the syntheses of CsPbBr3 and CsPbI3[6]. However, it is only in 1958 that their structures were
identiﬁed as perovskites by Møller[7], who also identiﬁed the photoconductive nature of their
single crystalline forms, suggesting semiconducting behavior. The ﬁrst report of an organic-
inorganic lead halide perovskite structure dates from Weber, who was ﬁrst to introduce the
methylammonium cation methylammonium (CH3NH3I) as an alternative for Cs+. Over the
last 20 years, the electronic, structural and processability properties of organic-inorganic lead
halide perovskites were investigated primarily by Mitzi[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] but only gained signiﬁcant attention in the
last couple of years for their stunning photovoltaic performances. In particular, the small-
cation based three-dimensional perovskite have been found to perform best. Their structure
involves lead centers (Pb2+) surrounded by corner-sharing halide octahedra (I– , Br– or Cl– ).
The interstitial sites are occupied by the small organic cations (CH3NH3Ior H2N––CHNH3I)
or by cesium (Cs+) surrounded by 12 halides[33]. Thorough structural characterizations
have been performed by Mitzi[27], Kanatzidis[34] and White[35]. Methylammonium lead
iodide (CH3NH3PbI3), in particular, is exhibiting fascinating optoelectronic properties, among
which its narrow band gap (1.55 eV, onset at 800nm[35]) and high charge diffusion length
(100nm to 1μm[36, 37, 38]) makes it an ideal candidate as a photo-active layer in solar cells.
Such appealing properties are the result of low exciton binding energies (30meV)[39] and high
mobilities[34, 39]. The potential of CH3NH3PbI3 as a photoactive material was ﬁrst recognized
by Kojima[40] in 2009, who applied it in the form of nanoparticles to form the photo-absorbing
layer in dye-sensitized solar cells[41]. However, rapid performance degradation was witnessed,
as a result of the hydrolysis of CH3NH3PbI3 and its partial dissolution in the acetonitrile-based
electrolyte. Combined with poor conversion efﬁciencies (3.8%), his work and others[42] were
largely overlooked by the community until 2012, where the ﬁrst solid-state perovskite solar
cells appeared[43, 44, 45]. By replacing the liquid electrolyte by the solid state, p-type hole
conductor spiro-MeOTAD, previously used in solid-state dye sensitized solar cells[46], superior
performances could be achieved (10.9%). At the time, these architectures were similar of the
ones of solid-state DSSCs, where TiO2 was used as a n-type layer, spiro-MeOTAD as a p-type
layer, and CH3NH3PbI3 sandwiched in the two as the photogenerating layer. The rise of
organic-inorganic perovskite-based materials was set.
1.2 Structure of perovskite solar cells
All hybrid perovskite are constructed using bottom-up processes on transparent conductive
oxide coated glass. However, structural differences can signiﬁcantly differ, such that they can
be classiﬁed into three distinct categories.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic cross-section of a typical mesoscopic perovskite solar cell, compris-
ing of a glass substrate coated with a transparent conductive oxide (TCO). In a typical cell
architecture, a blocking layer of TiO2 is deposited by aerosol spray pyrolysis, followed by a
solution-route deposition of a mesoscopic TiO2 ﬁlm. The porous network is inﬁltrated with
CH3NH3PbI3or a related perovskite using a solution deposition. This process also generates a
highly crystalline capping layer of variable thickness. A hole transporter is then deposited on
top by spin-coating, followed by the thermal evaporation of a counter-electrode.
1.2.1 Mesoscopic hybrid perovskite solar cells
The leading class of hybrid perovskite solar in terms of power conversion efﬁciency and sta-
bility are based on a mesoscopic n-type TiO2 ﬁlm deposited on the conductive glass coating
with a thin, compact TiO2 layer. The titanium dioxide acts as an electron transport layer and
selectively blocks the holes. The mesoporous ﬁlm generally consists of anatase nanopar-
ticles (18-30nm) forming a porous 100-200nm thick ﬁlm. The TiO2 ﬁlm is inﬁltrated by
CH3NH3PbI3 (or a related hybrid perovskite) deposited from solution. In most cases, a thick
and compact 200-250nm layer of CH3NH3PbI3 caps the electron transporting layer. A thin
hole transport layer is then deposited on top of the perovskite layer to provide selectivity for the
holes and block the electrons. Most hole transport materials consist of doped Spiro-MeOTAD
with additives (LiTFSI and 4-tertbutylpyridine)[47], but variations thereof have been widely
reported, notably copper thiocyanate (CuSCN)[48, 49, 50, 51] or poly-triarylamine derivatives
(PTAA)[52, 53, 54]. The device assembly is terminated by thermally evaporating a 40-200nm
top layer of gold or silver. Research is greatly active towards the optimization of each layer,
such that certiﬁed power conversion efﬁciencies have quickly raised from 14.1% to 22.1% in
less than three years[55].
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1.2.2 Flat hybrid perovskite solar cells
Although the hybrid-perovskite PV ﬁeld was introduced using mesoscopic substrates, the
successful fabrication of ﬂat hybrid-perovskite heterojunction solar cells have also been
widely reported[56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Various electron transporting layers can be used, such as
the traditional TiO2 blocking layer, zinc oxide or PCBM, in which case the perovskite must
be deposited by thermal evaporation. In particular, the use of SnO2as the ETL has attracted
signiﬁcant attention for in view of their increased stability and efﬁciency[61, 62]. The rest of
the device remains the same as in mesoscopic solar cells.
1.2.3 Fully-mesoporous, hole transporter free solar cells
At the opposite of ﬂat hybrid perovskite solar cells are fully mesoporous solar cells. They
are fabricated through the sequential printing of a TiO2 mesoporous layer, a mesoporous
inorganic spacer (ZrO2 or Al2O3) and a mesoporous back-contact (usually graphite-based).
The three layers are sintered together and inﬁltrated by the hybrid perovskite material from
solution, which ﬁlls the pores of all three layers. There is no selectivity for the hole extraction,
which must be transported through the perovskite layer towards the carbon back-contact.
Therefore, the functioning of the device relies on the quick charge transfer of the electrons into
the titanium dioxide. Failure to transfer the electrons is synonym of electron-hole annihilation,
either in the bulk of the perovskite or at the surface with the carbon and is to be avoided.
1.3 Electronic processes in perovskite solar cells
The understanding of the electronic processes are key to design better absorptive materials,
electron and hole transporters such that the power conversion efﬁciency and the stability
of the resulting photovoltaic cells can be improved. In particular, isolating the bottlenecks
for electron and hole transport or charge transfer are essential to bring the PCE closer to the
thermodynamic limit. In particular, hybrid perovskites such as CH3NH3PbI3 have been shown
to exhibit signiﬁcant ionic conduction. In fact, in the dark, CH3NH3PbI3 is primarily an ionic
conductor[63]. This leads to an unprecedented situation in the solar cell community, as this is
the ﬁrst time that ionic conduction need to be included in the device models.
The ﬁrst step occurs when a photon of light is absorbed in the perovskite layer and generates
an exciton. This phenomenon occurs as a function of the depth proﬁle, according to the
absorption coefﬁcient of the cell. The generation current can be expressed as:
Gi (x,ν)= (ezi )I0α (ν)10−α(ν)x (1.1)
Where
1. I0 is the light ﬂux
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2. α(ν) is the wavelength-dependent absorption coefﬁcient
At room temperature, owing to its binding energy comparable to 1 kT, the exciton readily splits
into free charges. This has the direct consequence of splitting the dark Fermi level into two
quasi-Fermi levels, out of thermal equilibrium1. The electron and the hole ﬂow towards the
contacts according to the drift-diffusion equation:
Jmassi =−Di
∂ci (x, t )
∂x
− σi (x, t )
zi e
∂φ(x, t )
∂x
(1.2)
where x is the position in the ﬁlm, t is the time, c the concentration, σ the conductivity, D the
diffusion coefﬁcient, z the charge of the species i , e the elementary charge and φ the electric
ﬁeld. Equation1.2 can be rewritten by making use of the chemical potential of the species i
differentiated by the position x
μi =μ0i +kBT lnci (x, t ) (1.3)
∂μi (x, t )
∂x
= kBT
ci (x, t )
∂ci (x, t )
∂x
(1.4)
and the Nernst-Einstein relationship
σi (x, t )= zi eμi (x, t )ci (x, t )= (zi e)
2ci (x, t )
kBT
Di (1.5)
into
Jmassi =−
σi (x, t )
(zi e)2
∂
∼
μi (x, t )
∂x
(1.6)
where
∼
μi is the electrochemical potential (
∼
μi =μi + zi eφ), and, for electronic carriers, is also
known as the quasi-Fermi level. Equation 1.6 is the fundamental transport equation for
electron, holes and ionic defects in a semiconductor. Finally, aside from generation and carrier
transport, electrons and holes can recombine. Recombination can be a pseudo-ﬁrst order
(mono-molecular recombination) or a second order process (bimolecular recombination), or,
if Auger recombination is present, a third order process. In addition, recombination can occur
in the bulk of the semiconductor or at an interface with another layer. The recombination
rate therefore takes various forms depending on the relevant process. The bookkeeping of
the charges is ensured by the continuity equation, which, under non-equilibrium conditions,
reads:
∂Jmassi (x, t )
∂x
=−ci (x, t )
kBT
∂μi (x, t )
∂t
+Gi (x, t )−Ui (x, t ) (1.7)
1Local band equilibrium is nevertheless respected: the carrier distribution in each band follows the Fermi-Dirac
statistics
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Where Gi (x, t) is the generation rate of carrier i and Ui (x, t) its recombination. Electrons
undergo a competition between drift-diffusion and recombination and those which did not
recombine undergo charge transfer towards one of the electrodes. The charge transfer can
also take many forms, depending on whether there is a space-charge layer forming at the
interface or if the transfer is purely ohmic. Through careful engineering of the materials, it
must be ensured that the electron transport layer has a signiﬁcant available density of state
for electrons and few density of state for holes, and conversely for the hole transport layer.
Finally, and this is the third thermodynamic equation describing the current ﬂow is given by
Maxwell’s displacement current (it has nothing to do with the transport of charged species),
which scales with the rate of change of the electric ﬁeld:
Jdispi (x, t )=−ε0
∂
∂t
(
ε(x, t )
∂φ(x, t )
∂x
)
(1.8)
More insights in the electronics processes of PSCs and their characterization will be given in
chapter 6.
1.4 Steady-state characterization
1.4.1 Reference solar spectrum
All solar cells presented in this thesis are measured using simulated light that matches - as
close as possible - the American Standards for Testing of Materials (ASTM) Standard Air Mass
(AM) 1.5G reference spectrum, as deﬁned in the ASTM G-173-03 reference. The reference
represents the solar irradiation spectra under one speciﬁc set of atmospheric conditions
and one a surface with a speciﬁc orientation: the reference surface is an inclined plane at
37° tilt toward the equator and the sun facing the surface at a 48.19° zenith angle (the sun
penetrates through 1.5 times the thickness of the atmosphere, hence the name AM1.5). The
air turbidity, water column equivalent, ozone column equivalent and CO2 concentration are
also well deﬁned. The AM1.5G (G is for global) reference combines the contribution of direct
and diffuse sunlight. The diffuse sunlight is the hemispherical integration of the scattered
light and accounts for around 20% of the global light intensity. The extraterrestrial light is
ﬁltered by a series of absorbing and scattering processes. For example, most of the UV light
is absorbed by ozone, and water vapor is responsible for much of the infrared absorption
(905-940nm and 1100-1150nm). The integrated spectral irradiance of the AM1.5G spectra is
1000Wm−2. Ideally, the irradiance simulated by artiﬁcial light should approach the reference
spectral distribution. Deviations from it must be accounted for in a mismatch factor, which in
turns depends on the external quantum efﬁciency of the photovoltaic cell.
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1.4.2 Voltage sweep measurements
The traditional way to asses the performance of a photovoltaic device is to perform a voltage
sweep in photovoltaic mode. This is usually performed using a low impedance voltage source
(in the form of a source-measuring unit, SMU) that applies a potential across the device and
measures the corresponding current. This measurement can be done in the dark (yielding a
dark j (V ) curve) or under light (yielding a light j (V ) curve).
A solar cell usually shows a diodic behavior. In accumulation mode, also called forward bias,
electrons are pushed through the anode into the perovskite and recombine with holes injected
from the cathode (also called the counter electrode). When there is little potential, electrons
and holes have to overcome a large built-in voltage and little current ﬂows through the device.
As the potential is increased, the barrier height decreases and an increasing amount of current
ﬂows from the anode to the cathode (i.e. from the HTM side to the ETL side, opposite to the
electron motion). At the same time, the HTL remains blocking for electrons and vice-versa for
the ETL, hence the electrons and the holes injected from the contacts must recombine at an
interface or in the bulk of the hybrid perovskite layer. In reverse bias, or in depletion mode,
electronic carriers are pulled out of the device (the electrons from the ETL side and the holes
from the HTL side). This only increases the built-in voltage, and the only current that ﬂows
through the device is due to the minority carriers. This current is the dark reverse saturation
current J0,sat. Under illumination, a ﬂow of carrier (generating a current Jphot) opposes the
dark current. The cell becomes a high impedance source (around short circuit) and a low
impedance source (around open circuit) and, in the ideal case, answers to equation 1.9
J = Jphot− J0,sat
(
exp
(
qV
kBT
)
−1
)
(1.9)
In practical applications, perovskite solar cells (and third generation solar cells in general) do
not follow the diode equation quite perfectly, mostly because current generation, transport
and recombination are more complex that in the case of an ideal p-n junction, for which
equation 1.9 holds. The recorded current j (V ) is the result of a competition between charge
transport and recombination that follow the current generation. It is obvious that when trans-
port occurs much faster than recombination, a lot of the generated charges can be collected.
Conversely, if the recombination rate is much larger than the charge transport, only a few or
none of those charges can be extracted. How transport and recombination is affected by the
device potential is not necessarily straightforward and depends on the materials constituting
the solar cell, notably their trap density and the mobility of their carriers.
The current at 0V is referred as the short circuit current. Generally, at low bias, transport
is signiﬁcantly faster than recombination. This leads to a high collection efﬁciency for the
electron, and the extracted current is almost voltage independent. When the cell approaches
the maximum power point, the quasi-Fermi splitting becomes large enough that the recom-
bination rate decreases and approaches the transport rate. The collected current starts to
decrease. At some point, when recombination becomes so much faster than transport that no
more charges are extracted, the cell is biased at what is referred to as the open circuit Voc. The
7
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a b c
Figure 1.2: (a) Example of a typical dark j (V ) characteristics, as described by the ideal diode
equation. (b) Example of a typical j (V ) characteristics of a solar cell under light, as described
by the ideal diode equation under light. (c) position of the maximum power point. The ratio
of the blue area by the orange area yields the ﬁll factor.
value of the open circuit voltage depends on the generation current and the recombination
rate, but not on the transport or capacitive properties of the cell. Studying transport and
recombination as a function of the cell potential is the focus of chapter 6 of this thesis.
The purpose of a solar cell is to produce electrical work, which time derivative is the electrical
power and can be expressed as
dwel
dt
= Pel =V · J (V ) (1.10)
Evidently, keeping the solar cell at short circuit does not generate any power, nor does keeping
it at open circuit. The voltage range at which the cell is generating power is anywhere between
0V and Voc. The voltage where the cell generates themaximumpossible power is of the highest
interest, because it is the one used in the calculation of the power conversion efﬁciency, the
key metric of the solar cell. The voltage at maximum power is found when the differential of
the power by the voltage is null:
∂P
∂V
∣∣∣∣
Vmpp
= 0 (1.11)
Hence, the maximum usable power of the solar is deﬁned as the product of the maximum
power point voltage and maximum power point current:
Pmpp =Vmpp · Impp (1.12)
The power conversion efﬁciency of the solar cell is deﬁned as the usable power divided by the
input power, in this case the irradiance:
η= Vmpp · Impp
Psolar
(1.13)
Finally, we introduce the last fundamental measure of the solar cell, the ﬁll factor. It is a
geometrical factor that describe how ’square’ the j (V ) curve is. It is deﬁned as a function of the
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a b
Figure 1.3: (a) Voltage sweep measurements of a typical perovskite solar cell at different scan
rates illuminated by a simulated AM1.5G solar spectra of 1000Wm−2 intensity. Solid lines
represent the backward scans and dashed lines the forward scans. The cell was equilibrated at
Vocfor 10 s before sweeping backward and upon reaching 0V inverting the scan direction with-
out further delay. (b) Calculated power conversion efﬁciencies from (a), using the backward
scan (dashed line) and the forward scan (solid line) as a function of the scan rate.
open circuit voltage, short circuit current, and maximum power point voltage and current:
FF = Vmpp · Jmpp
Voc · Jsc
(1.14)
Equation 1.13 can be rewritten using the ﬁll factor:
η= Voc · Jsc ·FF
Psolar
(1.15)
In practice, determining the power conversion efﬁciency of perovskite solar cells from voltage
sweeps is prone to signiﬁcant overestimations. It was found that most PSCs have signiﬁcant
hysteresis between the backward scan (from open circuit voltage to short circuit) and the
forward scan (from short circuit to open circuit). The magnitude of the hysteresis is known
to be affected by both the equilibration time of the cell at Voc and the rate of the voltage
sweep[64]. In ﬁgure 1.3 we show the j (V ) curve of a typical perovskite solar cell measured
at various scan rates and directions. The corresponding power conversion efﬁciency is also
reported. In this particular case, scanning the device rapidly can lead to an overestimation of
the PCE by more than 2% (absolute). The origin of the hysteresis will be discussed in more
details in chapter 6. Generally, the maximum power output calculated from the backward
j (V ) curve can be substantially larger than the one extracted from the forward scan. Sustained
power output using maximum power point tracking measurements can be used to measure
the true power output of the device. This is the topic of chapter 5.
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1.5 Components of typical perovskite solar cells
The following section describes in further detail each of the component of the solar and is
intended as a short review of the work that was done in parallel to this thesis by multiple
research groups around the world. Similar reviews having been already been written and
available in the literature, we will keep this section short but focus on the key aspects of the
perovskite solar cells.
1.5.1 The compact metal oxide blocking layer
The blocking layer is directly deposited onto the conductive glass substrate. It should form a
compact, continuous n-type contact intending to provide electron selectivity. In other words,
it is used to prevent, or rather slow down, the recombination between the electrons injected
into the conductive oxide layer and the holes in the perovskite. It is common to use the same
material for the underlayer as the one of the mesoscopic scaffold. Most often, the material
of choice for the blocking layer is TiO2, deposited by spray pyrolysis, atomic layer deposition
or through the sintering of a spin-coated precursor. The goal is to obtain a pinhole-free
compact layer[65] that is as thin and as uniform as possible[66]. However, it has been shown
than perovskite solar cells also work relatively well with no[67] or ultra-thin[68] hole blocking
layers.
Practically, the most frequent technique to deposit TiO2 or other metal oxide is by aerosol
spray pyrolysis. Spray pyrolysis offers a cheap and accessible way to deposit relatively compact
and uniform layers ranging from a few nanometers to micrometers. Alternatives to spray
pyrolysis include atomic layer deposition or spin-coating of a TiCl4 layer followed by sintering.
SnO2blocking layers have also been shown to provide excellent results[61, 62], with reported
PCEs over 21% and open circuit voltages above 1200mV.
1.5.2 The mesoscopic scaffold
On top of the blocking layer is usually deposited a thin mesoporous ﬁlm made of nanopar-
ticles of a metal oxide (usually TiO2). Historically, the TiO2 mesoporous layer was used in a
conﬁguration similar to that of DSSCs, where the perovskite sensitizer was fully inﬁltrated
in the gaps between the particles[42, 40, 47], but today’s highest performance devices only
contain a thin mesoporous substrate of about 100nm[69]. The role of the mesoscopic layer is
therefore questioned, especially in view of the highly efﬁcient ﬂat ﬁlm perovskite solar cells.
Nevertheless, today’s most efﬁcient PSCs still use a mesoscopic scaffold, hence the role of
the porous network of the electron transporting layer cannot be overlooked. From the DSSC
and ssDSSC perspective, it is known that the TiO2 framework provides a high contact area for
electron injection. It is used to increase the projected electrode area to boost the dye loading
and the external quantum efﬁciency of both DSSCs and ssDSSCs. In perovskite solar cells, the
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diffusion length of free carriers was estimated between 100nm and 1μm[36, 38, 37]. In the
former case, the mesoporous scaffold acts as a way for electrons to be collected before they
recombine, at least the ones absorbed within the mesoporous layer. Indeed, the collection
efﬁciency can be written as
ηcol l =
1
1+
(
d
LD
)2 (1.16)
where d2 is the mean square displacement that electrons need to travel towards the TiO2
surface, i.e. around 20nm in the case of most mesoporous layers. For diffusion lengths above
1μm, we see another potential aspect of the the mesoscopic layer, in that it could act as a
high surface area electrode that reduces the effective impedance for charge transfer, when
compared to a ﬂat electrode (we have R⊥CT ∝ A−1 where A is the projected surface area).
TiO2 has historically been the material of choice for the mesoporous substrate[41]. It is
semiconductor with a wide band gap of 3.2 eV, hence it only has parasitic absorption in
the UV region of the solar spectrum. In addition, it is a non-toxic and cheap material that
has found applications in many consumer products, including paint, make-up and skin
cream. TiO2 is naturally doped by oxygen vacancies and is therefore an n-type material. The
exact doping density depends on its crystalline phase and on its processing[65]. There are
three naturally occurring phases of TiO2: anatase, rutile and brookite. Although rutile is the
thermodynamically most stable at room temperature, brookite and anatase are kinetically
stable below 600 ◦C. DSSCs and PSCs nowadays employ the anatase phase as it usually allows
higher performances to be achieved, the reason for which is not clearly established. Even so,
there has been reports of successful PSCs that employ the rutile phase[70, 71, 72]. Alternatives
to TiO2 are also studied, aiming for a higher conductivity and reduced recombinations. Other
metal oxide scaffolds have somewhat been successful for PSCs, including ZnO[73, 74, 59] and
ZrO2[75], but so far perform less efﬁciently than the TiO2 anatase electrodes.
1.5.3 The perovskite absorber
The perovskite layer is the layer that is photo-active in the visible region of the spectrum. It
is responsible for absorbing photons and generating free charges. CH3NH3PbI3 and related
cubic and tetragonal perovskites are direct band gap semiconductors. The pure CH3NH3PbI3
form has a band-gap of 1.57 eV (the optical absorption onset is at 800nm) and its absorp-
tion coefﬁcient (10×104 to 10×105cm−1) is extremely high throughout the visible spectrum
and part of the infrared, similarly to most other direct band-gap semiconductors used in
photovoltaics[76]. Depositing perovskite layers with high diffusion lengths is another key
aspect in obtaining high power conversion efﬁciencies. Although the electronic effect of grain
boundaries is not yet entirely clear, it is a general goal to obtain larger grain sizes, speciﬁcally
grains spanning through the whole device thickness. High crystallinity and low defect concen-
tration that can potentially act as trapped state and recombination centers are also pursued
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goals. Most organic-inorganic perovskites are deposited from solution and cannot withstand
prolonged heating treatments. We brieﬂy review here the various deposition protocols and
some of the aspects of compositional engineering that will appear in this thesis.
1.5.3.1 Deposition protocols
Tremendous amount ofwork to control and optimize the deposition procedure of CH3NH3PbI3
was invested since 2012. It is primarily compositional engineering and optimizations of the de-
position, rather than fundamental understanding of the electronic properties of the material,
that allowed power conversion efﬁciencies to climb over 22%[55]. Initially, CH3NH3PbI3 was
deposited by preparing large concentrations of the precursor materials (PbI2 and CH3NH3I) in
a polar solvent, such as γ-butyrolactone (GBL), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) or dimethyl-
sulfoxide (DMSO), which, upon spin-coating, resulted in uncontrolled crystallization and poor
performance output[47, 77, 78].
1.5.3.1.1 Chloride addition A simple way to retard crystallization of CH3NH3PbI3 was em-
ployed by Lee et al.[45] who added an excess Cl– to the solution using CH3NH3Cl. Further
annealing of the as-deposited ﬁlm was required to form the ﬁnal absorbing layer. Superior efﬁ-
ciencies of 12.3% were obtained. While the structure CH3NH3PbClxI3–x was initially claimed
to be formed and to exhibit enhanced properties, it appears clearly now that chloride addition
primarily acts as a crystallization retardant, allowing for bigger grains and better uniformity to
be obtained[79]. Indeed, careful crystallographic analysis showed no chloride content in the
bulk CH3NH3PbI3 phase[80, 81]. Rather, it appears that chloride induces an amorphous phase
of CH3NH3PbClxI3–x which grows into CH3NH3PbI3 above 109 ◦C[33] and that chloride and
iodide cannot co-exist in the crystalline methylammonium lead perovskite.
1.5.3.1.2 Sequential deposition The sequential deposition will be the topic of chapter 2.
Depositing CH3NH3PbI3 through a two-step process showed superior properties in terms of
grain size, coverage anduniformity. After inﬁltrating PbI2 in the nanopores of TiO2 and forming
a thin capping layer on top of it, lead iodide was converted into CH3NH3PbI3 by dipping the
ﬁlm into a solution of CH3NH3I in 2-propanol. The transformation completes within seconds
of the dipping. Large grains of high quality were achieved, and power conversion efﬁciencies
of 15% rapidly obtained. Im et al. showed that the crystal size and growth rate of CH3NH3PbI3
is strongly affected by the concentration of CH3NH3I[82], which in turns affects the light
harvesting efﬁciency and the hole collection rate. Through a careful optimization, conversion
efﬁciencies of 17% were recorded[82].
1.5.3.1.3 Vapor-assisted deposition Other methods which overall gained less attention in-
volve partially of totally depositing the perovskite layer through a carrier gas. Leyden et al. have
used a multi-zone tube furnace to deposit both CH3NH3I and PbI2 from two different sources
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under relatively low vacuum (100Pa) using a N2 carrier gas. FTO/TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-
MeOTAD/Au solar cells with efﬁciencies of 11.8% were obtained[83]. Alternatively, Chen et
al. have demonstrated that vapor-assisted conversion (VASP) of PbI2 to CH3NH3PbI3 was
achievable by placing PbI2-coated ﬁlms in a closed petri dish containing CH3NH3I powder. By
heating the dish to 150 ◦C, MAI vaporizes and converts lead iodide into perovskite. Efﬁciencies
of 16.8% were achieved using this technique[60, 84].
1.5.3.1.4 Thermal evaporation Pioneered by Mitzi[11, 9, 30], thermal evaporation of per-
ovskite from its precursors PbI2and CH3NH3I was employed by Malinkiewicz[85] and Liu[86]
to deposit CH3NH3PbI3 as the photo-active layer in their solar cell. Typically, PbI2 and
CH3NH3I would be placed in two separate thermal evaporation boats and heated together
under vacuum[87]. Teuscher et al. have shown that regulating the chamber pressure using a
thermal regulation of the CH3NH3Isource affects the ﬁnal I/Pb ratio in the device[88]. In addi-
tion, it has been shown that PbCl2can also be used as a source of evaporation together with
CH3NH3I, to form efﬁcient planar PEDOT/MAPbI3(Cl)/PCBM solar cell[89]. Single source
evaporation of perovskite single crystals[90] showed that perovskite can be deposited with
high level of purity while retaining the proper nominal CH3NH3PbI3 stoichiometry. By ﬂash-
evaporation of meniscus-coated perovskite ﬁlms, Longo et al. have shown that single-source
evaporation of perovskite could compete well with dual-source evaporation, and power con-
version efﬁciencies up to 12.2% based on a PEDOT/PSS and PolyTPD extraction layers were
reported[91].
1.5.3.1.5 Vacuum ﬂash-assisted deposition A recent procedure that was utilized to pro-
duce high efﬁciency perovskite solar cell is the vacuum-ﬂash assisted deposition method,
which produces shiny, smooth ﬁlms with large perovskite grains without the need for crystal-
lization agents like an anti-solvent. Efﬁciencies up to 20.5% have been reported for a 1 cm2
device using this procedure, paving the way for high-efﬁciency, large area perovskite solar
cells. After spin-coating a perovskite precursor containing Pb2+, Br– , I– , MA+ and FA+ in a
mixture of DMSO, DMF and GBL, the substrate is placed in a vacuum oven at 20Pa for 10 s, fol-
lowed by annealing 100 ◦C under atmospheric pressure for 30 minutes. The rest of the device
fabrication follows the traditional route of Spiro-MeOTAD deposition and gold back-contact
evaporation[92].
1.5.3.2 Composition engineering
Compositional engineering of perovskite has become a major source of efﬁciency improve-
ments. It has been shown that bromide and iodide halide can be used interchangeably in the
perovskite structure to tune the optical band gap of the absorber[93, 94, 95]. Although bromide-
iodide or bromide-chloride can form mixed-phases of intermediate lattice parameters[81, 96],
chloride and iodide cannot appear together in the same unit cell. It has also been pointed
out by Hoke that some mixtures of Br and I do not sustain strong light illumination and split
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into geometrically separated bromide rich and iodide rich phases[97]. Nevertheless, small
amounts of bromides have been shown to signiﬁcantly improve the stability of perovskite solar
cells, while not signiﬁcantly affecting their optical properties[98]. Formamidinum, methylam-
monium and cesium can also be used interchangeably[99, 100], and a recent study by Sutton
showed that cesium can be used to stabilize the α-phase of the CH(NH2)2PbI3[101], which
otherwise degrades into its non-perovskite δ-phase[34, 99]. A tentative explanation of the
intrinsic stability of cesium containing perovskite was provided Li et al.[102], who showed that
the average ionic radius of mixed cesium and formamidinum cations allowed the Goldschmidt
tolerance factor to be kept between 0.8 and 1, a requirement for the stability of the cubic phase
of perovskites.
1.5.4 The hole transporting layer
In a perovskite solar cell, the hole transporting layer is responsible for selectively transporting
holes and blocking electrons. It must be able to match the current generation rate of the
perovskite and thus have a sufﬁciently low resistance. Many materials have been explored
for their use as hole transporting materials in perovskite solar cells. Though inorganic p-
type semiconductors such as NiO, WO3 and MoO3 have been somewhat successful as hole
transporting layers in PSCs, the most commonly used HTMs are solution-processable p-type
organic materials, either molecular or polymeric. In particular, 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis-N,N-di-para-
methoxyphenylamine-9,9’-spirobiﬂuorene (spiro-MeOTAD) is the most popular material
since its introduction in 1998 by Udo Bach[46]. Its use in solid state dye-sensitized solar
cells has been extensively reported and it remains the material of choice for high efﬁciency
perovskite solar cells[69].
Spiro-MeOTADis an amorphous, wide band gap organic semiconductor with high solubility
in organic solvents. Its has a glass transition temperature of 121 ◦C and a melting point at
246 ◦C[103]. Hole mobilities ranging from 1×10−5cm2V−1 s−1 to 1×10−4cm2V−1 s−1 have
been reported. The ﬁrst oxidation potential of Spiro-MeOTADwas measured at −5.1 eV by
photoelectron spectroscopy and electrochemical techniques. The oxidation potential matches
well with the valence band of most hybrid perovskite materials, hence the hole transfer
between the two should be favored, while conduction band electrons are not energetic enough
to reduce Spiro-MeOTAD.
Typically, Spiro-MeOTADis deposited by spin-coating froma concentrated solution in chloroben-
zene or toluene. Interestingly, bare Spiro-MeOTADleads to very poor device performance.
Additives are usually added in the formulation and spin-coated together with the HTM. Typi-
cally, those additives are 4-tertbutylamine (4-tBP or tBP) and LiTFSI. In addition, molecular
dopants are sometimes used to boost the conductivity of the HTM. The presence of those
speciﬁc additives originate from the formulation used in solid state dye cells, but their role
in PSCs is extremely unclear thus far. 4-tBP is known to adsorb on the metal oxide surface
in DSSCs, raising the conduction band position position through a local dipole effect, and
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Figure 1.4: Chemicals structure of 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis-N,N-di-para-methoxyphenylamine-9,9’-
spirobiﬂuorene (spiro-MeOTAD).
effectively slowing down the interfacial recombination. Conversely, Li+ ions are known to shift
the conduction band of the metal oxide downwards, increase the driving force for electron
injection of the dye molecule. Whether such effects occur in PSCs or not, or what their exact
role is, remains very unclear: there is surprisingly very few studies unveiling their role in PSCs.
Snaith has shown that LiTFSI has an effect on the hole mobility of Spiro-MeOTAD[104]. Later,
it was shown that LiTFSI actually acts as a p-dopant in presence of oxygen, by increasing the
rate of photo-oxidation of the HTM[105, 106, 107]. Whether this is the primary role of LiTFSI
remains unclear, but avoiding the use of 4-tBP and LiTFSI has so far been challenging. In
chapter 6, we will brieﬂy report the effect of the LiTFSI additive on the electronics of the solar
cell.
1.5.5 Back-contact
Traditional thin ﬁlm perovskite solar cells are back-contacted with a metallic layer. The
material of choice is usually gold, but silver is also widely used for its lower cost and higher
reﬂectivity. However, silver suffers from instability towards CH3NH3PbI3 as it oxidizes into
AgI. Semi-transparent contacts using silver nanowires[108, 109] and indium tin oxide counter
electrodes sputtered on MoOx were also successfully used to assemble 2-terminal tandem
Si/CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells[110, 111].
1.6 Motivation and procedures
I started my thesis when the ﬁeld of hybrid perovskite for photovoltaics had just begun, with
only a few articles that were published at the time on this topic. The questions and problematic
that were raised in 2013 are entirely different than the ones of 2017. As a consequence, the
chapters that I present in this work follow closely the rapid development of the research during
this period. Over a four years period, thousands of articles were published on this topic by
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over a hundred research groups around the world. In the beginning of 2013, there was a
general struggle to fabricate photovoltaic devices with high power conversion efﬁciencies in a
reproducible fashion. The ﬁrst chapter addresses these problems aswe introduced the concept
of the sequential deposition. As the power conversion efﬁciency and reproducibility improved
signiﬁcantly in 2014, we investigated some of the aspects of the chemical composition of the
hybrid perovskite layer and its inﬂuence on its optical, electrical and photovoltaic properties.
While the best formulations for high efﬁciency PSCs were being adjusted, we discovered that in
situ chemical transformation of the perovskite layer were possible through ion exchange. This
is the focus of chapter 4. Questions with regards to the stability of the perovskite were raised,
particularly in view of the ionic motion that occurs under a constant DC polarization. This
issue will be partly discussed in chapters 5 and 6. Finally, as it became clear that perovskite
solar cells were approaching a potential marketability, I wished to address some questions
that regard the end of life of the solar cells, in particular of the treatment of the waste through
efﬁcient recycling. This is the focus of chapter 7.
More speciﬁcally, the studies I report in this thesis comprise the following:
In chapter 2, developed in collaborationwithDr. Julian Burschka, we introduced a novel way to
deposit CH3NH3PbI3 onto TiO2 mesoporous substrates. After depositing PbI2by spin-coating,
it was converted into CH3NH3PbI3 by a controlled intercalation reaction. This technique
allowed us to gain signiﬁcant control over the uniformity and the crystallinity of the perovskite
layer. We reported a power conversion efﬁciency of 15%, the highest performance at the
time[47]. In parallel to this study, we certiﬁed the efﬁciency of the ﬁrst perovskite solar cell,
referenced in the NREL chart[55]. Following this work, in collaboration with the group of
Prof. Nam-Gyu Park, we reported on the control of the perovskite crystal size capping the
TiO2layer, also using the sequential deposition. This control allowed us to report further PCE
improvements - up to 17%. In chapter 2, it will be shown that the charge collection rate is
intimately linked to the size of the cuboids forming the capping layer[82].
In chapter 3, we use the sequential deposition described in the chapter 2 and apply it to
the fabrication of mixed methylammonium - formamidinium lead halide perovskites. The
strategy of mixing the two cations is to extend slightly the absorption of the perovskite into the
infrared. Formamidinium alone is unfortunately not stable as it forms the thermodynamically
more stable non-perovskite δ phase. We found however that mixing methylammonium and
formamidinum in similar quantities can stabilize the α perovskite phase while leading to a
similar gain in spectral absorption. Solar cells assembled using a mixed cation perovskite per-
form signiﬁcantly better than the ones assembled with pristine cation lead halide perovskites.
This increase in PCE correlated well to a longer excited state lifetime of the mixed cations.
In chapter 4, we explore the reactivity of the perovskite material. We found that even after the
formation of CH3NH3PbX3, the halide can be exchanged by another by simply dipping the
ﬁlm into a solution containing another methylammonium halide in 2-propanol. This reaction
exchange was found to occur through different mechanisms depending on which halide in the
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solid phase was exchanged by which other halide in the solution. After the halide exchange,
the quantum yield for luminescence sharply increases. Chapter 4 also shows that the halide
exchange reaction can be used to fabricate CH3NH3PbBr3 and CH3NH3PbCl3 nanowires,
which cannot be synthesized through a direct route. We performed halide exchange reactions
on their CH3NH3PbI3 counterpart and show complete conversion and preservation of the 1D
morphology of the wires.
Chapter 5 discusses the maximum power point tracking of perovskite solar cells. We initially
reported on the design of an ageing setup but extended our study to the issues related to the
maximum power point tracking of PSCs. In particular, we found that the hysteresis inherent
to PSCs advert the convergence of MPPT algorithms under fast tracking conditions. Such
issues are expected to also occur in commercial buck-boost converter maximum power point
trackers for reasons that are explained in this chapter. A very simple method to stabilize the
algorithms is presented. Surprisingly, the highest power output was not obtained when the cell
was kept at steady-state, but rather when it undergoes repetitive poling in forward bias. Power
outputs higher by as much as +11% compared to steady-state measurements were recorded.
Finally, I show one example of stability measurements performed using this home-built ageing
setup.
Chapter 6 describes the frequency-resolved dynamics of perovskite solar cells. I begin by
expanding the network thermodynamicsmodel to the case of a non-thermal between electrons
and holes. An equivalent circuit is assembled, from which the response of intensity modulated
photovoltage and intensity modulate photocurrent spectroscopy can be simulated. The
principal real and complex features of both techniques for typical perovskite solar cells are
discussed and related to the equivalent circuit. For complex cases, non-linear least square
ﬁtting of numerically simulated data was performed as a substitute for the missing analytical
expression of the IMVS/IMPS response. Finally, we show a few case studies that demonstrate
the relevance of these techniques in the characterization of perovskite solar cells.
In the 7th and ﬁnal chapter, we report on a proof of concept for recycling perovskite solar
cells upon their end of life. This work describes a solvent based approach that relies on the
orthogonality of the solubility constants of each material to physically separate them from
each other. We show that lead ions can be collected with almost perfect orthogonality and that
their low residual concentration in the other solvents can be further sequestrated using an ion
exchange resin. Most importantly, we stress that the mesoporous substrate can be re-used
without further heat-treatment, which is a promising pathway to avoid downscaling of the
PSC waste.
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2 Sequential deposition as a route to
high-efﬁciency perovskite solar cells
This chapter describes an approach to fabricate high efﬁciency perovskite solar cells using an
innovative 2-step route to deposit the CH3NH3PbI3 layer. This work was initiated by Dr. Julian
Burschka, who developed the idea, performed the spectroscopic measurements, XRD and SEM
characterization. My work was focused on the optimization of the deposition technique, the
fabrication of the perovskite solar cells and their certiﬁcation for the NREL chart[55]. However,
the sole reporting of my part of the work without its context would be pointless. The transcript
of this manuscript is added to this thesis as a reference, but more information about this work
can be found in Dr. Julian Burschka’s thesis[103].
2.1 Introduction
Perovskite structures are a class of crystallographic compounds named after the structure of
the original perovskite, CaTiO3. The general formula of perovskite materials is ABX3 where A
and B are cations of different sizes[112] and X is an anion that bonds them together. In the
ideal cubic perovskite structure, the B cation is at the center of an octahedral cage formed by
the anions. The A cations are located in the interstitial sites and have a coordination number
of 12. In the cubic conﬁguration, the BX6 are corner-sharing.
Organic-inorganic halide perovskites are a special class of materials that involve a singly
charged organic cation in the A site, a doubly charged inorganic one in the B site and a singly
charged halide as the X site. Although ﬁrst column alkali metals are inorganic elements,
halide perovskites containing potassium, cesium or rubidium have been extensively reported
and are usually included in this class of materials. Organic A-site cations such as methylam-
monium (CH3NH3+)[9], formamidinium (CH(NH2)2+)[113, 114, 102, 93], ethylammonium
(CH3CH3NH3+)[115], tetramethylammonium (N(CH3)4+)[116], guadinium (C(NH3)3+) and
many others have been reported to form hybrid perovskites. The B-site is usually an ele-
ment in the 4th column element, such as germanium, tin or lead. However, bismuthate[9],
nickelate[117, 118, 32, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123], vanadates[119, 121, 122] and others have been
reported to also form perovskite structures, in particular when used together with Cs+. The X
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site is usually occupied by a chloride, bromide or an iodide, but ﬂuoride-based perovskites are
not uncommon.
The size of the A-site cation determines whether the material adopts a three dimensional
structure or a two dimensional structure. Cations including methylammonium, formami-
dinium, cesium and rubidium are known to form a 3D structure, while the others arrange in
a 2D structure made of ﬂat BX6 corner sharing structures intercalated with double layers of
cations. 2D perovskite structures are signiﬁcantly more tolerant in terms of the size and type
of the organic cations. Integration or large π-conjugated structures have been reported by
Mitzi[13]. However, 2D perovskites are usually less attractive as light harvesters because of
their wider optical band gap, limiting the potential for a broadband absorption of the solar
light.
3D perovskites such as CH3NH3PbI3 have received the greatest attention for their potential
use in solar cells. They have become attractive in part because of their near-ideal band gap
(1.54 eV[33]) but also owing to their excellent carrier transport properties[36, 38, 37]. In addi-
tion, the high solubility of the precursor salts in polar solvents such asN,N-dimethylformamide,
γ-butyrolactone and dimethylsulfoxide and the poor solubility of the CH3NH3PbI3 in apo-
lar solvents (chlorobenzene, toluene, hexane, ...) have undoubtedly made them extremely
attractive for solution-processed thin ﬁlm electrochemical devices.
2.2 Motivation
The deposition of uniform, thin ﬁlm perovskite solar cells using solvent-based approaches has,
until 2013, been a real challenge. The perovskite ﬁlm was prepared spin-coating a solution
obtained by co-dissolving equimolar salts of PbX2 and CH3NH3X (X=Cl,Br,I or mixtures) into
a polar solvent. However, the deposition of the perovskite was poorly controlled and resulted
in large microstructures of various shapes, dimensions and heights. In addition, there are
often large gaps of uncovered TiO2 in between the structures. In Figure 2.1, we show a top-
view scanning electron micrograph of the morphological features of CH3NH3PbI3 obtained by
spin-coating the precursor solution onto a TiO2 covered conductive glass substrate. WhenN,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) is used as a solvent, large and thick needles grow uncontrolled on
the substrate. When GBL is used as the solvent, we observed the formation of islands of various
sizes and shapes. In both cases, large gaps of uncovered substrate were found between the
perovskite structures.[78] Such gaps are extremely costly in terms of cell performance, mostly
for two reasons. In terms of photocurrent density, any uncovered substrate lets visible photons
pass unabsorbed, which is a responsible for a reduction of the available photocurrent density.
Second, any exposed TiO2 substrate would come in direct contact with the hole transporting
material, which is a potentially very recombinative interface and costs photovoltage.
After this report was published, deposition procedures have been further largely optimized.
Even so the deposition that we introduce in this chapter is no longer the one yielding the
best conversion efﬁciencies, it makes the case that control of the deposition technique, the
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Figure 2.1: Comparison between the single-step method and the two-step sequential deposi-
tion. (a-d) CH3NH3PbI3 deposited by spin-coating on a FTO substrate using a mixed solution
of PbI2 and CH3NH3I in (a,b) y-butyrolactone (GBL) or (c,d) N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF)
solvent. In both cases the surface coverage is low and bare FTO is exposed. (e,f) CH3NH3PbI3
obtained using the sequential deposition method (two steps). The dipping time was 30 s
grain size, the uniformity and the crystallinity were key factors in reaching today’s top power
conversion efﬁciencies.
2.3 Sequential deposition of CH3NH3PbI3
In this work, we have introduced the sequential deposition as a tool to deposit in a highly
controlled fashion hybrid perovskite materials. Previously reported by Liang in 1998[16], the
sequential deposition involves ﬁrst the spin-coating of a uniform layer of PbI2 onto the TiO2
substrate. Following the removal of the solvent (DMF), the PbI2-coated ﬁlm is dipped into a
solution of CH3NH3I in 2-propanol. Upon contact of the lead iodide with the organic cation
in solution, a rapid reaction transforms it into CH3NH3PbI3. The reaction is easy to follow
visually, as the yellow color of PbI2 quickly transform into a dark brown ﬁlm, signature of the
optical band gap of CH3NH3PbI3. A schematics of the deposition procedure is shown in ﬁgure
2.2. A signiﬁcant lattice expansion occurs upon conversion: the unit cell of PbI2 is 125.7Å
31,
which expands to 997.9Å3 for the supercell of the I4/mcm phase of CH3NH3PbI3 (containing
4 unit cells). The volume of the perovskite structure is therefore twice the one of PbI2.
The literature contains several examples in which a two-step procedure is used to fabricate
nanostructures that are not easily, or not at all, accessible by a direct synthetic route. Ion
exchange reactions have, for example, been used to convert dispersed II–V semiconductor
nanocrystals into the corresponding III–V analogues while preserving particle size and distri-
bution as well as the initial nanomorphology[124, 125, 126]. As reported, the thermodynamic
1ICSD database, collection code 68819
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PbI2/TiO2
PbI2 spin coating
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Dipping in CH3NH3I
in 2-propanol
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HeatingIntercalation reaction
CH3NH3PbI3/TiO2
Figure 2.2: Schematics of the sequential deposition. First, PbI2 is deposited onto a TiO2-
coated TCO substrate by spin-coating, forming a yellow ﬁlm. Following heating to remove
the excess solvent, the ﬁlm is dipped into a solution of CH3NH3I in 2-propanol. The color
immediately turns dark brown. The sample undergoes an additional heating step as solvent
removal.
driving force of such a reaction is the difference in bulk lattice energy for the two materials,
and the initial crystal lattice serves as a template for the formation of the desired compound.
As for PbI2, the insertion of the organic cation is facilitated through the layered PbI2 structure,
which consists of three spatially repeating planes, I–Pb–I[127]. Numerous literature reports
show that strong intralayer chemical bonding, as well as only weak interlayer van der Waals
interactions, allows the easy insertion of guest molecules between these layers[128, 129,
130]. In our case, the large energy of formation of the hybrid perovskite, combined with the
nanoscopic morphology of the PbI2 precursor, which greatly enhances the reaction kinetics,
ﬁnally enables the transformation to be completed within seconds.
2.4 Kinetics of the reaction
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Figure 2.3: (a) Changes in the optical density monitored at 550nm, (b) photoluminescence
intensity monitored at 550nm and (c) photoluminescence intensity monitored at 775nm
of a PbI2-coated ﬁlm upon dipping inside a 10mgmL−1 solution of CH3NH3I in 2-propanol.
Plotted versus time. Biexponential ﬁts are added in black.
The kinetics of the conversion were monitored by optical spectroscopy. Upon dipping the
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TiO2/PbI2 composite ﬁlm into a solution of CH3NH3I in 2-propanol (10mgmL−1), its color
changes almost immediately fromyellow to dark brown, indicating the formation of CH3NH3PbI3.
The dynamics of the formation of the perovskite were followed by absorption spectroscopy.
Figure 2.3a shows that the increase over time of the perovskite absorption at 550nm is practi-
cally complete within a few seconds of exposing the PbI2-loaded TiO2 ﬁlm to the CH3NH3I
solution. A small additional increase in the absorbance, occurring on a timescale of 100 s
and contributing only a few per cent to the total increase of the signal, is attributed to mor-
phological changes producing enhanced light scattering. The conversion is accompanied
by a quenching of the PbI2 emission at 520nm (ﬁgure 2.3b) and a concomitant increase in
the perovskite luminescence at 775nm (ﬁgure 2.3c). The latter emission passes through a
maximum before decreasing to a stationary value. This decrease results from self-absorption
of the luminescence by the perovskite formed during the reaction with CH3NH3I. The traces
were ﬁtted to a biexponential function yielding the decay times stated in ﬁgure 2.3a–c. We note
that the increase in the emission intensity before the quenching in ﬁgure 2.3b is an optical
artifact that results from opening the sample compartment to add the CH3NH3I solution.
2.5 X-ray diffraction
The green and red curves in ﬁgure 2.4 show X-ray powder diffraction pattern measured before
and after the TiO2/PbI2 nanocomposite ﬁlm is brought into contact with the CH3NH3I solu-
tion. For comparison, we also spin-coated the PbI2 on a ﬂat glass substrate and exposed the
resulting ﬁlm to a CH3NH3I solution in the same manner as the TiO2/PbI2 nanocomposite.
Based on literature data, the PbI2 deposited by spin-coating from DMF solution crystallizes in
the form of the hexagonal 2H polytype2, the most common PbI2 modiﬁcation. Moreover, the
results show that on a ﬂat glass substrate, crystals grow in a preferential orientation along the
c-axis, hence the appearance of only four diffraction peaks, corresponding to the (001), (002),
(003) and (004) lattice planes (ﬁgure 2.4, black curve). For the PbI2 loaded on a mesoporous
TiO2 ﬁlm (2.4, green curve), we ﬁnd three additional diffraction peaks that do not originate
from TiO2, suggesting that the anatase scaffold induces a different orientation for the PbI2
crystal growth.
During the reaction with CH3NH3I, we observe the appearance of a series of new diffrac-
tion peaks that are in good agreement with literature data on the tetragonal phase of the
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite[35]. However, when PbI2 is deposited on a ﬂat ﬁlm (2.4, blue curve)
the conversion to perovskite on exposure to the CH3NH3I solution is incomplete; a large
amount of unreacted PbI2 remained even after a dipping time of 45 min. This agrees with
the observation that the CH3NH3I insertion hardly proceeds beyond the surface of thin PbI2
ﬁlms, and that the complete transformation of the crystal structure requiring several hours[16].
A caveat associated with such long conversion times is that the perovskite dissolves in the
methylammonium iodide solution over longer periods, hampering the transformation.
2Inorganic Crystal Structure Database, collection code 68819; http://www.ﬁz-karlsruhe.com/icsd.html
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Figure 2.4: X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) a PbI2 on glass, (b) PbI2 converted into CH3NH3PbI3
by sequential deposition onto a glass substrate, (c) PbI2 deposited onto a mesoporous TiO2
substrate and (d) PbI2 converted into CH3NH3PbI3 by sequential deposition onto a meso-
porous TiO2 substrate. The # symbols indicate TiO2 reﬂections and ∗ unassigned PbI2 reﬂec-
tions.
In striking contrast to the behavior of thin ﬁlms of lead iodide deposited on a ﬂat support,
the conversion of PbI2 nanocrystals in the mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlm is practically complete on
a timescale of seconds, as is evident from the immediate disappearance of its most intense
diffraction peak (the (001) peak) and the concomitant appearance of the XRD reﬂections for
the tetragonal perovskite. When the PbI2 crystals are contained within the mesoporous TiO2
scaffold, their size is limited to ∼ 22nm by the pore size of the host. Notably, we ﬁnd that
conﬁning the PbI2 crystals to such a small size drastically enhances their rate of conversion
to perovskite, which is complete within a few seconds of their coming into contact with the
methylammonium iodide solution.
Scanning electron micrographs in ﬁgure 2.1 show that crystals of CH3NH3PbI3 with a large
range of sizes are formed when the perovskite is deposited in a single step from a solution of
CH3NH3I and PbI2 in γ-butyrolactone or DMF. A key ﬁnding of the present work is that the
conﬁnement of the PbI2 within the nanoporous network of the TiO2 ﬁlm greatly facilitates its
conversion to the perovskite pigment. Moreover, the mesoporous scaffold of the host forces
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the perovskite to adopt a nanomorphology similar to that of the PbI2 precursor.
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Figure 2.5: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs of a typical perovskite solar cell
assembled by sequential deposition.
Figure 2.5 presents a cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the thus-
prepared ﬁlm. The absence of any PbI2 crystals protruding from the surface of themesoporous
anatase layer shows that our inﬁltration method leads to a structure in which the PbI2 is
entirely contained within the nanopores of the TiO2 ﬁlm.
2.5.1 Fabrication of perovskite solar cells
We prepared mesoporous TiO2 (anatase) ﬁlms by spin-coating a solution of colloidal anatase
particles onto a 30nm-thick compact TiO2 underlayer. The underlayer was deposited by
aerosol spray pyrolysis on a transparent-conducting-oxide-coated glass substrate acting as the
electric front contact of the solar cell. Lead iodide (PbI2) was then introduced into the TiO2
nanopores by spin-coating a 462mgmL−1 (≈ 1M) solution of PbI2 in N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF) kept at 70 ◦C. The use of such a high PbI2 concentration is critical to obtaining the high
loading of the mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlms required to fabricate high performance perovskite solar
cells.
We used the sequential-deposition technique to fabricate mesoscopic solar cells employing
the triarylamine derivative spiro-MeOTAD as a hole-transporting material (HTM) (ﬁgure
1.4). Following a reported concept[131], we use a Co(III) complex as a p-type dopant for
the HTM at a molar doping level of 10% to ensure a sufﬁcient conductivity and low series
resistance. Figure 2.5 shows a cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a typical device.
The mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlm had an optimized thickness of around 350nm and was inﬁltrated
with the perovskite nanocrystals using the above-mentioned two-step procedure. The HTM
was subsequently deposited by spin coating. It penetrates into the remaining available pore
volume and forms a 100nm thick layer on top of the composite structure. A thin gold layer was
thermally evaporated under vacuum onto the HTM, forming the back contact of the device.
We measured the current density j (V ) characteristics of the solar cells under simulated air
mass 1.5 global (AM1.5G) solar irradiation and in the dark. Figure 2.6a shows j (V ) curves
measured at a light intensity of 95.6mWcm−2 for a typical device. From this, we derive values
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Cell n° Voc(mV) Jsc(mAcm−2 FF (-) PCE (%)
1 990 17.8 0.70 12.2
2 996 17.7 0.72 12.6
3 971 17.1 0.71 11.7
4 992 17.9 0.73 12.9
5 978 16.3 0.71 11.4
6 962 16.9 0.73 11.9
7 972 18.1 0.68 12.0
8 986 17.4 0.71 12.2
9 963 17.5 0.69 11.5
10 959 17.6 0.66 11.2
Average 977± 14 17.4± 0.5 0.70± 0.02 12.0± 0.5
Table 2.1: Photovoltaic data for a batch of devices prepared by sequential deposition, mea-
sured under a 1000Wm−2 simulated air mass 1.5 global simulated light
for the short-circuit photocurrent (Jsc), the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the ﬁll factor of,
respectively, 17.1mAcm−2, 992mV and 73%, yielding a solar-to electric power conversion
efﬁciency (PCE) of 12.9%2.2. Statistical data on a batch of ten photovoltaic devices is shown in
2.1. From the average PCE value of 12.0% ± 0.5% and the small standard deviation, the method
has excellent reproducibility, and compared to the deposition procedures that existed at the
time this work was being done, yields excellent efﬁciencies.
Figure 2.6b shows the incident photon to current conversion efﬁciency (IPCE), which equals
the external quantum efﬁciency (EQE), spectrum for the perovskite cell. Generation of pho-
tocurrent starts at 800nm, in agreement with the bandgap of the CH3NH3PbI3, and reaches
peak values of over 90% in the short wavelength region of the visible spectrum. Integrating
the overlap of the IPCE spectrum with the AM1.5G solar photon ﬂux yields a current density
of 18.4mAcm−2, which is in excellent agreement with the measured photocurrent density,
extrapolated to 17.9mAcm−2 at the standard solar AM1.5G intensity of 100mWcm−2. This
conﬁrms that any mismatch between the simulated sunlight and the AM1.5G standard is
negligibly small. Comparison with the absorptance or light harvesting efﬁciency (LHE) de-
picted in ﬁgure 2.6c reveals that the lower IPCE values in the range of 600−800nm result
from the smaller absorption of the perovskite in this spectral region. This is also reﬂected in
the spectrum of the internal quantum efﬁciency, or absorbed photon to current conversion
efﬁciency (APCE), which can be derived from the IPCE and LHE and is shown in ﬁgure 2.6d.
The APCE is greater than 90% over the whole visible region, without correction for reﬂective
losses, indicating that the device achieves near-unity quantum yield for the generation and
collection of charge carriers.
In an attempt to increase the loading of the perovskite absorber on the TiO2 structure and
to obviate the lack of absorption in the long-wavelength region of the spectrum, we slightly
modiﬁed the conditions for the deposition of the PbI2 precursor as well as the transforma-
tion reaction. Details are provided in the methods chapter. The j (V ) characteristics of the
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Figure 2.6: (a) j (V ) curves for a photovoltaic device measured at a simulated air mass 1.5
global solar irradiation of 95.6mWcm−2 (solid line) and in the dark (dashed line). (b) IPCE
spectrum. The right-hand axis indicates the integrated photocurrent that is expected to be
generated under AM1.5G irradiation. (c) LHE spectrum. (d) APCE spectrum derived from the
IPCE and LHE. (e) j (V ) of our champion perovskite device, measured under a simulated air
mass 1.5 global solar of 96.4mWcm−2
highest performance cell of the series that was fabricated in this manner are depicted in
ﬁgure 2.6e. From this data, we derive values of 20.0mAcm−2 for Jsc, 993mV for Voc and 0.73
for the ﬁlling factor, respectively, yielding a PCE of 15.0% measured at a light intensity of
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Intensity mWcm−2 Voc(mV) Jsc(mAcm−2 FF (-) PCE (%)
9.3 901 1.7 0.77 12.6
49.8 973 8.9 0.75 13.0
95.6 992 17.1 0.73 12.9
Table 2.2: Photovoltaic performance of a typical perovskite solar cell prepared using the
sequential deposition, at different light intensities.
Pin = 96.4mWcm−2. At the time of the publication of this work, this was the highest power
conversion efﬁciency reported so far for organic or hybrid inorganic–organic solar cells and
one of the highest for any solution processed photovoltaic device. Several solar cells with
PCEs between 14% and 15% were fabricated. One of these devices was sent to an accredited
photovoltaic calibration laboratory for certiﬁcation, conﬁrming a power conversion efﬁciency
of 14.14% measured under standard AM1.5G reporting conditions. Detailed photovoltaic data
for this device can be found in appendix E. Compared with the devices from which we took
the data shown in table 2.1, these high performance devices beneﬁt from a signiﬁcantly higher
photocurrent, which we attribute to the thicker capping layer present on top of the porous
TiO2 ﬁlm, improving the long wavelength IPCE response of the cell.
2.6 Optimization of the crystal size
The acquisition of the photovoltaic data in this section was realized by Dr. J.H. Im and the
research group of Prof. Nam-Gyu Park. They are relevant in the sense that they conﬁrm our
predictions based on photo-CELIV and LHE measurements that I performed. The photovoltaic
data presented in this section originates from our collaborative study, published in a peer-
reviewed journal[82].
Under the leadership of Im[82], we uncovered the signiﬁcant importance of the layer of
CH3NH3PbI3 capping themesoscopic TiO2 ﬁlm. During the conversion of PbI2 intoCH3NH3PbI3,
we discovered a signiﬁcant crystal growth on top of the TiO2 layer. Such crystals usually have a
cuboid shape of varying size and thickness.
2.6.1 Control of the crystal size
We showed that the crystallite size had a direct correlation to the concentration of CH3NH3I
into the 2-propanol solution. In ﬁgure 2.7, we show top-view scanning electron micrographs of
the TiO2 ﬁlm coated with CH3NH3PbI3, for various concentrations of CH3NH3I in 2-propanol.
We found the the mean crystallite size has an inverse dependence on the solution concentra-
tion: ∼ 720nm for 0.038 M, ∼ 360nm for 0.044 M, ∼ 190nm for 0.050 M, ∼ 130nm for 0.057 M
and ∼ 90nm for 0.063 M. Smaller crystals can be grown using more concentrated solutions
of CH3NH3I, while larger ones can be obtained by reducing it, at the expense of conversion
time. However, when the largest crystals are grown, part of the TiO2 ﬁlm becomes uncovered,
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potentially letting light through unabsorbed and hampering the device performance. It is
worth noting that the growth of the capping layer did appear to affect the pore ﬁlling. We think
that its presence is due to (a) an excess PbI2 on top of the TiO2 ﬁlm and (b) the accommodation
of the lattice expansion upon conversion of PbI2 to CH3NH3PbI3.
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Figure 2.7: (a-e) Top-view scanning electron micrographs showing microcomposites of
CH3NH3PbI3 deposited onto mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlms, grown using the sequential deposi-
tion. The concentration of CH3NH3I in the dipping solution was (a) 0.038 M, (b) 0.044 M,
(c) 0.050 M, (d) 0.057 M, (e) 0.063 M. (f) Histogram of CH3NH3PbI3 crystallite size for all ﬁve
different concentrations. The solid curve represent the ﬁt to a normal distribution.
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2.6.2 Inﬂuence over the light harvesting
We measured the single-pass light harvesting efﬁciency of the as-grown CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlms
on TiO2 mesoporous layers similar to the ones used in solar cells for ﬁlms converted with
various CH3NH3I concentrations. The results are shown in ﬁgure 2.8a. Results show that
samples with larger crystals (converted with lower concentrations: 0.032 M and 0.038 M) have
ﬂatter LHE spectra over the visible range when compared with the ones with smaller crystals,
which correlates well with an increased of the crystal thickness. However, the spacing between
the crystals reduces the overall light harvesting efﬁciency irrespective of the wavelength. For
crystals obtained at higher CH3NH3I concentrations (0.044 M-0.063 M), thinner, less scattering
crystals form a highly covered ﬁlm which enhances the absorption of blue photons but de-
creases the absorption of red photons, according to the absorption spectrum of CH3NH3PbI3.
The data in ﬁgure 2.8a shows that, with regards to light absorption, the optimal crystal size is
obtained using the 0.038 M or 0.044 M solutions of CH3NH3I in 2-propanol.
2.6.3 Inﬂuence over the hole transport
We expect that larger crystals can come at the expense of the collection efﬁciency if the
crystal thickness is in the similar order of magnitude as the diffusion length. We carried
out qualitative measurements of the rate of the charge transport using charge extraction by
linearly increasing the voltage under illumination (photo-CELIV)[132], which has the merit
of measuring the overall extraction ability of the whole cell rather than the mobility of a
single carrier in a pristine material. We performed photo-CELIV measurements in ambient
air over FTO/b-Al2O3/TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3/spiro-MeOTAD/Au assemblies, where a blocking
Al2O3 underlayer (b-Al2O3) on a ﬂuorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) was used to prevent electron
collection and selectively collect the holes at the back contact. The photo-CELIV transients
are shown in ﬁgure 2.8b. We found a qualitative correlation between the crystal size and the
rate of collection, as seen by the CELIV transient time, where smaller crystals seem to collect
holes signiﬁcantly faster that the large ones. This can be related to either a higher mobility or
simply to the use of thinner crystals3. However, the CELIV measurement presented in ﬁgure
2.8 are properly normalized, such that the area under the curve amounts to the total quantity
of photo-generated carriers remaining after the delay time that precedes the charge extraction.
The highest amount of collected charges was obtained for the ﬁlm grown using the 0.044 M
CH3NH3I solution. With the other concentrations, the amount of extracted charges was lower,
either due to a decreased light harvesting or to faster recombination, which is also responsible
for the broadening of the CELIV signal. We made sure that the generated current never
exceeded 20% of the displacement current. Space-charge effects were considered minimal in
this regime.
3In the absence of a perfectly conformal ﬁlm, the normalization by the ﬁlm thickness is rather difﬁcult. This is
the reason why no quantitative values on the mobility are reported here
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Figure 2.8: (a) Light harvesting efﬁciency spectra of TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlms prepared by
sequential deposition using solutions various CH3NH3I concentrations (b) Photo-CELIV
transients recorded for devices comprising FTO/bl-Al2O3/mp-TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-
MeOTAD/Au depending using various CH3NH3I concentrations. j : current; δ j : extraction
current, j0: capacitive displacement current.
CH3NH3I conc. (V) Voc(V) Jsc(mAcm−2 FF (-) PCE (%)
0.038 1.065±0.009 21.68±0.63 0.709±0.006 16.63±0.35%
0.050 1.090±0.009 21.01±0.37 0.711±0.017 16.27±0.44%
0.064 1.080±0.005 19.27±0.55 0.646±0.012 13.45±0.55%
Table 2.3: Photovoltaic performance of perovskite solar cells prepared using the sequential
deposition, for various concentrations of CH3NH3Iin the dipping 2-propanol solution.
2.6.4 Inﬂuence over the photovoltaic performance
Based on the light harvesting efﬁciency and the dynamics of the charge collection, it is not a
surprise that the best performing photovoltaic devices were assembled using an intermediate
concentration. The photovoltaic data for perovskite devices assembled using 0.038 M, 0.050 M
and 0.064 M is presented in table 2.3. We observe that the short circuit current follows the
predictions from the light harvesting efﬁciency measurement (the highest current is obtained
using the 0.038 M solution). In addition, the open-circuit voltage seems to correlate well with
the photo-CELIV measurements, where the highest voltage was obtained using the 0.050 M
solution, which we think is the sweet spot where charge transport and recombination is
optimal.
Using the approach of growing a carefully tailored CH3NH3PbI3 capping layer, a record power
conversion efﬁciency of 17% was reported (Jsc = 21.64mAcm−2, Voc = 1.056V, FF = 0.741),
which is a signiﬁcant improvement over the initial breaking record of 15% (which was also ob-
tained using a CH3NH3PbI3 capping layer) and the average 12.0% power conversion efﬁciency
obtained without the capping layer.
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2.7 Conclusion and outlook
The sequential-deposition method for the fabrication of perovskite-sensitized mesoscopic
solar cells introduced here provides a means to achieve excellent photovoltaic performance
with high reproducibility. The power conversion efﬁciency of 15% and subsequently of 17%
achieved with the best device were amongst the highest for solution-processed photovoltaics
and set a new record for organic or hybrid inorganic–organic solar cells at the time of their
ﬁnding. Our investigations opened new routes for the fabrication of perovskite-based photo-
voltaic devices, and other preformed mesostructured metal halides have been converted into
the desired perovskite by the simple insertion reaction detailed here.
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3 Mixed organic cation perovskite solar
cells
In this chapter, we describe the use of mixed cations CH3NH3I -H2N––CHNH3I to extend slightly
the band gap of the absorbing perovskite layer. This work is partly derived from a published
article in a peer-reviewed journal[99]. At the time of compiling this thesis, most hybrid perovskite
compositions still use a mixture of CH3NH3I and H2N––CHNH3I.
3.1 Motivation
An important target to further improve the performance of perovskite based photovoltaics is to
extend their optical absorption onset further into the infrared to enhance solar light harvesting.
The optical band gap of CH3NH3PbI3 is slightly wider than the optimal one determined by
Schockley and Queisser[133]. For Sn-based perovskites, there is an established correlation
between the size of the organic cation in the A site of the ABX3 structure and variations of the
optical band gap of the perovskite[134]. It is the consequence of the induced tilt of the I-Pb-I
bond and the consequent deformation of the PbI62– octahedron, which alters the electronic
band structure of the perovskite absorber. In theory, a 1.5 eV band gap semiconductor can
deliver photocurrents up to 27mAcm−2 under the standard air mass 1.5 global solar spectrum.
This motivates efforts at reducing, even slightly, the optical band gap through structural modi-
ﬁcations. However, most organic cations aside from methylammonium and formamidinium
are too large to form 3D perovskites and usually arrange into layered structure with much
wider band gaps[112]. In this chapter, we show that small band gap reductions can be achieved
by using a mixture of formamidinium (H2N––CHNH3I) and methylammonium (CH3NH3I)
cations in the A position of the APbI3 perovskite structure, leading to an enhancement of short
circuit current. The power conversion efﬁciency of mixed cation PSCs surpass neat CH3NH3+
based devices. This is the ﬁrst time that this concept is applied in perovskite based solar cells.
It emerges as a versatile tool to tune the structural, electrical and optoelectronic properties of
the light harvester.
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3.2 Introduction
Hybrid organic–inorganic perovskites employ a variety of organic cation[52, 18, 19, 9, 10,
135, 26, 29]. It has been demonstrated that the size of the organic ammonium cation inﬂu-
ences the optical band gap of the perovskite by affecting the M-I-M (M = Sn, Pb) angle[134]
or forming insulating barriers between semiconducting PbI4 layers[134]. In the latter case,
bigger cations usually lead to two-dimensional (2D) perovskite where the PbI64– octahedra
are edge-sharing. 2D iodoplumbate and iodostannate perovskites usually show wider band
gaps[8, 136], making them unsuitable for panchromatic absorption of the visible solar spec-
trum. A variety of organic cations have been shown to affect the band gap by as much as
1 eV in iodostannate perovskites[8]. Theoretically, methylammonium (CH3NH3+, MA+) and
formamidinium (HN––CHNH3+, FA+) are sufﬁciently small cations to form the 3D perovskite,
while ethylammonium (CH3CH2NH3+) is known to already form a 2D perovskite[115]. FASnI3
had previously been described by Mitzi[26], while its Pb analogue had only been recently
investigated by Kanatzidis at the time of those ﬁndings[34], who reported a signiﬁcant red-shift
of the optical absorption compared to CH3NH3PbI3. We reasoned that formamidinium offers
the potential to lower the band gap of the commonly used CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite to a value
of 1.4 eV[133], which is optimal for conversion of standard AM 1.5 sunlight to electricity. We
achieved band-gap tuning of CH3NH3PbI3 by the gradual substitution of MA with FA cations
and monitored the shift in the optical response. Earlier work on mixed cation perovskites
focused on their electronic properties. Thus, Mitzi described a semiconductor-to-metal
transition within the series of CH(NH2)2(CH3NH3)nSnnI3n+2[135, 14] as n increases. Mixed
cations in three dimensional perovskites have also been prepared in tin halide perovskites,
i.e. (CH(NH2)2)0.5(CH3NH3)0.5SnI3[20] but their optical or photovoltaic properties were not
investigated. In order to tune the band gap of metal halide perovskites, investigations have so
far focused on mixing halide anions, e.g. Br/I[136, 94] or Cl/I[118, 10] rather than the cations.
3.3 Mixed methylammonium-formamidinium hybrid perovskites
This chapter reports on the use of 3D perovskite of composition (MA)x(FA)1–xPbI3 (x = 0
to 1) as light harvesting material for mesoscopic solar cells. The previously reported se-
quential deposition method[47] (chapter 2) was used as and effective tool to generation
(MA)x(FA)1–xPbI3/TiO2 nanocomposites, containing both methylammonium and formami-
dinium cations in well-deﬁned proportions. We characterize the perovskite ﬁlms by powder
X-Ray diffraction, AC electrical conductivity, absorption and emission spectroscopy and pho-
toluminescence decay. We test fully functional PV devices employing 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,
N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9’-spirobiﬂuorene (Spiro-MeOTAD) as the hole transporting
material (HTM)[131] and amesoscopic TiO2 scaffold (m-TiO2) as a host for the nanostructured
perovskite and a compact TiO2 ﬁlm (b-TiO2) as a hole blocking layer. The results show impor-
tant gains in PV performance from using mixed FA/MA cations based lead iodide perovskite
as light harvesters.
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Figure 3.1: (a) X-Ray diffraction pattern of the (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1–xPbI3 thin ﬁlm per-
ovskite grown by the two-step sequential deposition. The substrate was FTO-coated glass on
which a typical 300nm mesoporous TiO2 scaffold has been deposited. Zoom over the 11° to
14° region. The peak at 14.0° shifts to lower reﬂection angles with FAI intercalation. Remaining
PbI2 is identiﬁed at 12.8°. The peak at 11.8° is assigned to the non-perovskite δ phase of for-
mamidinium. A similar effect is seen in the (b) 31.8° peak and (c) 28.4° peak. (d) Summarized
peak shift compared to CH(NH2)2PbI3. Peaks at 14°, 28.4° and 31.8° are considered. (e) Nor-
malized emission of (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1–xPbI3 (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) The emission
is shifted further into the red and broadened as x is decreased. (f) Light harvesting spectra
of the different perovskite ﬁlms taken in an integrating sphere. Note the 20nm red shift of
the absorbance onset for (CH3NH3)0.8(HNCHNH3)0.2PbI3 compared to CH3NH3PbI3. As the
formamidinium concentration is increased, the absorbance of the ﬁlm decreases while no
change in the band gap is discernible.
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3.4 XRD characterization
We conducted powder XRD measurements to investigate the simultaneous intercalation of MA
and FA cations. Transparent conducting FTO glass was covered by a thin compact blocking
layer of TiO2 (b-TiO2) onto which a ca. 300nm thick mesoscopic TiO2 was deposited (m-
TiO2). The latter was inﬁltrated with PbI2 by spin coating, which was converted to the mixed
cation perovskite (MA)x(FA)1–xPbI3 upon exposing it to a solution of FAI and MAI cations in
isopropanol. Results are shown in ﬁgure 3.1.
Changes are observed for peaks 14.1° (zoom ﬁg 3.1c), 20.0°, 24.4°, 28.4° (zoom Fig 3.1a), 31.8°
(zoom Fig 3.1b), 40.6°, 43°, whose diffraction angles decrease with increasing formamidinium
content. This is in keeping with the bigger size of the formamidinium cation expanding the
crystal lattice. Figure 3.1d shows the peak shift with respect to the reference α-CH(NH2)2PbI3
peak at 13.8°. Full XRD patterns are shown in ﬁgure 3.2. The gradual shift in diffraction angle
(that is, not two separate peaks of variable intensities) is a strong indication that a mixed phase
of MAxFA1–xPbI3 is formed where the two cations are both inserted in the same lattice frame.
Additional reﬂections speciﬁc to CH(NH2)2PbI3 appear at 11.8°, 16.25°, 30.54°, 32.8° and 41.63°
and were assigned by measuring spin-coated reference samples produced by a one-step
deposition of MAxFA1–xPbI3 from N,N-dimethylformamide (ﬁgure 3.2b and c). All those
features were also present in pure CH(NH2)2PbI3 deposited this way, and are attributed to
the yellow δ-phase of CH(NH2)2PbI3[34]. However, the perovskite α-CH(NH2)2PbI3 phase
was not produced in this manner as is evident from the lack of a peak at 14°, and even
subsequent annealing failed to induce any phase transition δ→ α. The δ-CH(NH2)2PbI3
gradually disappears as the CH3NH3I concentration is increased. Strikingly, the desired black
α-CH(NH2)2PbI3 perovskite phase was formed immediately in substantial proportion relative
to δ-CH(NH2)2PbI3 when the sequential deposition method was applied. In addition, the
α-phase is formed quantitatively already at a CH3NH3I molar ratio as low as 0.2 in the 2-
propanol dipping solution, as conﬁrmed by the lack of a diffraction peak at 11.8°. We note
here yet another key advantage of the two-step over the single-step perovskite deposition
method as it directs the perovskite crystallization to the desired α-phase upon exposing the
PbI2 to the CH3NH3I/H2N––CHNH3I mixture in isopropanol.
3.5 AC impedance spectroscopy
Since CH3NH3PbI3 displays mixed electronic-ionic conduction[63] we performed impedance
analysis to probe the ionic transport in the neat and mixed cation perovskites. A.C. impedance
data acquired from all compositions considered here are characterized by a single semicircle
(Figure 3.3a) whose capacitance corresponds to the bulk properties of the material (relative
dielectric constant εR ∼ 30). A.C. measurements performed at temperature ranging between
30 and 70 ◦C allow for the determination of the activation energy Ea of the different samples.
Remarkably, as shown in Figure 3.3b, the value of Ea of the two-phase mixtures (e.g. 0.53 eV for
MAI:FAI 2:3 as well as MAI:FAI 3:2) is very close to the activation energy of the FAI single phase
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Figure 3.2: (a) X-Ray diffraction patterns of mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlms inﬁltrated with
MAxFA1–xPbI3 (x = 0 to 1). PbI2 was deposited from a 1.2 M solution in N,N-
dimethylformamide for 10 seconds at 6500 r.p.m. After drying at 80 ◦C for about one hour,
the samples were cooled down to room temperature (about 25 ◦C) and dipped into a dilute
solution of CH3NH3I /H2N––CHNH3I or a mixture thereof in isopropanol where the iodide
concentration was 0.062molg−1 2-propanol. The ﬁlms were dried at 80 ◦C for one hour before
the measurement. (b) X-Ray diffraction pattern of mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlms inﬁltrated with
MAxFA1–xPbI3 (x = 0 to 1). The precursors were mixed in a 20% wt. N,N-dimethylformamide
solution and spin-coated over the ﬁlm before annealing at 120 ◦C for 10 minutes. (c) Zoom
over the 10-14° region of (b)
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Figure 3.3: (a) A.C. conductivity of MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 measured under argon at 70 ◦C. (b) Arrhe-
nius plot of the conductance as a function of the temperature for MA0.6FA0.4PbI3.
(0.55 eV) rather than the MAI single phase (0.40 eV), suggesting that the electrical conduction
properties are dominated by the FAI phase.
3.6 Optical absorption
Figure 3.1f shows UV-Vis absorption spectra of the mixed cation lead iodide perovskites
MAxFA1–xPbI3 for various compositions. Adding only 20 mol % H2N––CHNH3I in the dipping
solution causes the absorption onset of the perovskite to red shift by 20nm, while maintaining
the desired steepness of the absorption edge characteristic of CH3NH3I. As the H2N––CHNH3I
concentration is further increased, the absorbance onset is shifted to longer wavelengths
while the absorbance of the ﬁlm is reduced. Using a ratio of CH3NH3I:H2N––CHNH3I at 4:1
or 3:2 in the isopropanol solution proved to be optimal extending the light absorption of the
perovskite into the red while retaining the high absorption coefﬁcient of CH3NH3PbI3. Note
that CH3NH3PbI3 scatters light more strongly than CH(NH2)2PbI3, as is apparent from the
tailing of the absorbance beyond the band gap. This is likely to arise from the smaller size of
CH(NH2)2PbI3 crystals compared to their methylammonium counterparts.
3.7 Photoluminescence
The normalized near IR photoluminescence (PL) of the MAxFA1–xPbI3 (x = 0 to 1) ﬁlms are
shown in Figure 3.1e. A signiﬁcant 27nm red-shift in the emission peak from CH3NH3PbI3
(λmax = 776nm) to CH(NH2)2PbI3 (λmax = 803nm) is observed - consistent with the absorp-
tion spectrum - along with a noticeable broadening of the emission proﬁle. The gradual shift
in emission indicates the formation of a solid solution of CH3NH3+ and CH(NH2)2+ in the
perovskite lattice. The shifts in emission of samples prepared by sequential deposition match
the ones observed by the single-step deposition (except for the pure CH(NH2)2PbI3, which has
no α-phase and a strongly blue-shifted emission when prepared by the one-step deposition),
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λ
λ
Figure 3.4: Photoluminescence spectra of single crystals of (red) CH3NH3PbI3 and (blue)
CH(NH2)2PbI3 grown by inverse solubility[137]
suggesting that that the intercalated ratio of cations is similar as that of the dissolved cations in
the precursor solution. We found that for CH3NH3+ rich perovskites compositions, small addi-
tions of CH(NH2)2+shift the optical signiﬁcantly to the red (between 0% and 20% CH(NH2)2+,
the band gap shifts by ∼ 53meV). On the contrary, in CH(NH2)2+ rich perovskite composi-
tions, the optical band gap is almost independent on the substitution by methylammonium
(between 0% and 20% CH3NH3+, the band gap shifts by ∼ 1− 2nm only). In other words,
mixed cation perovskites have a stronger tendency to adopt the CH(NH2)2PbI3 structure than
the CH3NH3PbI3 structure (at least in terms of optical transition) and, with regards to the
beneﬁts of an extended absorption spectrum, remain competitive with pure CH(NH2)2PbI3.
PL measurements of ﬁlms prepared by the one-step deposition were complicated by the
appearance of the yellow δ-phase of the formamidinium iodide[34], which does not manifest
itself optically in the CH(NH2)2PbI3 samples prepared by sequential deposition.
To verify that the shift in photoluminescence is a consequence of the material property and
not the dielectric interaction between the TiO2-coated ﬁlm and the perovskite structure, we
measured the photoluminescence of CH3NH3PbI3 and CH(NH2)2PbI3 single crystals grown
by inverse solubility[137]. In CH(NH2)2PbI3, the maximum of the PL emission is red-shifted
by 25nm (λmax = 797nm) compared to CH3NH3PbI3 (λmax = 822nm) (ﬁgure 3.4), in good
correspondence with the values measured on ﬁlms. We take note that overall both PL peaks
are shifted by around 20nm into the infrared. This observation will be commented in chapter
4.
3.8 Device performance
We measured the current (J) - voltage (V) characteristics of the solar cells in the dark and
under a simulated air mass 1.5 global standard sunlight. To avoid batch-to-batch variations
of photocurrents, cells from the same batch were compared and the PbI2-coated TiO2 ﬁlms
were selected at random before dipping in the RNH3I (R: CH3 – and/or NHCH– ) solutions. In
this manner, clear trends in short circuit current densities were reproducibly achieved. The
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Figure 3.5: (a) j (V ) curves of the best performing cell sensitized with
(CH3NH3)0 ·6(HN––CHNH3)0 ·4PbI3 measured under a simulated AM1.5G solar spec-
trum at 98.2mWcm−2 (red line) and in the dark (blue line). (b) j (V ) curves for average
photovoltaic devices assembled with (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1–xPbI3 (x = 0,0.6,1) as the
sensitizer. The cells were measured in the dark and under a simulated AM1.5G spectrum at
98.89mWcm−2, 98.16mWcm−2 and 98.50mWcm−2 for x = 1,0.6 and 0, respectively.
dotted trace in Figure 3.5b shows a j (V ) curve for a typical device based on pure CH3NH3PbI3,
from which the short-circuit current density (Jsc), open-circuit potential (Voc), ﬁll factor (FF)
and power conversion efﬁciency (PCE) were determined to be 17.83mAcm−2, 1046mV, 0.655
and 12.5% respectively. On average, the devices showed a short-circuit current density of
17.3mAcm−2 and a PCE of 12.0%, in excellent agreement with our previously published
results[47]. The solid trace in ﬁgure 3.5b shows a j (V ) curve obtained from pure formami-
dinium lead iodide (CH(NH2)2PbI3) with Jsc = 16.6mAcm−2, Voc = 928mV, FF = 0.66 and
PCE = 10.5%. The best CH(NH2)2PbI3 based device gave a PCE of 11.0%, clearly below the
average PCE obtained with CH3NH3PbI3. We tested four different mixed cation perovskite
(MA)x(FA)1–xPbI3 of the composition x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. Among those, MA0.6FA0.4PbI3
performed best. The dashed trace in Figure 3.5b shows the j (V ) characteristics of a typical
cell, with a Vocof 1027mV, a Jscof 18.15mAcm−2, a FF of 0.715 and a PCE of 13.4%. Strikingly,
MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 outperforms the single cation compositions CH3NH3PbI3 and CH(NH2)2PbI3.
Figure 3.5a shows the j (V ) characteristics of the best device, exhibiting a Jscof 21.2mAcm−2, a
Vocof 1.003V and a FF of 0.70 for an overall power conversion efﬁciency of 14.9%. In Table 3.1
we report the PV characteristics of a series of other cells sensitized by MA0.6FA0.4PbI3.
3.9 Light harvesting and internal quantum efﬁciency
To rationalize the substantial gains in photocurrent observed for themesoscopic cells based on
mixed-cation perovskite light harvesters, we measured their incident photon to current con-
version efﬁciency (IPCE), or external quantum efﬁciency (EQE), across the visible spectrum.
Figure 3.6b shows that the photocurrent onset is shifted by 20nm from 780nm to 800nm
to the red for CH(NH2)2PbI3 and MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 in accordance with the absorbance spectra
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Cell n° Voc(mV) Jsc(mAcm−2) FF Efﬁciency
1 1025 18.86 0.692 13.71%
1 1033 18.89 0.722 14.52%
1 1033 17.82 0.673 12.93%
1 1039 18.34 0.697 13.57%
1 931 19.87 0.660 12.45%
1 936 19.62 0.696 13.19%
1 951 19.31 0.707 13.39%
Average 992±46 18.957±0.66 0.692±0.019 13.4%±0.6%
Table 3.1: Photovoltaic properties of 8 devices sensitized by MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 using either
0.062 M I– (ﬁrst four devices) or 0.050 M I– (last three devices) in the dipping bath.
shown in Figure 3.1f. The IPCE spectrum of the MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 combines the advantage of a
red shifted onset observed for CH(NH2)2PbI3 with the steep IPCE rise at the band gap char-
acteristic for CH3NH3PbI3. IPCE values attained with the MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 exceed the levels of
the two single cation perovskites across the whole visible range attaining close to 90% at 500
nm. Integration of the IPCE spectra (340nm - 850nm) over the air mass 1.5 global (AM1.5G)
solar emission yielded the short circuit photocurrent densities of 17.0mAcm−2, 16.0mAcm−2
and 20.2mAcm−2 for CH3NH3PbI3, CH(NH2)2PbI3, and MA0.6FA0.4PbI3, respectively. Figure
3.6a shows the absorptance spectrum for the 3 devices measured with an integrating sphere.
For this analysis we removed the gold back contact and cut the ﬁlms to preserve the active
area alone. For wavelengths between 320nm to 520nm, the ﬁlms harvest more than 93% of
the incident photons. The remaining few percent are transmitted or lost either by specular
reﬂectance or parasitic absorbance by the FTO. Above 520nm, the light harvesting efﬁciency
of the ﬁlms decreases gradually dropping sharply to zero near the band gap of the perovskite.
CH(NH2)2PbI3 shows the fastest drop in absorbance (red trace) with increasing wavelength
and CH3NH3PbI3 the slowest (yellow trace), while the mixed cations perovskite (blue trace)
lies in-between. A slight red-shift in the band gap is observed from the onset of the absorption,
i.e. 787nm (1.575 eV) for CH3NH3PbI3 and 810nm (1.530 eV) for CH(NH2)2PbI3. Interestingly,
MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 shows the same band gap as CH(NH2)2PbI3, contrary to out initial expecta-
tions. To account for the reﬂection of the gold counter-electrode, we corrected the absorptance
of the ﬁlms making the following assumptions: (a) the counter-electrode is described by the
optical parameters n and k of gold[138], transmission being neglected and a ﬂat interface
being assumed, (b) the perovskite ﬁlm behaves as a Beer-Lambert medium, (c) the parasitic
absorptions from oxidized Spiro-MeOTAD, TiO2 and FTO are negligible, (d) there is no light
scattering perovskite capping layer and (e) spiro-OMeTAD has a refraction index of 1.5 with
negligible imaginary part. Using these approximations we derived the absorbed photon to
current conversion efﬁciency (APCE) or internal quantum efﬁciency (IQE) from dividing the
IPCE by the absorptance values. Figure 3.6c shows that for MA0.6FA0.4PbI3, high APCE values
of 80-85% are maintained throughout the visible spectrum attesting the very high quantum
efﬁciency of carrier generation and collection achieved by the device. This contrasts with
CH3NH3PbI3 and CH(NH2)2PbI3, which seem to collect less charges produced by red than
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Figure 3.6: (a) Light harvesting efﬁciency of (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1–xPbI3 (x = 0,0.6,1).
The measurement was performed right after measuring the IPCE and cutting the cell to the
active area, after removal of the gold back contact. The measurement has been performed in
an integrated sphere to account for diffuse reﬂectance. The sample was placed successively
in the beam and perpendicularly to the beam to compensate for secondary absorption. (b)
IPCE spectrum of the three cells. Note the red-shifted IPCE onset above 800nm for the mixed
cations as well as the pure formamidinium lead iodide. (c) APCE spectrum derived from the
IPCE and LHE.
blue photons indicating a shorter carrier diffusion length for the single cation perovskite
phases.
3.10 Lifetime measurements
In order to further substantiate this interpretation we used time-correlated single photon
counting as ameasure of carrier lifetime of thematerial, as deposited on glass from solutions of
MAI/FAI and PbI2 in N,N-dimethylformamide (20% wt). The samples were excited by a 406nm
laser diode and their emission recorded at right angle through a double monochromator. All
the ﬁlms were measured over a 200ns window divided into 1024 channels. Fluorescence
lifetimes are displayed in Figure 3.7 for MAxFA1–xPbI3 (x = 0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1). The time
decay of the ﬂuorescence signals was ﬁt to two or three exponentials, the lifetimes for the 3
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Figure 3.7: (a) Fluorescence lifetime for (CH3NH3)x(HNCHNH3)1–xPbI3 spin-coated from a
solution of MAI/FAI + PbI2y dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (20% wt.). The ﬁlms have
been heated at 80°C for 30 minutes before the measurement. The signals are ﬁtted to three
decaying exponential of variable lifetimes.
Lifetime MAI MAI0.4FAI0.6 FAI
1st 2.58 ns - 17.3 ns
Intensity 11% - 14%
2nd 17.3 ns 27.6 ns 76.4 ns
Intensity 46% 14% 51%
3rd 103 ns 135 ns 173 ns
Intensity 43% 86% 35%
Table 3.2: Fluorescence lifetime and corresponding intensities for CH3NH3PbI3MA,
FAPbI3and MA0.4FA0.6PbI3 ﬁtted with three exponentials, extracted from the traces in Fig-
ure 3.7.
components being in the range of 1 - 10ns, 20 - 70ns and 100 - 300ns. Results are reported
in table 3.2. Strikingly, 85% of the emission of MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 decay with a long lifetime of
130ns, slower than the pure phase perovskites. It also appears that for the mixed cations a
double exponential is sufﬁcient to ﬁt the decay kinetics well, since the fast decay observed for
the single cations is absent. The prolongation of the lifetime in the mixed cation perovskite is
likely to contribute to the better carrier collection efﬁciency observed with MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 as
it enhances their diffusion length.
3.11 Conclusion and outlook
This report was the ﬁrst of a perovskite-sensitized photovoltaic device based on the mixed
cation 3D perovskite (MA)x(FA)1–xPbI3 (x = 0 to 1). The formamidinium cation is presented
as a potential replacement for methylammonium in lead iodide perovskites, owing to the
red-shifted absorption onset of FAPbI3compared to that of CH3NH3PbI3MA. Devices based
on FAPbI3were made via sequential deposition and gave PCE of 11.0%, albeit lower than
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that of CH3NH3PbI3MA due to the presence of the yellow δ-phase. Using the sequential
deposition method and adding 20% MA into the FA dipping bath completely avoids the un-
desirable formation of the δ-phase while maintaining the red-shifted band gap of FAPbI3.
The mixed cation perovskite MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 exhibits superior PV performance to the single
cation analogues owing to a greater harvesting and collection of red photons resulting in
higher short circuit photocurrents without sacriﬁcing photovoltage. The superior carrier col-
lection efﬁciency is likely related to the longer exciton lifetime in the MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 material
exceeding 100ns. Using this technique, we were able to fabricate devices yielding up to 14.9%
photon-to-current efﬁciency under the AM1.5G simulated solar spectrum. The strategy of
mixing organic ammoniums opens up new prospects to further improve the photovoltaic
efﬁciency of perovskite-sensitized solar cells by tuning the optical, electrical and morpho-
logical properties of the semiconducting sensitizer. It is believed that if the formation of the
yellowish δ-FAPbI3could be fully avoided, the performance of pure FAPbI3will likely surpass
CH3NH3PbI3-based mesoscopic solar devices. In fact, all of the highest efﬁciency laboratory
scale perovskite solar cells are using some mixture of formamidinium and methylammonium,
reaching over 21% power conversion efﬁciencies[69]. It was later shown that the addition
of Cs+ also plays a role in the stabilization of the α-phase of CH(NH2)2PbI3[102], and the
deposition mixed cations perovskites by sequential fashion was replaced by an anti-solvent
method[54].
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4 Ion exchange reactions of hybrid
organic-inorganic perovskites
This chapter reports on the reactivity of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite towards anion
exchange reactions. It is primarily based a published article in a peer reviewed journal[81] and
on my contribution to two otherwise related article published in peer reviewed journals[139,
140].
4.1 Motivation
The power conversion efﬁciency on thin ﬁlm solar cell has typically a tight correlation with
morphology control and grain boundary trap state passivation[141, 142, 143, 144]. Morphology
control has been one of the key element in advancing the efﬁciency of hybrid perovskite solar
cells[145, 47, 52, 33]. However, it is very typical that the bestmaterial formulation for such solar
cells is different from pristine CH3NH3PbI3, such as CH3NH3PbIxBr3–x, (MA, FA)PbIxBr3–x
or (MA, FA,Cs)PbIxBr3–x, not to mention that there is currently a debate on the beneﬁts of
non-stoichiometric perovskites[69, 146, 147]. Getting the best of both worlds (morphology
and chemical composition) can sometimes be challenging. This chapter proposes a simple
route through which the anion part of the hybrid perovskite (i.e. the halide) can be partially
or completely exchanged by another one, while retaining the overall morphology. This tech-
nique, although not reported here for cation exchange, can also be employed to exchange the
methylammoniumby formamidinium cations, while exchanging lead by tin was proven unsuc-
cessful. As an example of application, we show that this technique can be applied to convert
CH3NH3PbI3 nanowires into CH(NH2)2PbI3, CH3NH3PbBr3 or CH3NH3PbCl3 nanowires.
4.2 Introduction
In this chapter, we report on the ionic exchange reactions that the hybrid organic-inorganic
perovskites CH3NH3PbI3, CH3NH3PbBr3 and CH3NH3PbCl3 undergo in solution. In partic-
ular, we found that exchanging a lattice halide (I– , Br– , Cl– ) by another can be achieved
by exposing a perovskite ﬁlm of a certain halide to a solution containing the substituting
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a
Figure 4.1: False color SEM micrograph depicting the conversion reaction from CH3NH3PbI3
(left) to CH3NH3PbBr3 (right) with corresponding photographs capturing the photolumines-
cence of the ﬁlm at various time intervals.
halide and the same organic component of the perovskite (in this case, methylammonium or
formamidinium). We found that the lattice halide can be completely replaced by the one in
solution within minutes after the start of the reaction, with the exception of the substitution of
bromide by iodide, which remained incomplete. Surprisingly, the exchange remains fast even
for planar perovskite ﬁlms of several tens of nanometers thick. The kinetics of the substitution
reactions have been monitored by in situ photoluminescence, absorption spectroscopy and
X-ray diffraction measurements. In this chapter, we show that the halide exchange can be a
powerful tool to transform perovskites and enhance their luminescence.
Cation exchanges from solids have been widely reported in the literature, though usually on ox-
ide nanoparticles. Someof those reactions involving a variety of functionalmaterials have been
thoroughly reviewed by Clearﬁeld[148]. More recently, multiple reactions involving cation
exchange on the nanoscale have been described[125, 126, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155].
For instance, Beberwyck et al. demonstrated the interchange of In, Ga and Cd in arsenide
nanoparticles[124]. Similarly, Luther et al. demonstrated the exchange of Cu, Pb and Cd in
nanorods[156]. However reactions involving anion exchanges are much scarcer[156, 157]. For
instance, Park et al. have described the formation of ZnS hollow nanoparticles through the
anion exchange reaction, starting from ZnO nanoparticles[156]. There has been some interest
into the partial insertion of halides inside layered oxide perovskites[158, 159, 160, 161, 162]. In
fact these reactions proceed via cation exchange as well, as it has been shown that the (MX)+
fragment is responsible for the halide substitution into the lattice. Partial halide insertion has
been achieved for the perovskite Sr2NiO3X (X=F,Cl)[158] but those reactions were performed
at pressures of 6 GPa and at temperatures above 1500K.
At the time this research was done, there simply did not exist any report on the full anion
exchange in inorganic or hybrid perovskites, to the best of our knowledge. This work reports
on the substitution of a halide within the three dimensional CH3NH3PbX3 structure. This
exchange was found to be strikingly rapid when the perovskite ﬁlm was contained within a
mesoscopic oxide scaffold and was exposed to a solution containing another halide anion.
We use the luminescence emission of CH3NH3PbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) to follow in situ substi-
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tution of halides in the perovskite lattice by other halides from solution. We observe that
the anion exchange reaction can yield highly luminescent morphologies. Apart from ﬂuo-
rescence we monitor the time course of the anion exchange by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
absorption spectroscopy. We show that gradual substitution on the perovskite lattice can
be achieved with Br/Cl and Br/I through in situ halide exchange, while co-insertion of the
anions is not observed in the I/Cl system: attempts to partially substitute CH3NH3PbI3 with
chloride or CH3NH3PbCl3 with iodide failed. Rather, the formation of two separate phases of
CH3NH3PbI3 and CH3NH3PbCl3 was observed. The exchange of chloride by iodide allowed
us for the ﬁrst time to observe a transient blue-shifted photoluminescence of CH3NH3PbI3,
which we attribute to either a transient amorphous phase[163] or to the presence of quantum
conﬁned particles formed at the outset of the CH3NH3PbI3 crystal formation[164, 165]. Our
observation correlates well with previous experiments performed on halide mixtures: the
substitution of iodides for bromides being employed to adjust the band-gap of the perovskite
or produce wavelength tunable lasers[36]. The gradual replacement of iodide by bromide
blue-shifts the absorption spectra of the resulting mixed-halide structures, resulting from the
co-insertion of anions inside the Pb(I, Br)64– octahedron that alters the lattice parameter and
changes the optical band gap accordingly[94]. This is opposed to creating isolated phases of
different halide perovskites, which result in two different luminescence and XRD signals, as
was found for CH3NH3Pb(I, Cl)3 ﬁlms[145, 166]. Such mixtures had originally been claimed
by Snaith and coworkers to be doped forms of CH3NH3PbI3 represented by the widely used
chemical formula CH3NH3PbI3–xClx[45]. Chloride doping has been postulated to boost the
performance of perovskite photovoltaics formed via one step precipitation from solution.
However so far experimental evidences show lack of Cl/I co-insertion into the perovskite
lattice.
4.3 Results and discussion
We studied all possible exchange reactions involving the three above-mentioned halides,
namely chloride, bromide and iodide. We found that halide substitution takes place at ambient
temperature within seconds to a few minutes– except the conversion of bromide to iodide,
which was not complete after a period of 1 hour. The anion in the dipping solution always
dictates the resulting halide in the perovskite phase, the driving force being the difference of
chemical potential of the halides between the reactant and product state of the solid phase.
Figure 4.3 shows the luminescence spectra of the bromide and iodide perovskites before and
after conversion.
We observe rather complex halide exchange kinetics related to the lattice energy but also by
the accessibility and diffusion rate of halides through the lattice. This is corroborated by the
variety of structures detected in scanning electron micrographs (ﬁgure 4.2). While the Br/I and
Cl/Br exchange proceeds gradually - in both directions - with a narrow distribution of halides
at all monitored times, the Cl/I exchange occurs via the appearance of a new phase and the
concomitant disappearance of the starting one. This is in keeping with the results of Dualeh
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Figure 4.2: SEM micrographs illustrating the different halide exchange reactions termi-
nated after 5 minutes. (a) Initial structure of CH3NH3PbI3. (b) CH3NH3PbI3 converted
into CH3NH3PbBr3. (c) CH3NH3PbI3 converted into CH3NH3PbCl3. (d) Initial structure of
CH3NH3PbBr3. (e) CH3NH3PbBr3 converted into CH3NH3PbI3. (f) CH3NH3PbBr3 converted
into CH3NH3PbCl3. (g) Initial structure of CH3NH3PbCl3. (h) CH3NH3PbCl3 converted into
CH3NH3PbBr3. (i) CH3NH3PbCl3 converted into CH3NH3PbI3
et al. on the solid-phase Cl/I exchange[145]. Small shifts of the luminescence peak in the
spectra of CH3NH3PbI3 witnessed during the substitution of chloride by iodide (Figure 4.7 a
and d) or vice-versa may reﬂect a quantum conﬁnement effect occurring within CH3NH3PbI3
nanocrystals whose size is below the Bohr radius of the exciton of 2.2nm[165]. Such small
crystals possibly occur since the chloride / iodide exchange seems to pass through formation
of new nuclei (Figure 4.2, 4.12), as a consequence of the lattice mismatch of their respective
phases impairing the formation of solid solutions. Alternatively, since luminescence blue
shifts were observed even for ﬁlms with crystal sizes around 30nm measured by XRD and SEM,
Choi et al.[163] suggested that this emission could arise from a highly disordered amorphous
perovskite phase, which luminesces at shorter wavelength than crystalline particles.
We monitored the photoluminescence (PL) of the perovskite crystals during the halide ex-
change reactions and found that its intensity can vary during the conversion by up to two
orders of magnitudes. Typically the temporal intensity changes are not gradual. Rather
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Figure 4.3: (a) Absorbance proﬁle of the iodide to bromide exchange performed on a 150nm
thick CH3NH3PbI3evaporated thin ﬁlm on FTO conductive glass. The traces were ﬁtted to a
single exponential decay. A blank sample consisting of bare FTO provided the baseline.
the luminescence shows a steep increase during the ﬁrst few seconds after contacting with
the CH3NH3X (X = Cl, Br, I) solution, as we already observed for the insertion of MAI into
PbI2[47]. We argued that the ﬂuorescence intensity decay after the ﬁrst PL spike was due to
re-absorption of emitted photons. Additionally, in the current case, the difference may be
attributed to better light out-coupling in the case of the IPA/CH3NH3PbX3 interface compared
to Air/CH3NH3PbX3. To investigate this possibility, a mesoporous Al2O3 ﬁlm inﬁltrated with
CH3NH3PbI3 was mounted in a quartz cuvette and placed in a spectroﬂuorometer. The lumi-
nescence was detected at 750nm, slightly below the maximal PL wavelength of CH3NH3PbI3.
After recording the baseline in air for ca. 20 seconds, 2mL of pure 2-propanol (IPA) were
injected in the cuvette. 150 seconds later we added about 2mL of 0.05molL−1 CH3NH3Br
in IPA. Results are shown in ﬁgure 4.9. After contacting the perovskite with pure IPA, the PL
slowly increases by a factor of 15 with no apparent change in the UV-Vis absorption spectrum.
After the signal leveled off, we added CH3NH3Br to the cuvette and the PL intensity doubled
until reaching a maximum, before dropping due to the formation of CH3NH3PbBrxI3–x, which
luminesces at shorter wavelengths than 750nm. We attribute the ﬁrst rise of PL after con-
tacting with IPA to the release of tensile strengths produced by the sudden removal of DMF
during sample preparation. The IPA acts as a solvent for MAI, allowing it to dissolve and
re-intercalate locally in a dynamic equilibrium (before dissolving completely) thereby locally
recrystallizing the perovskite structures. The subsequent addition of MA+ and Br– is thought
to help passivate surface states or ﬁll halide vacancies, further boosting the luminescence. In
total, we found that the PL intensity can be multiplied by a factor of more than 30 due to a
simple IPA/CH3NH3Br bath without much band gap variation. Therefore, all reaction dynam-
ics monitored by luminescence will reﬂect the combination of solvent and halide exchange
effects. Individual reactions are now discussed in the following section, highlighting their
salient features.
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4.3.1 CH3NH3PbBr3 to CH3NH3PbI3
Although powder XRD data shows that the bromide and iodide co-intercalate at all considered
time with gradually changing stoichiometry, the gradation is not as clear from photolumi-
nescence measurements. A sharp red-shift of the PL is recorded as soon as the reaction has
begun. The ﬁrst recorded data point shows already a PL peak that is centered at 700nm
which, according to Noh et al., should correspond to a I:Br ratio of 0.6736. However from
XRD data the actual stoichiometry matches an I:Br ratio of 0.077. We rationalize the strong
red-shift in photoluminescence by the presence of local domains of higher iodide content
into which mobile carriers drift (along the chemical potential gradient) where they recombine
radiatively in the near-IR. Alternatively, formation of a capping layer of CH3NH3PbI3 that
shields the emission arising from underlying MAPbBr3 could explain the sudden shift in the
luminescence peak. As the reaction proceeds, the PL maximum further red-shifts to reach its
ﬁnal position of 753nm after 1 minute which is still below that of pure CH3NH3PbI3. X-ray
diffraction conﬁrms that CH3NH3PbI3 phase is not pure at this stage of the reaction.
a b c d
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Figure 4.4: (a-c) Reaction proﬁle of the CH3NH3PbBr3 – CH3NH3PbI3 interconversion. (d-f)
Reaction proﬁle of the CH3NH3PbI3 – CH3NH3PbBr3 interconversion. (a,d) Photolumines-
cence proﬁle as a function of time. At time t = 0s, the MAX solution was injected in the cuvette.
The sample was illuminated at 60° by a continuous wave 406nm blue laser and detected
at right angle onto the CCD camera. (b,e) change in absorbance due to the transformation
reaction. At time t = 0, the MAX solution was injected into the cuvette. A FTO/Al2O3 blank was
subtracted. (c,f) XRD proﬁle of the reactions. The samples were dipped in MAX for various
times and the reaction was quenched in IPA.
We rationalize the strong red-shift in photoluminescence by the presence of local domains
of higher iodide content into which free charges drift (along the chemical potential gradient)
where they recombine radiatively in the near-IR. Alternatively, a thin layer of CH3NH3PbI3
that shields the absorption and the emission for CH3NH3PbBr3 could explain the sudden shift
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in luminescence.
As the reaction time increases, the position of the maximum luminescence further shifts into
the red to reach a ﬁnal luminescence centered close to the full-iodide stoichiometry at 753nm
after 1 minute. There is however no evidence by X-ray diffraction of a full iodide phase at this
stage of the reaction and a broad distribution of I:Br stoichiometries is observed (Figure 4.4c)
Even after 1h of reaction, a broad distribution of I:Br stoichiometries is observed (Figure 4.4c).
The morphology of the ﬁnal CH3NH3PbI3 features 100 to 300 nm-sized crystals grown primar-
ily on the edges of the microscopic CH3NH3PbBr3 islands and smaller particles formed inside
those islands (Figure 4.2e). The quality of the crystals at the edge of the CH3NH3PbBr3 islands
is much better than the ones formed typically by the PbI2 to CH3NH3PbI3 conversion via inser-
tion of MAI, which produces polycrystalline particles with many grain boundaries. It is worth
noting that at this stage of the reaction, XRD indicates the presence of substantial amounts of
the initial methylammonium lead bromide. The bulkiness of the initial CH3NH3PbBr3 islands
and the difﬁculty of the large lattice expansion associated with the substitution of Br– by I– in
an already crowded volume (Figure 4.2d) slows down the exchange process along with the lack
of thermodynamic driving force. While we observe the appearance of the sharp absorbance
onset near 750nm within the ﬁrst seconds of the reaction (Figure 4.4b), this still below the
band edge of pure CH3NH3PbI3 (Figure 4.4e), which is consistent with only a partial bromide
replacement by iodide.
4.3.2 CH3NH3PbI3 to CH3NH3PbBr3
Just like the bromide to the iodide, the iodide to bromide exchange passes through intermedi-
ate halide stoichiometries throughout the experiment, as shown by powder X-ray diffraction
measurements (Figure 4.4f). In this direction, the reaction performed at a faster pace than
in the reverse direction, possibly due to the higher surface area provided by the CH3NH3PbI3
micro-needles (Figure 4.2a) or owing to the reduction in the lattice parameter, allowing more
accessibility through the structure.
A weak 14nm blue-shift of the luminescence is observed directly after the CH3NH3PbI3is
exposed to CH3NH3Br in solution. The shift correlates to the XRD measurement, which shows
an immediate 24% relative shrink in the lattice compared to CH3NH3PbBr3 (1.36% absolute
shrink). During the exchange reaction, the PL shifts gradually down to about 609nm where it
vanishes below the setup detection threshold, before appearing suddenly as the pure bromide
peak at 535nm. The lack of luminescence between 535nm and 609nm is not indicative of
a certain missing stoichiometry, as is evidenced by the continuous shift in the XRD, but the
crystals seem to be PL inactive during the exchange of the last iodide (a 2.03 eV band gap
corresponds to a Br:I ratio of 0.75 according to Noh et al.[94]). No luminescence occurs until
the pure CH3NH3PbBr3 phase is formed, which then gives rise to the 532nm luminescence
peak. This intensity effect was reproduced accurately on samples where the reaction had been
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quenched and measured with a more sensitive spectroﬂuorometer, which suggests that the
morphology or the stoichiometry that is PL inactive is a real can be sustained.
The reaction appears to be complete within about 5 minutes, as indicated by the XRD signal
(Figure 4.4f). This contrasts with the absorbance and luminescence measurements that show
much faster completion. We attribute these differences to heating by the excitation laser or
halogen light source during the optical measurements, speeding up the halide exchange. After
completion of the reaction, we observe a strong shrinking of both the (110) reﬂection XRD
peak and the 535nm PL peak. We also noticed that the general morphology of the initial
CH3NH3PbI3 crystals has been preserved after complete bromide substitution as the material
has crystallized in the shape of the initial micro-needles (Figure 4.2a/b). The absorbance
proﬁle of the reaction shows the decrease in absorbance throughout the whole green-red
region, including below the band gap of CH3NH3PbBr3 (Figure 4.4e). As the iodide phase
disappears, the excitonic peak of CH3NH3PbBr3 gradually emerges near 532nm nm.
To study whether the iodide to bromide exchange could occur on more compact perovskite
ﬁlms, we deposited CH3NH3PbI3 onto a glass slide using a previously reported procedure[54].
The ﬁlm thickness was adjusted by varying the concentrations of precursor solutions. The
ﬁlms were then dipped into solutions of CH3NH3Br in 2-propanol of various concentrations
and the absorbance kinetics was monitored at 720nm. The disappearance of the absorbance
was ﬁtted to a single decaying exponential to extract the pseudo ﬁrst order time constant.
Results are shown in 4.10. We observe that while the rate of reaction is strongly dependent
on the ﬁlm thickness, it is independent on the bromide precursor concentration within the
considered concentrations (5 to 11mgmL−1). Therefore we conclude that the exchange is
limited by the iodide diffusion within the lattice rather than ionic transport in solution or by
the interfacial halide exchange at the crystal surface. The iodide diffusion in the solid occurs
most likely via halide interstitials or vacancies.
4.3.3 CH3NH3PbCl3 to CH3NH3PbBr3
The chloride-bromide exchange shows a extremely rapid red-shift of the luminescence, the
ﬁrst luminescence peak being recorded at 500nm. The position of this luminescence does
not match with the X-ray diffraction pattern which show only a small exchange in the ﬁrst few
seconds. We attribute this luminescence shift as a similar effect seen in the bromide to iodide
exchange: by converting a high band gap material to a low band-gap material, there is a fast
electron and hole diffusion to the low band gap regions of the ﬁlm faster than the radiative
recombinations occur, which shows up as a strongly red-shifted luminescence after only little
time. After the conversion of the ﬁrst thin layer of perovskite, the rest of the halide exchange
reaction takes place, dictated by the high concentration of bromide in solution. The band gap
of the material further shifts towards the red, until it reaches the expected 530nm emission
(Eg ∼ 2.3eV).
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Figure 4.5: (a-c) Reaction proﬁle of the CH3NH3PbBr3 – CH3NH3PbCl3 interconversion. (d-f)
Reaction proﬁle of the CH3NH3PbBr3 – CH3NH3PbCl3 interconversion. (a,d) Photolumines-
cence proﬁle as a function of time. At time t = 0s, the MAX solution was injected in the cuvette.
The sample was illuminated at 60° by a continuous wave 406nm blue laser and detected
at right angle onto the CCD camera. (b,e) change in absorbance due to the transformation
reaction. At time t = 0, the CH3NH3Xsolution was injected into the cuvette. A FTO/Al2O3
blank was subtracted. (c,f) XRD proﬁle of the reactions. The samples were dipped in MAX for
various times and the reaction was quenched in IPA.
The luminescence of theCH3NH3PbBr3 crystals produced via halide exchange fromCH3NH3PbCl3
is about one order of magnitude more intense than the emission of perovskite directly de-
posited from DMF, suggesting that CH3NH3Cl is participating in the mitigation of surface
states, blocking non-radiative recombination pathways. We measured the ﬂuorescence quan-
tum yield ΦPL for CH3NH3PbBr3 crystals formed via the conversion of chloride to bromide,
iodide to bromide and via direct bromide deposition in a single step from solution (Figure
4.6a). We note thatΦPL increases by a factor of about 6 when the CH3NH3PbBr3 is prepared
by halide substitution from CH3NH3PbCl3, i.e. 0.85% vs. 0.15% compared to the direct deposi-
tion. The increase is less pronounced when the CH3NH3PbBr3 is formed from the iodide, i.e.
ΦPL = 0.31%. Since the latter sample transmitted less light (26% vs 58%), self-absorption of
the emitted photons may contribute to the lowering of the external luminescence yield. The
increase of the ΦPL observed during the chloride to bromide conversion is mainly due to a
decrease of the non-radiative deactivation rate resulting in a longer exciton emission lifetime
most likely due to the passivation of surface states. For CH3NH3PbBr3 crystals formed by
anion exchange from CH3NH3PbI3 a shorter lifetime was observed in keeping with the lower
emission quantum yield.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Quantum yield measurement of CH3NH3PbBr3 ﬁlms converted from
CH3NH3PbCl3, CH3NH3PbI3 or directly deposited from N,N-dimethylformamide. The trans-
mittance at 406nm is also speciﬁed. (b) Fluorescence lifetime of the CH3NH3PbBr3 ﬁlms
excited at 406nm.
4.3.4 CH3NH3PbBr3 to CH3NH3PbCl3
The exchange of bromide to chloride induces a blue shift of the luminescence, corresponding
to gradual chloride substitution of the bromide (Figure 4.5d). This is conﬁrmed in the XRD
measurement where the 15.6° diffraction peak shifts to higher angles, sign of a lattice com-
pression (Figure 4.5f). After 30 seconds, the luminescence drops beyond the detection limit
of the setup but can still be monitored ex situ by the spectroﬂuorometer (ﬁgure 4.11). The
luminescence seemingly further shifts to lower wavelength without noticeable interruption.
No increase of luminescence at 404nm over time can then be observed. The bromide and
chloride interchange retains very well the initial perovskite morphology in both directions
(Figure 4.2f/h).
4.3.5 CH3NH3PbCl3 to CH3NH3PbI3
The powder XRD data of the chloride to iodide exchange does not show a common intercala-
tion of iodide and chloride in the lattice that would yield a change in the lattice parameter,
down to the angular resolution of the X-ray diffraction apparatus (Figure 4.7c). Unlike the
Br/I or Cl/Br system where both halides can form solid solutions, the Cl/I exchange produces
separate CH3NH3PbCl3 and CH3NH3PbI3 phases. This is conﬁrmed by scanning electron
micrographs, where the conversion of chloride to iodide produces new crystals with strongly
altered morphology (Figure 4.2g/i). CH3NH3PbCl3 is deposited in broad islands that efﬁ-
ciently penetrate the mesoporous titanium dioxide scaffold. After conversion, the iodide
phase has grown on top of the ﬁlm in a multitude of grains stacked together in an intertwined
network. This contrasts with the chloride/bromide exchange which retains the initial structure
of CH3NH3PbCl3.
No luminescence from mixed MAPbI3–xClx compositions could be observed. Rather, the
ﬁrst luminescence peak has a maximum at 756nm and shifts to 768nm nm as the reaction
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Figure 4.7: (a-c) Reaction proﬁle of the CH3NH3PbCl3– CH3NH3PbI3interconversion. (d-f)
Reaction proﬁle of the CH3NH3PbI3– CH3NH3PbCl3interconversion. (a,d) Photolumines-
cence proﬁle as a function of time. At time t = 0s, the MAX solution was injected in the cuvette.
The sample was illuminated at 60° by a continuous wave 406nm blue laser and detected
at right angle onto the CCD camera. (b,e) change in absorbance due to the transformation
reaction. At time t = 0, the MAX solution was injected into the cuvette. A FTO/Al2O3 blank was
subtracted. (c,f) XRD proﬁle of the reactions. The samples were dipped in MAX for various
times and the reaction was quenched in IPA.
proceeds (Figure 4.7a). Similarly, the exchange was performed without Al2O3 scaffold and
stopped on a ﬂat FTO substrate, after either 0.5 seconds or 1 minute by quenching in iso-
propanol. In this case we observed a red-shift of up to 17nm of the near IR luminescence
maximum (Figure 4.12c). Scanning electron micrographs of the as-deposited CH3NH3PbCl3
are shown in Figure 4.12a. The CH3NH3PbCl3 appears amorphous at high resolution. After
0.5s dipping time however, we observe the growth of 20-30nm size CH3NH3PbI3 crystals nu-
cleating from the CH3NH3PbCl3 (Figure 4.12b). Line broadening analysis by X-Ray diffraction
over the (110) reﬂection places a lower boundary for the crystal size at 32nm (Figure 4.12d),
correlating well with SEM micrographs. The large population of CH3NH3PbI3 crystals would
evidently contribute signiﬁcantly to any PL signal, and therefore we conclude that quantum
conﬁnement is unlikely to occur as the reported Bohr exciton radius of CH3NH3PbI3 is much
lower (2.2nm) than the particle size we measured[164, 165]. The observed blue shifted lu-
minescence is therefore tentatively assigned to a transient CH3NH3PbI3 amorphous phase
which is not observed by XRD, as it was explained by Choi[163]. As the CH3NH3PbI3 grows
more crystalline (shown by the shrinking of the 14.2° reﬂection, Figure 4.7c), the amorphous
phase gradually disappears, which is accompanied by a red-shift of the luminescence.
Considering that a full morphological change is included, the swiftness at which the chlorides
are transformed into the iodides is remarkable, indicating a fast halide diffusion rate. We
expect that similar mechanisms occur in solid state chloride-iodide exchange, such as the
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ones described by Dualeh et al[145]. That CH3NH3PbCl3 is merely present to direct the growth
of the CH3NH3PbI3 comes therefore at no surprise to us.
4.3.6 CH3NH3PbI3 to CH3NH3PbCl3
The CH3NH3PbI3 to CH3NH3PbCl3 conversion proceeds also rapidly. The 790nm emission
of the iodide disappears within 5 seconds following the exposure of the ﬁlm to CH3NH3Cl.
The CH3NH3PbI3 PL peak initially blue-shifts by 13nm as it converts into CH3NH3PbCl3. It
appears that this effect is similar to the one observed in the chloride to iodide exchange.
However when the reaction is performed in the dark and stopped at various times, we noticed
that the exchange was far slower, as it took up to 1 min for all traces of the iodide phase to
disappear (Figure 4.7f) as indicated by the X-ray diffraction pattern. The ﬂuence of the laser
used in the time-resolved PL measurement is probably responsible for the increased reaction
rate as most of its power is absorbed by CH3NH3PbI3 and dissipated into heat locally. Similarly,
the absorbance measurement shows that the reaction is somewhat slower than observed by
time-resolved PL: the absorbance in the green-red region drops uniformly vanishing after 25
seconds only (Figure 4.7e), indicating the disappearance of the iodide phase.
4.4 Growth and halide exchange of perovskite nanowires
Directional hybrid perovskite nanowires have been a promising approach not only for solar
cells[140, 167], but also photodetectors[168, 169, 170], lasers[171, 114, 172] and light-emitting
diodes[173]. We have previously on a growth technique based on a modiﬁed two-step conver-
sion of PbI2into extremely directional CH3NH3PbI3nanowires[140]. Other techniques such as
slip coating[169, 174] and evaporation-induced self-assembly[167] we also reported.
a b
Figure 4.8: (a) SEM micrograph of CH(NH2)2PbBr3 nanowires obtained by bromide ex-
change from CH(NH2)2PbI3 nanowires. (b) Photoluminescence spectra of the originating
CH(NH2)2PbI3 and resulting CH(NH2)2PbBr3 nanowires.
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In the modiﬁed two-step synthesis, a thin-ﬁlm, uniform PbI2 ﬁlm is exposed to a CH3NH3I so-
lution in isopropanol containing a 1% additional DMF, which is the essential component that
is required for nanowire growth. This technique was further used by Zhu[168]. It is believed
that directional perovskite nanowires grown in this way are the thermodynamic product of the
perovskite two-step conversion. Furthermore, it has become evident that the nanowire growth
goes through the intermediate of a DMF-MAI-PbI2 adduct[139, 175, 176] which structure has
yet to be resolved. The formation and re-dissolution of this adduct is believed to drive the
preferred growth along one axis. So far, growing nanowires of the cubic CH3NH3PbBr3 phase
have been unsuccessful under similar conditions. This underlines the importance of iodine
in the nanowire growth, hypothetically relating the thermodynamics of the formation of the
adduct to the relative size of the bromide to the iodine anion.
However, we demonstrated that it is possible to apply the solution-based halide exchange reac-
tion toCH3NH3PbI3 andCH(NH2)2PbI3 nanowires to yieldCH3NH3PbBr3 andCH(NH2)2PbBr3
nanowires while conserving the general one-dimensional order. However, due to the lattice
mismatch of the iodide and the bromide phase, the nanocrystals forming the nanowires
have clearly shrunk, leaving gap between them, while still being interconnected. Similarly,
the resulting CH3NH3PbBr3 and CH(NH2)2PbBr3 could be converted into their respective
CH3NH3PbCl3 and CH(NH2)2PbCl3 phase.
4.5 Conclusion and outlook
In this chapter, we described the dynamics of the halide exchange system inmethylammonium
lead halide ﬁlms. We showed that all exchange reactions, except the bromide to iodide, can
proceed to completionwithin less than 5minutes. We showed how themorphology of the ﬁlms
was inﬂuenced by those reactions, speciﬁcally that the chloride/iodide exchange completely
scrambles the crystal shape because both halides do not intercalate together in the perovskite
lattice. We also showed that starting from the chloride creates highly ﬂuorescent states for
both the iodide and the bromide, although the high ﬂuence of the pump laser may have some
responsibility for this effect. We attributed the unusually strong luminescence of wet ﬁlms to
the passivation of surface states or the ﬁlling of vacancies by the halides or methylammonium
present in solution. Based on this work, we then showed that high aspect ratio nanowires
of CH3NH3PbI3 can be efﬁciently converted into CH3NH3PbBr3 while retaining their overall
structure.
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4.6 Additional ﬁgures
Figure 4.9: 2-propanol and MA+/Br– effect on the photoluminescence of CH3NH3PbI3 moni-
tored at 750nm. After 30 seconds, IPA is introduced, leading to a slow increase of the lumi-
nescence up to 20 times the original luminescence intensity. After 150 seconds, CH3NH3Br in
2-propanol (0.05 M) is added, increasing the luminescence by a factor of 2. The second peak
is due to the formation of the mixed bromide-iodide whose ﬂuorescence peak is located at
750nm. The conversion kinetics here are much slower than the ones described in the iodide
to bromide exchange, as it is limited by the diffusion of Br– into the IPA
τ
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Figure 4.10: (a) Absorbance proﬁle of the iodide to bromide exchange performed on a 150nm
thick CH3NH3PbI3 evaporated thin ﬁlm on FTO conductive glass. The traces were ﬁtted to a
single exponential decay. A blank sample consisting of bare FTO provided the baseline. (b)
Extracted pseudo ﬁrst-order time constant as a function of the CH3NH3Br concentration and
thickness of a ﬂat CH3NH3PbI3 ﬁlm deposited through a solution route.
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Figure 4.11: Photoluminescence spectra of ﬁlms of CH3NH3PbBr3 undergoing conversion
into CH3NH3PbCl3 by an anion exchange reaction. The samples were quenched in 2-propanol
after various times and measured on a calibrated spectroﬂuorometer. The ﬂuorescence at
400nm belongs to CH3NH3PbCl3.
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Figure 4.12: (a) SEM micrograph of CH3NH3PbCl3 deposited on conductive glass. (b) SEM
micrograph of CH3NH3PbCl3 on conductive glass partially converted into CH3NH3PbI3 by
dipping in a 0.05 M CH3NH3I solution in 2-propanol. (for 0.5 s) c) Photoluminescence of
CH3NH3PbCl3 before and after its conversion into CH3NH3PbI3 for 0.5 s and 1min (d) Line
broadening analysis of the 14.1° peak after 0.5 s dipping. The Scherrer equation yielded a
lower bound for the crystal size of 32nm.
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5 Maximum power point tracking of
perovskite solar cells
The following chapter describes strategies, challenges and implementations of maximum power
point tracking of perovskite solar cells. The ﬁgures and part of the following text is primarily
based on an article published in a peer-review journal. The work has been done in collaboration
with Dr. Fabrizio Giordano
5.1 Motivation
Together with the surge of the power conversion efﬁciency of metal halide lead perovskite
solar cells over recent years come concerns of long-term intrinsic and extrinsic stability
of the hybrid perovskite layer. In particular, their sensitivity to heat, moisture and oxygen
have been recognized. Some other problems, such as stoichiometric polarization and phase
segregation, are expected when the devices are measured under real working conditions
(maximum power point tracking at 60 ◦C). On the long run, stability will certainly decide on
the fate of CH3NH3PbI3 and related lead perovskites for their use in photovoltaic modules.
In this chapter, we show an effective and inexpensive strategy to perform ageing tests of
perovskite solar cells under maximum power point tracking. For the ﬁrst time we analyze
the issue of power extraction from solar cells exhibiting hysteresis. We show that a standard
tracking algorithm such as Perturb and Observe fails to converge to the maximum power point
of the solar cell if they exhibit j (V ) hysteresis and we present an effective strategy to stabilize
the algorithm. We show that enforcing oscillation in forward bias can boost the mean power
output of some perovskite solar cells by more than 10%, in contrast to a reference crystalline
silicon solar cell.
5.2 Introduction
Stability concerns of 3rd generation photovoltaics, such as dye sensitizied solar cells (DSSCs)[40],
organic photovoltaics or polymer photovoltaics have long been recognized, studied and ex-
tensively reported[177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182]. Yet, when it comes to organic-inorganic
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perovskite-based systems, stability studies[183, 100] have thus far been largely overshadowed
by reports of increasing power conversion efﬁciencies (PCE)[55].
It is urgent to consider the interplay between stability and efﬁciency, rather than looking
at the two issues separately. Mimicking real-life ageing conditions requires applying a load,
preferably dynamic, on the solar cell. Leaving devices at open-circuit or short-circuit are not
proper measurements and can lead to misinterpretation of the mechanisms dictating the
stability. The test devices could be kept under a constant load, using a Schottky diode to drop
a ﬁxed potential, or using a ﬁxed load resistance. They would require being periodically taken
out of the light soaking setup for voltage sweep andpower conversion efﬁciencymeasurements.
During the ageing test, the devices would become improperly loaded if small changes in the
j (V ) characteristics of the cell occur. Alternatively, devices can be connected to a potentiostat
with a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm or by applying a ﬁxed potential
to the cell. In this chapter, we report on the design of a small and inexpensive maximum
power point tracker in the form of an electronic board that can handle up to 8 lab-scale
devices simultaneously. Appendix D shows the electronic schematics, bill of materials and
the microcontroller code. MPPT algorithms come with various levels of complexity and
implementation costs and already extensively covered in the literature. However, they are
usually tested against well-established PV technologies, such as silicon modules. In this
chapter, we demonstrate the issues entailed by this approach when applied to PSCs which, in
most cases, show anomalous hysteresis in their j (V ) characteristic[184, 64].
The large chemical capacitance of the PSCs[185] is a challenge for fast power tracking as
it interferes with the convergence of the tracking algorithm: standard perturb and observe
(P&O) algorithms fail to track the optimal power of perovskite-based cells and lead to large
oscillations of the power output. For small-scale laboratory measurements, we apply a simple
modiﬁcation to standard algorithm by introducing two new parameters that stabilize it: the
sweep-inverting thresholds, which describe by how much the power has to drop relatively
to a previous local maximum before the P&O switches direction. Judicious choices of the
algorithm parameters help reducing the oscillations and stabilize the device power output.
This implementation in large-scale systems should be addressed from the perspective of power
electronics where the power is fed into a buck-boost converter, but the strategy presented
here remains valid. A major ﬁnding of this study is that for most perovskite solar cells, the best
power output is not obtained when the algorithm oscillates closely around the maximum the
power point, but rather when large forward voltage poling pulses are applied. In some cases,
the mean power output was higher by over 11% when compared to the quasi steady-state
situation. This is an unprecedented situation, which does not occur in crystalline silicon solar
cells and calls for further studies in the power tracking of perovskite solar cells.
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5.3 Maximum power point tracking
The power-voltage characteristics of photovoltaic cells are non-linear and strongly affected by
illumination, temperature or ageing. Maximum power point tracking control is essential to
keep large-scale photovoltaic arrays at peak power. Variations of irradiance and temperature
vary with the illumination angle, solar spectrum or partial shading (clouds, dust, . . . ) and can
relatively rapidly shift the optimal working voltage of the solar cell. On a laboratory scale,MPPT
is used to conﬁrm the sustained power output of the cell or to perform ageing under simulated
outdoor conditions. Perturb and Observe (P&O)[186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194,
195, 196] and Incremental Conductance (IncCon)[197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204] are
the most popular MPPT methods owing to their effectiveness and ease of implementation.
P&O relies on hill climbing: the power output is maximized by constantly perturbing the
operating voltage (perturb stage) and recording its effect on the power output (observing
stage)[198]. Most of the literature reports on MPPT algorithms aim at improving the steady-
state performance, the transient response[191, 205, 206], and the cost of implementation[45].
Aside from P&O, other closed loop algorithms include incremental conductance [207], fuzzy
logic[208, 209, 210, 211, 212], neural networks[213, 214, 215], load maximization[216, 217] or
ripple correlation current (RCC)[218]. In RCC, the ripple current (or voltage) of the PV array that
naturally occurs upon switching of the buck-boost converter is recorded to determine the array
conductance[187]. This technique has gained signiﬁcant traction because of its effectiveness
at steady-state and its fast transient response[219, 218], but will fail if the conductance has an
imaginary component at the switching frequency due to the capacitive behavior of the module.
The issue of the output capacitance in RCC was recognized and approaches to mitigate it by
calculating the power-voltage correlation (instead of power-current correlation) have been
somewhat successful[220, 221]. However, the chemical capacitance of the perovskite solar
cell is (a) much larger than what has been considered[63] in refs. [220, 221] and (b) is not
an external capacitor closely placed to the converter, but it is “sandwiched” in between the
electron and hole transport layers of the device. As a result, both the power-voltage and
power-current correlations have a potentially large out of phase component, which impedes
the convergence of the incremental conductance algorithm.
5.3.1 Perturb and Observe algorithm
Perturb-and-observe algorithms are implemented by continuously sampling the current and
the voltage of the solar cell. The power is computed and compared to the previously recorded
one. If the sign of the differential ∂P/∂V is positive, the voltage is increased. If it is negative,
the voltage is decreased. Around the maximum point, the algorithm will naturally perform
small oscillations. A ﬂowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5.1a. It reads as follows:
the current and voltage of the solar cell are sampled at the cycle k, yielding i (k) and v(k).
The algorithm will reject any below noise level voltage or current variation (i (k)− i (k−1)<
i and i (k)− i (k − 1) < v )[222]. The power is computed (p(k) = i (k)v(k)) and compared
to the previous one (p(k −1)). If it has increased, the voltage is incremented by the value
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Figure 5.1: (a) Standard perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm ﬂowchart for the generic cycle
k, including noise thresholds (ηi and ηv ) to correct the transient behavior of the sampler,
non-linearity and noise. In this conﬁguration, the correction of the load is not done through
adapting the duty cycle of the buck converter, but through changing the applied voltage
driving the solar cell. (b) modiﬁed perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm ﬂowchart, including
the power thresholds ε f w−bw and εbw− f w . The local maximum power is adapted each time
the power increases or when a switch in scanning direction is done. Green arrows are followed
when the condition is "true" and the red ones when it is "false"
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signdVΔvDAC (the device is biased further into the direction it is currently going). If the power
output has decreased compared to the previous one, the direction of tracking is reversed and
the bias is incremented by−signdVΔvDAC, where vDAC is the algorithm voltage step size. This
step is the hill-climbing part of the algorithm. The new local maximum is updated and the
cycle k+1 begins.
Figure 5.2: Blue: P&O algorithm performed without threshold regulation. Orange: Modiﬁed
algorithm that includes the power threshold regulation, showing reduced oscillations. Arrows
represent the scanning direction.
In practice, we found that this somewhat naive implementation yields poor results for the
tracking of perovskite solar cells. Below the maximum power point (Figure 5.2, point 1), the
power decreases as the voltage is decreased. When the noise threshold is surpassed (Figure
5.2, point 2), the algorithm switches direction, increases the voltage and records a new point
(Figure 5.2, point 3). In PSCs, the power at point 3 has usually further decreased, for most
positions of the tracker on the j (V ) curve. The algorithm therefore decides to switch again
the perturbation backwards (point 4) and the voltage keeps decreasing, diverging from the
ideal maximum power point voltage. As a result, large oscillations are created below the actual
maximum power point. This power drop between point 2 and 3 confuses the algorithm, led to
believe that the maximum power point is at even lower voltage. Similar cycles are repeated
again and again at voltages far below the optimal one, until some point at which the voltage is
so low that the power doesn’t drop anymore upon switching the direction to forward scanning.
The voltage then climbs up uninterruptedly until reaching a new maximum power point at
higher bias. On average, the tracking is done at a potential lower than optimal and the device
undergoes signiﬁcant voltage oscillations. Signiﬁcantly decreasing the sampling rate until the
phase shift of the cell response is minimal is an effective way to solve the tracking instability,
but comes at expense of the transient response.
In an effort to optimize the MPPT P&O algorithm at fast sampling rates, we propose to add
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Figure 5.3: Maximum power point tracking of a CH3NH3PbBr3 solar cell (circles, dashed,
solid) and a crystalline silicon cell (triangles) under various threshold conditions. Circles: No
threshold regulation. Dashed: lowest attained oscillation. Solid: highest attained efﬁciency.
The silicon cell was not regulated.
thresholds (ε f w−bw and εbw− f w ) below which the power has to drop – compared to the
previous local maxima - before switching direction (Figure 5.2, orange trace). Similar concepts
have been proposed with the purpose of achieving faster transient response of the P&O[223],
but never as a mean to track largely capacitive solar cells. Adding a hysteretic controller
forces the voltage sweep further into one direction before switching to backward scan, despite
a recorded power drop. When the threshold is set too low, the device will be tracked at a
bias lower than optimal (ﬁgure 2 and 3), whereas a threshold higher than necessary will
induce unnecessary power oscillations that are detrimental to the average power output.
Such thresholds are usually not required for currently marketed PV technologies, since the
j (V ) relationship of silicon solar cells and most thin ﬁlm technologies is transient-free at the
chopping frequency of most DC-DC boost converters (slower than the RC time constant or the
solar cell). Similar oscillations and instabilities have been recognized for the P&O algorithm
when illuminations conditions are changing faster than the sampling rate[44], and hysteresis
adds to this issue. Figure 5.3 shows an example of MPPT of a conventional bromide perovskite-
based solar cell and compares it to a silicon solar cell without regulation (triangular markers).
Clearly, the perovskite cell works better with the power inversion threshold (solid and dashed
traces) than without (round markers). Figure 5.5 shows the average power output (ﬁgure
5.5a) and the oscillation intensity (ﬁgure 5.5b) as functions of the inversion threshold. The
average power output of the solar cell is not improved by the backward to forward threshold
(vertical axis): when the device is switched from scanning forward to scanning backward, the
power output always immediately increases. When it is used and set too high, it is actually
detrimental to device performance: the device is scanned too far at voltages below VMPP
before the scanning direction is inverted. On the other hand we found that the power output
is strongly correlated to εbw− f w (the forward to backward threshold, horizontal axis). By
preventing the device from switching too easily from forward to backward scan, the algorithm
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leaves sufﬁcient headroom for the power drop that occurs upon switching scanning direction,
such that the algorithm is allowed to proceed to higher voltages, where the steady-state power
output is higher. Thanks to ε f w−bw , the strong oscillations of ﬁgure 5.2 and 5.3 can be avoided.
Overall, the stabilization improves the power output by over 30% when compared to the
non-regulated algorithm. Figure 5.5c depicts the same experiment performed with a reference
silicon device, where the absence of hysteresis means that the tracking is done best with the
lowest threshold.
a b
Figure 5.4: (a) Mean power output as a function of the power oscillation (normalized to
the highest power) for a hole-transporter free perovskite solar with a carbon back-contact,
acquired for various sets of voltage inversion thresholds (backward and forward). Each circle
represents the power and oscillation obtained for a speciﬁc set of thresholds (ε f w−bw , εbw− f w ),
using 11 values ranging from 0.8% to 82% (121 points in total). The point with the lowest
oscillation (leftmost point, using ε f w−bw= 1.28%, εbw− f w= 0.32%) and the onewith the highest
efﬁciency (topmost point, using ε f w−bw= 20.48%, εbw− f w= 2.56%) are represented with ﬁlled
circles. Inset: power-voltage curve for the highest power point and lowest oscillation point as
a function of voltage. The order in which the sets were chosen was randomized. (b) Power
output plotted versus time for the two sets of thresholds mentionned in point (a).
5.4 Optimal performance through poling
Despite effectively stabilizing the algorithm using a set of thresholds, we found that the highest
power output from the cell was not given by the set that minimizes the oscillation around
the maximum power point. This is unexpected because setting a voltage away from the
maximum power point should be sub-optimal. An example of power tracking with different
forward to backward thresholds is shown for one device in ﬁgure 5.5d (power-voltage curve)
and ﬁgure 5.3 (power-time curve). The average power output of the cell was found to be
higher when it undergoes strong oscillation above the steady-state MPP, compared to the
situation where it undergoes the lowest possible oscillation (3% for the cell depicted in ﬁgure
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Figure 5.5: (a) Normalized power output of a CH3NH3PbBr3 solar cell as a function of the
power thresholds εbw− f w and ε f w−bw . The circled area shows the region where the tracking
parameters yield the highest averaged power output over 1 minute. Sampling of the matrix
was performed randomly. (b) Peak-to-peak power oscillations of the algorithm (obtained
simultaneously with ﬁgure 5.5a, normalized to the maximum power output. The circled area
shows the region where the tracking parameters are optimal in terms of reduction of the
output oscillation. (c) Normalized power output of a reference silicon solar cell as a function
of the power thresholds εbw− f w and ε f w−bw . The best regulation is obtained with the lowest
possible thresholds. (d) j (V ) curves of the device used for ﬁgure 5.5a and 5.3b, with different
forward and backward power regulations. Red: εbw− f w = 0.04%, ε f w−bw = 0.32%, green:
εbw− f w = 0.04%, ε f w−bw = 2.56% and blue: εbw− f w = 0.04%, ε f w−bw = 10.24%. The dots
show the average power output of the cell at the average driving voltage.
5.5d and 5.3, and more than 11% for the HTM-free PSC depicted in ﬁgure 5.4). Figure 5.5
shows the average power and peak-to-peak oscillation as a function of both thresholds. The
circled regions highlight the optimal oscillation (ﬁgure 5.5b) and the optimal power output
(ﬁgure 5.5a) and do not overlap. This improvement reﬂects the fact that the power conversion
efﬁciency of a PSC measured by a voltage sweep from Voc to Jsc is usually higher than when
swept from Jsc to Voc. That a similar observation is sustained over large periods of time
suggests that the hysteresis is not uniquely a capacitive charging-discharging effect, but that
the charge collection efﬁciency of the cell is positively affected by poling in forward bias, even
temporarily.[224] For hole-transporter free solar cells, this effect is even more prevalent. In
ﬁgure 5.4, we show the mean power output (y axis) as a function of the relative oscillation (x
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axis) for 121 sets of threshold values. When the cell undergoes the lowest recorded oscillation,
close to 1% of the power (ﬁlled circle marker at the left of ﬁgure 5.4), it generates on average
11% less power than the highest one, obtained with more than 20% oscillation (ﬁlled circle
marker at the top of ﬁgure 5.4). The inset in ﬁgure 5.4 shows the power-voltage curves for both
conditions. The proper threshold was found by randomly sampling a set of possible values. In
practice, an adaptive algorithm can be designed in order to converge toward the optimal set of
parameters during power tracking.
a b
c d
Figure 5.6: (a) j (V ) curve for a typical hybrid perovskite solar cell, measured from Vocto
Jsc(backward) and from Jscto Vocunder an 90% attenuated AM1.5G simulated solar irradiation.
The sweep rate was 200mVs−1. (b) Transient photo-voltage traces upon an additional light
excitation from a 422nm laser diode (tpulse = 20μs). The relaxation was ﬁtted to a mono-
exponential decay. The cell was constantly scanned from Vocto Jsc(square and circle) markers
or at steady-state (solid line, no markers). The light was pulsed precisely as the device voltage
crosses 700mV, either in the backward direction (empty squared) or in forward direction
(circles). In the steady-state experiment, the cell was kept at 700mV and the pulse applied
periodically. (c) Resulting time constants from the TPV and TPC experiment, measured
during the backward scan, forward scan and steady-state. (d) Resulting collection efﬁciency
calculated from η= 1−τTPC/τTPV
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5.5 Voltage poling and collection efﬁciency
To validate our hypothesis that polarizing the device in forward bias affects the charge col-
lection efﬁciency, and that the j (V ) hysteresis is not only an effect of capacitive charging and
discharging, we performed transient photovoltage (TPV) and transient photocurrent (TPC)
in non-steady state conditions. The TPV and TPC are the time-domain equivalent of IMVS
and IMPS, presented in chapter 6. Unlike IMVS and IMPS, the transient technique need not
ensure that the cell is in quasi-steady state condition. In our experiment, the device was
illuminated by an array of white LEDs such that the generation current was roughly equivalent
to the one provided by the 100Wm−2 AM1.5G reference spectrum (10% sun). The device was
constantly scanned from Voc to Jsc using either a voltage-controlled potentiostatic source or a
voltage-controlled galvanostatic source (the exact same instrument as the one presented in
chapter 6). The voltage set-point was given by a arbitrary waveform generator such that the
voltage was constantly swept back and forth between Voc and Jsc at a scan rate of 200mVs−1.
Upon crossing a certain voltage value (in this experiment, 700mV), an additional short light
pulse of 20μs provided by a digitally controlled LED photodiode (λ= 422nm) was directed
onto the device. The resulting voltage perturbation and current perturbation was recorded, to
yield the electronic transport rate and the recombination rate of the cell[225].
The j (V ) curve of the device is shown in ﬁgure 5.6a. At 700mV, the current difference between
the backward and the forward scan was 4.5% (at 200mVs−1). Conﬁrming the observations
from O’Regan[224], we observed that this result correlated well to an increase of collection
efﬁciency during the backward scan when compared to the forward scan. While the transport
rate remained largely unaffected by the scan direction, the recombination was signiﬁcantly
slower during the backward one. The overall improvement in collected efﬁciency was 4.7%,
closely matching the value measured by voltage sweep measurements (4.5%).
5.6 Stabilizing the MPPT algorithm at fast speeds
The current hysteresis in the voltage sweep of organic-inorganic perovskite-based cells is well
recognized, but its origin is still under debate[184, 64, 63]. It appears in both the voltage sweep
and in the small signal complex response of the impedance of the solar cell[226]. Figure 5.8
shows the correspondence between the Nyquist impedance spectra of a CH(NH2)2PbBr3and
the corresponding j (V ) Lissajous curves recorded under the same conditions. When the
phase is minimum, less hysteresis is observed, which occurs either at high frequencies (above
150 kHz) or at intermediate frequencies (100Hz to about 2 kHz). Figure 5.8 shows clearly that
the condition p (t )= p (v (t )) is generally not respected, even in the small perturbation regime.
Although there is active research in limiting or suppressing the hysteresis of perovskite devices,
reports of hysteresis-free solar cells mostly rely on slow voltage sweeps. One way to stabilize
the algorithm is to reduce the sampling rate such that the cell has time to fully equilibrate
at each new point. In ﬁgure 5.7a and b, we show the phase (Bode plot) and the impedance
(Nyquist plot) acquired from a typical PSC. The usual low frequency Warburg-like feature
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Figure 5.7: (a) Bode plot of the impedance phase of an m-TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3/Spiro-
MeOTADsolar cell under an equivalent 10% illumination by a white LED. (b) Nyquist plot
of the impedance for the same cell illuminated in the same conditions. (c) Averaged power
output of the device under maximum power power tracking, using the illumination intensity;
plotted as a function of the forward to backward threshold (x axis) and slew rate (y axis). (d)
j (V ) relationship of the device scanned in both directions, under illumination, at 200mVs−1.
was previously attributed to ionic polarization in the cell[63]. It spans from about 100Hz
down to less than 0.1Hz with a phase shift maximum between 0.2Hz and 1Hz depending
on the bias. The low frequency complex component of the admittance is responsible for the
power drop that occurs upon switching the voltage direction and for the failure of standard
MPPT algorithms at intermediate frequencies. In ﬁgure 5.7c, we show a parametric matrix
showing power output as a function of the forward to backward threshold (x axis) and the
slew rate (y axis). When the fundamental frequency of the MPP algorithm is out of phase
with the slow response of the device, higher power inversion thresholds need to be used to
regulate the algorithm. At lower slew rates where the phase of the impedance is close to
0°, the power tracking is stable even with small thresholds. Alternatively, we suggest that
the differential conductance could be obtained at frequencies where the phase of the Bode
impedance is closest to 0, between the ﬁrst and the second arc, in this region, the criterion is
almost respected and the power gradient can be readily calculated from the ripple current[219].
The slow response of the device will be treated as a slow change in power output and treated
accordingly. This sets a frequency window in which DC-DC converters can safely operate using
a bandpass ﬁlter, but it requires prior knowledge of the frequency response of the photovoltaic
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array.
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Figure 5.8: Nyquist impedance spectra of a CH3NH3PbI3-based mesoscopic solar cell, mea-
sured at 950mV under an equivalent 1 sun illumination. The Lissajous curves (current vs.
voltage) corresponding to a sinusoidal perturbation (Vrms = 22mV) under the same measuring
conditions (light and DC bias) are shown above for the indicated frequencies
5.7 Example of ageing tests
Based on the modiﬁed tracking algorithm presented in this chapter, we performed long-term
ageing measurements of perovskite cells in a sealed box permanently ﬂushed with a constant
ﬂow of Argon (purity 99.998%). In ﬁgure 5.9, we show, as an example, the normalized power
out of three typical solar cells over 600 hours, comprising a control device and two modiﬁed
devices. The modiﬁcation involved the use of hydrophobic PCBM derivatives drop-casted
during the deposition of the perovskite layer[227]. Our ageing measurement showed that
even when the control devices were aged under argon, the tiny amounts of water content that
remains or seeps in destroys the perovskite layer in a matter of days. Adding hydrophobic
molecules to the perovskite layer is thought to retard water ingress and hydration of the
photoactive layer. In this study, PCBM and the PCBM derivative α-bis-PCBM were used as
the hydrophobic components[227]. The contact angle with deionized water droplets was
measured by sessile drop measurement with deionized water droplets. The hydrophobicity
of the perovskite layer reﬂects in the measured contact angle and matches the measured
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degradation rate of the perovskite cells over time.
The most stable devices were obtained using the treatment with α-bis-PCBM, which exhibited
less than 4% drop of efﬁciency over more than 600 hours of measurement, while the control
was fully degraded a couple of days only.
α
Figure 5.9: Normalized power output of three perovskite devices over time. The cells were
kept under a constant illumination which power was equivalent to the visible portion of the
AM1.5G spectrum at 1000W2m−1. The devices were sealed in a tight box under a constant
argon ﬂow and tracked at maximum power.
5.8 Conclusion and outlook
Measuring and improving the stability of perovskite laboratory cell has become an urgent
task. Often the means to perform correctly ageing tests on long time scales are lacking
within research groups. We have reported the conception and realization of an inexpensive
acquisition board capable of maximum power point tracking and j (V ) sweeps and released
the schematics in the appendix D. We have shown that tracking the maximum power of a
perovskite cell is challenging due to the low frequency response of PSCs. To alleviate the
hysteretic response and non-optimal power tracking, an arbitrarily deﬁned power inversion
threshold is introduced into the classical perturb-and-observe algorithm, which forces the
device into a regime of controlled oscillation that does not necessarily come at the expense of
the power output. On the contrary, for HTM-free perovskite devices, improvements of power
output by more than 10% were obtained by forcing the solar into oscillation. Such methods
could be employed for larger area PV arrays by affecting the duty cycle of the DC-DC in a
similar manner.
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6 Intensity-modulated frequency re-
sponse of perovskite solar cells
This chapter describes the use of intensity modulated spectroscopy as a mean to study the
electronic motion and mass transport within hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite devices. There
is currently very little in the literature about the interpretation, even qualitative, of the intensity
modulated response of perovskite solar cells. This work provides the basis for the explanation of
the various spectral features we observed and how they correlate to the motion of electronic and
ionic carriers inside a perovskite device. Contributions from Dr. Fabrizio Giordano, Dr. Donqin
Bi and Dr. Xiong Li are acknowledged.
6.1 Motivation
The function of a solar cell is to convert light into electrical work. The study of the interaction
between light and charge carrier densities is therefore a fundamental task that can be fulﬁlled
on various scientiﬁc level, ranging from the non-linear interaction of light and matter to tera-
hertz spectroscopy, femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy, all the way to the basic
voltage sweep measurement of the solar cell. Each techniques provide a set of information
that is valuable to the scientiﬁc community. There is no question that at this date, the thriving
research in hybrid-organic perovskite solar cells strongly relies on trial and error. But one
could make the case that at some point, deeper understanding of the interplay between the
electrically active layers composing the solar cell will have to be gained, whether it is to achieve
further efﬁciency improvements, to improve long-term stability or simply from a scientiﬁc
interest. Typicall, solar devices are characterized by measuring a voltage sweep and to extract
its j (V ) characteristics, namely the open circuit voltage, the short circuit current, the ﬁll factor
and eventually the power conversion efﬁciency. Information can be gained from the analysis
of the open circuit voltage with regards to the light intensity, or by ﬁtting the current in the
dark to known equations.
However, it is difﬁcult to characterize the inner charge and mass transport, generation and
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annihilation of the solar cell from pseudo-steady state measurements such as simple voltage
sweeps. The logical next step is to record the cell response in the frequency spectrum, when a
small ac ﬁeld is applied to it. AC impedance spectroscopy (or EIS, for electronic impedance
spectroscopy) has been widely used and reported for many kind of solar cells, including dye
sensitized solar cells, organic solar cells, polymer solar cells and also for perovskite solar cells.
This is therefore not the purpose of this work. In this chapter, we attempt at the study of
charge carrier transport and storage when they are induced by light. We must therefore turn
to a different set of techniques in the frequency space, which rely on the perturbation of a
system at equilibrium by a sinusoidal perturbation in the form of light radiation. Depending
on the boundary conditions of the cell (namely, on the impedance of the biasing circuit), these
techniques are named IMVS and IMPS, for Intensity Modulated PhotoVoltage Spectroscopy
and Intensity Modulated PhotoCurrent Spectroscopy. In this chapter, we explain how to relate
the equivalent circuit of a cell to its observed frequency response. When possible, we write
down the analytical expression to which the experimental data can be ﬁtted. When not, we
either process through the ﬁtting of numerical simulations or simply qualitatively. Special
attention will be given to low frequency components. A major drawback of IMPS and IMVS
so far is that they are measured uniquely at short circuit and open circuit, respectively. A
major part of this work was spent on the development of a pre-ampliﬁer electronic circuit that
enables any arbitrary biasing of the cell in both potentiostatic and galvanostatic mode. By
forcing a potential across or a current through the cell, we ensure tight frequency-independent
boundary conditions that allows the measurement of IMPS and IMVS as a function of voltage.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst report of potential-dependent IMVS and IMPS.
In addition to the well-developed network thermodynamic equations that describe charge
and mass transport and storage, we extend those equations to the case where generation and
recombination occur, and identify how to alter existing models to account for non-steady
state electron and hole concentrations.
6.2 The IMVS and IMPS experiment
Part of the electronic and ionic processes that determine the j (V ) characteristics of the
photovoltaic device occur in the 1MHz-DC frequency window and can be probed through the
electrical leads of the device. Processes that do not directly yield to quasi-Fermi level changes
cannot be probed electrically, such as exciton splitting or charge injection and have to be
probed through optical means (such as pump-probe spectroscopy, terahertz spectroscopy
or electro-absorption). When the internal processes of the cell affect the Fermi levels near
the contacts, their effect can be probed by electrical techniques. They include electron-hole
recombination, electron transport and mass transport.
Circuital linearization using common circuit elements can be a good approximation of the
device under quasi steady-state regime, yielding information about the competition between
charge transfer, transport and recombination. Such circuits have been successfully used to
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represent not only spatial but also thermodynamic displacement of mobile species, (electrons
but also ionic carriers). While the Poisson equation, Fick’s diffusion law and the Maxwell equa-
tion of displacement can be treated analytically or numerically, it is often simpler to construct
an equivalent circuit using combinations of resistors and capacitors that answer Kirchhoff’s
laws of impedance. However, solar cells are inherently non-linear devices and ﬁxed values
of resistances and capacitances would not describe the solar cell behavior across its voltage
range. In this situation, the solar cell model has to be linearized, that is the capacitances and
resistances are given single values that are valid within the approximation of the linearization.
It is common to perform such linearization as function of the electrodes electrochemical
potential difference (the voltage across the device leads).
One way to achieve the quasi-steady-state conditions in a photovoltaic device is to apply
small perturbations to the system in equilibrium, using either Dirac pulses or sinusoidal
perturbations around the equilibrium condition. The latter is the fundamental idea behind
AC impedance spectroscopy, which resolves the complex impedance of the device under test
(DUT) as a function of frequency around aDC voltage point. An AC impedance spectrometer is
conﬁgured to drive theDUTwith a small AC voltage and record the current ﬂowing through the
device. The complex division of the ac voltage by the ac current yields the complex impedance.
In intensity-modulated spectroscopy, it is a light modulation, rather than a voltage pertur-
bation, that is applied to the cell, using a fast LED or a CW laser diode. IM spectroscopy
has been made popular by Frank[228] and Peter[229] in the late 90’s owing to its ability to
describe accurately the processes in dye-sensitized solar cells[229, 228, 230, 231]. It has been
particularly useful in the description of the transport and recombination of photo-generated
charges, which can not be directly accessed by impedance spectroscopy without some arbi-
trary assignment of the spectral features. In this technique, a DC light source is used to create
the steady-state condition. A small AC photon ﬂux is added on top of the DC component. The
AC light is absorbed by the active layer and puts the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels out
of equilibrium. The Fermi levels equalize throughout the active ﬁlm (dependent on the carrier
mobility), through the transport layers (dependent on the charge transfer resistance) and
ﬁnally propagate towards the electrodes (dependent on the carrier mobility in the transport
layers), where it can be probed in the form of a voltage or a current, yet with a phase lag and
an amplitude loss when compared with the generation current. By recording the phase and
amplitude of the output signal and reconstructing the frequency spectrum, one can extract
valuable information about the efﬁciency of the charge collection, which is affected by a wide
variety of parameter, such as layer thicknesses, charge mobilities, charge transfer resistances,
trap state distribution, ... To the best of our knowledge, equivalent circuits of perovskite solar
cells for IMVS and IMPS have so far never been reported.
In this chapter, we begin by reviewing the standard network thermodynamic equations that
describe the motion of charged species in an electrochemical device and their equivalent
circuit elements. We then look more speciﬁcally into some of the equations that are speciﬁc
to a solar cell outside of thermal equilibrium, namely generation and recombination. We
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lay down the necessary equations that describe such processes and relate them to circuit
elements.
Based on such understanding, we assemble various equivalent circuits that correspond to
different cell architectures. Using numerical simulations, the qualitative effect of some of the
equivalent circuit elements on the frequency response will be studied. Finally, we look at a
few case studies of perovskite solar cells that use different processing technologies and we
attempt to match the models with experimental observations.
6.3 Discretization of the model
We will consider here a quasi-one dimensional solar cell of area A and thickness L, with the
constraint that
	
A 
 L (assuming a square electrode), separated in n slabs of index j and
of equivalent thickness l = L/n. Since we will work in the frequency space and consider all
capacitors ideally, all time derivatives are equivalent to the 90° phase shift element iω. We
restrict our study to the cases where a small light perturbation is applied over a comparatively
large DC light bias, condition required for the linearization of some of the processes.
6.3.1 Carrier transport and storage
Mass and carrier ﬂuxes are assumed to answer to the drift-diffusion equation, such that the
current of a carrier i at position x is writes:
Jchargei (x)=−σi (x, t )∇(μ∗i (x)+φ(x)) (6.1)
Where μ∗i (x) is the chemical potential normalized by the electrical charge: μ
∗
i =μi /(ezi ) of the
carrier i , σi its conductivity and φ the electrostatic ﬁeld. Note that the conductivity is written
as position-dependent, as it is be expected from different materials, phases, in space-charge
layers, across grain or phase boundaries on in regions with varying doping levels. In a medium
dominated by diffusion rather by drift, this equation reduces to the well known equations
known from nanoporous TiO2 transport equations. For the sake of simplicity, we will consider
the conductivity as time-independent. This approximation holds fairly well provided that
the additional charge carrier density induced by the AC component of the light bias is low.
For electronic carriers in a p-n junction, equation 6.1 is no other than the gradient of the
quasi-Fermi level of charge element i
Ji (x)=−σi (x, t )∇(E∗f ,i (x)) (6.2)
6.3.2 Continuity equation
The continuity equation (equation 6.3) ensures that no carriers are lost. For electrons and
holes, it includes a transport component, a generation component and a recombination
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component that relate to the interaction of light and matter.
∂
∂x
Jchargei (x, t )=Gi (x, t )− J reci (x, t )−ezi
∂ci (x, t )
∂t
(6.3)
For charges without generation-recombination, equation 6.3 simply writes:
∂
∂x
Jchargei (x, t )=−ezi
∂ci (x, t )
∂t
(6.4)
Where ci is the volumetric concentration of the carrier i1.
When the chemical potential of the carrier can be thought as a dilute element, the concen-
tration of species can be expressed using the expression of the chemical potential for dilute
solutions:
μi =μ0i +kBT ln(ci ) (6.5)
which is nothing else that the Maxwell-Boltzmann expression of the chemical potential for
ions but can also be valid for electrons and holes (described by the Fermi-Dirac distribution),
provided that their concentration is not too high and that the temperature is not too low:
_
ni = gi
e
μ0
i
−μi
kBT
+1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ e μ0i −μikBT 
1 =
gi
e
μ0
i
−μi
kBT
(6.6)
Equation 6.3 can be recast using the following differential:
∂μi (x, t )
∂t
= ∂μ
0
i
∂t
+ kBT
ci (x, t )
∂ci (x, t )
∂t
= kBT
ci (x, t )
∂ci (x, t )
∂t
(6.7)
For electrons and holes, it is customary to refer to the chemical potential with respect to the
band edge minimum (in ﬂat-band condition) with degeneracy Ncb or Nvb . We will use the
term Ns to describe either.
∂μi (x, t )
∂t
= NskBT
ci (x, t )
1
Ns
∂ci (x, t )
∂t
(6.8)
which is the exact same expression as equation 6.7.
The continuity equation becomes:
∂
∂x
Jchargei (x, t )=Gi (x, t )− J reci (x, t )−
(ezi )2ci (x, t )
kBT
∂μ∗i (x, t )
∂t
(6.9)
To express the recombination term as a function of the electrochemical potential, we need to
start by rewriting the continuity equation as a steady-state component and a time-dependent
1It is common to use ni to mean the exact same thing, called the carrier density. It is also normalized by the
volumetric element and can be used interchangeably. The notation ci comes the solid state ionics perspective,
while ni rather from a PV perspective
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component. It can be considered that the perturbed charge carrier concentration is minimal
with regards to the steady-state one:
∂
∂x
(
Jchargei (x)+δJ
char ge
i (x, t )
)
= (Gi (x)+δGi (x, t ))−
(
J reci (x)+δJ reci (x, t )
)
− (ezi )
2ci (x)
kBT
∂
(
μ∗i (x)+δμ∗i (x, t )
)
∂t
(6.10)
The time-dependent components of equation 6.10 can be extracted:
∂
∂x
δJchargei (x, t )= δGi (x, t )−δJ reci (x, t )−
(ezi )2ci (x)
kBT
∂δμ∗i (x, t )
∂t
(6.11)
For ions, we assume no generation and recombination process, hence the continuity equation
takes the simplest form:
∂
∂x
δJchargei (x, t )=−
(ezi )2ci (x)
kBT
∂δμ∗i (x, t )
∂t
(6.12)
6.3.3 Carrier generation
Carrier generation occurs when a photon is absorbed by the semiconductor, upon which an
additional electron is placed in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band. This
has the effect of splitting the Fermi level into two quasi-Fermi (one for the electrons, one for
the holes) that are out of equilibrium. A small perturbation over a DC illumination therefore
creates a displacement of the electrochemical potential of holes and electrons by δ
∼
μ
∗
e and
δ
∼
μ
∗
h .
In equation 6.3, it was implicitly considered that the photon absorption is independent on
carrier density. Aside from the Burstein-Moss effect[232, 233], which we will ignore here,
this is a good approximation (plus, from an experimental perspective, we will use a 422nm
blue light as the perturbation and the absorption coefﬁcient of the material is affected by the
Burstein Moss shift only close to the optical band edge energy). The spatial dependence on
the generation proﬁle can be expressed as:
G(x,ν)= (ezi )I0α (ν)10−α(ν)x (6.13)
Which can be re-expressed into a steady-state and perturbed component:
G(x,ν, t )= (ezi )α (ν)10−α(ν)x
(
I0+δIeiωt
)
(6.14)
where α(ν) is the absorption coefﬁcient dependent on the incoming photon energy. Figure 6.1
shows the generation current as a function of thickness and the thickness within which 90%
and 99% of the generation current occurs, for pristine CH3NH3PbI3. Conveniently, for 422nm
photons, the penetration depth λx where is x is the fraction of absorbed photon is quite small
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a b
Figure 6.1: (a) Normalized generation current as a function of distance from the top of the
sample for different wavelengths for pristine CH3NH3PbI3. (b) Distance from the top of the
sample at which 90% and 99% is absorbed
(λ0.9 ∼ 30nm), such that we can replace the generation current of equation 6.14 by a shallow
surface generation, as it is expressed in equation 6.15. This has the advantage of replacing
a volume generation (which should be numerically modeled as one current generator per
element of the transmission line) by a single current source positioned in ﬁrst decimated
element of the transmission line model that represents the absorbing layer, as close as possible
from the light source.
G(x, t )= ezi ∂ni
∂t
=
⎧⎨
⎩(ezi )
(
I0+δIeiωt
)
x = 0
0 x > 0
(6.15)
• I0: large steady-state generation
• δI (t ): small time-dependent perturbation
We can express the additional number of electrons (same treatment for holes) generated by
the extra bit of light ﬂux.
δn0+δn
=Nc exp
E f ,e +δE f ,e −Ec
kBT
=Nc exp
E f ,e −Ec
kBT
exp
δE f ,e
kBT
=n0
(
1+ δE f ,e
kBT
)
(6.16)
Where the time-dependent exponential term was linearized using a Taylor expansion, under
the assumption that δE f ,e  kBT . The steady-state component of equation 6.16 has no
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frequency-dependent contribution and can be left out:
δE∗f ,ee
iωt = kBT
n0
δI (6.17)
The direct effect of light absorption is to bring additional carriers into the conduction and the
valence band of the photo-absorber. In the small perturbation regime, it directly links to an
increase of the electrochemical potential of the electrons and the decrease of the one of the
holes and the surface generation current δI0eiωt . However, it terms of equivalent circuit, the
current source need not be expressed in terms of quasi-Fermi levels, as it is readily available
as a constant value in the continuity equation. For numerical modeling, we will retain the
approximation of the surface generation.
6.3.4 Carrier recombination
The recombination term R(x, t ) can take various expressions, depending on the type of recom-
bination that is considered. Generally though, recombination can be written as a function of
hole and electron densities
J reci ,net(x, t )=Gtherm.(x, t )− J reci (x, t )=K (ezi )2(pn−n2i ) (6.18)
Equation 6.18 can be re-written as a function of the quasi-Fermi level for holes and electrons
J reci ,net(x, t )=−K (ezi )2n2i
(
exp
(
E f ,n(x, t )−E f ,p (x, t )
kBT
)
−1
)
=−K (ezi )2n2i
(
exp
( ∼
μh(x, t )− ∼μe (x, t )
kBT
)
−1
) (6.19)
The exponential cannot be readily linearized because the difference of electrochemical poten-
tial is often larger than the thermal energy kBT . Instead, we take advantage of the aforemen-
tioned quasi steady-state conditions to separate a small time-dependent term δμi (x) and a
time-independent term. Equation 6.19 turns into:
J reci ,net(x)+δJ reci (x, t )=−K (ezi )2n2i
(
exp
( ∼
μh(x)−
∼
μe(x)
kBT
)
exp
(
δ
∼
μh(x, t )−δ
∼
μe(x, t )
kBT
)
−1
)
(6.20)
If the perturbation from the equilibrium condition is small enough (lower than kBT , or
25meV), we can expand equation 6.20 into a Taylor series and clamp it after its ﬁrst term:
J reci ,net(x)+δJ reci (x, t )=−K (ezi )2n2i
(
exp
( ∼
μh(x)−
∼
μe (x)
kBT
)(
1+ δ
∼
μh(x, t )−δ
∼
μe(x, t )
kBT
)
−1
)
(6.21)
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Which can now be rearranged into a time-independent part (the steady-state recombination)
and a time-dependent part (the perturbation recombination):
J reci ,net(x)+δJ reci (x, t )=−K (ezi )2
(
pn−n2i
)−
(
K (ezi )
2(pn)
δ
∼
μh(x, t )−δ
∼
μe (x, t )
kBT
)
(6.22)
Owing to the linearization of equation 6.22, the recombination rate has now a linear depen-
dence with the difference of chemical potential between electrons and holes. The resem-
blance to Ohm’s law becomes clear at this point. When
∼
μ
∗
e =
∼
μ
∗
h then the system is in thermal
equilibrium and no net recombination occurs. When δ
∼
μ
∗
e = δ
∼
μ
∗
h = 0, only the steady state
recombination occurs the term δGi (x, t )−δRi (x, t ) is null and there is no net recombination
ﬂux.
In this derivation, we used the relation between free carrier density and quasi-Fermi level,
which is accurate for band-to-band recombination. For systems where carriers undergo ﬁrst
trapping, then recombination, a similar analysis can be made and a similar equation written
between (
∼
μi )free and (
∼
μi )trapped for example.
Finally, by rewriting the time-dependent part of equation 6.22 in terms of resistances and
ﬂuxes:
δJ reci (x, t )=
1
kBT
(ezi )2K pn
(
δ
∼
μh(x, t )−δ
∼
μe (x, t )
)
(6.23)
The knowledge of the electron and hole concentration provides a direct read-out of the
recombination constant Krec .
6.3.5 Electronic and ionic charge storage
The last element in the continuity equation is ∂ni (x, t )/∂t , which we had already expressed in
terms of the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. More generally, following ref.[234], a non-trivial
recast of the partial differential can be done:
∂ci (x, t )
∂t
=
(
∂ci (x, t )
∂μi
)
t
∂μi
∂t
+
(
∂ci
∂t
)
μi
=
(
∂ci (x, t )
∂μi
)
t
∂μi
∂t
(6.24)
Where all the cross-terms
(
∂ci /∂μ j
)
i = j are 0 (concentration of carrier i is independent on the
chemical potential of carrier j). The term
(
∂ci /∂μ j
)
t=0 represents the capacity of the system to
accept additional carriers j upon an increase of its chemical potential. This is analogous to
the behavior of capacitor (Jcharge = ∂Q/∂t =C ·∂V /∂t ), for which the differential capacitance
writes C = ∂Q/∂V . By analogy, we write the chemical capacitance of a carrier i as (see ref.
[234])
Cδi = (zi e)2
(
∂μi
∂ci
)−1
t=0
(6.25)
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The continuity equation for electrons and holes, which was previously expressed in their
speciﬁc form, can be written in a more general way:
∂
∂x
Jchargei (x, t )=Gi (x, t )− J reci (x, t )−Cδi
∂μ∗i (x, t )
∂t
(6.26)
Assuming no generation or recombination for ions, the continuity equation for ions writes
simply:
∂
∂x
Jchargei (x, t )=−Cδi
∂μ∗i (x, t )
∂t
(6.27)
Equations 6.26 and 6.27 contain a differential of the chemical potential with respect to time.
The current ﬂux is purely out of phase with the chemical potential, and represents a storage of
charge carriers, whose magnitude is nothing other than the chemical capacitance. One must
realize that there is no actual drop of the electrostatic potential across the capacitor, rather
there is a drop in the chemical potential. The capacitor is there an entropic entity.
The chemical capacitance arising from the valence and the conduction can be determined by
the Fermi-Dirac statistics:
Cδeon = (ezi )2 Ncb
∂
(
e
μi−Ec
kBT
)
∂μi
= (ezi )
2Ncb
kBT
e
μi−Ec
kBT (6.28)
where
• Ncb is the effective distribution of state at the conduction band
• Ec is the position of the conduction band
The electronic chemical capacitance depends on the position of the Fermi level with regards
to the conduction band minimum. The conduction band contribution to the chemical ca-
pacitance scales with the effective density of states Ns . In the case of a semi-conductor
with an exponential distribution of trap states in the forbidden band of distribution g
(
μe
)=
αNL
kBT
exp
(
α(μe −Ec )/kBT
)
, the chemical capacitance for the traps is written analogously:
Cδe,trap =
(ezi )2α2
kBT
Nse
α(μe−Ec )
kBT (6.29)
Both capacitances are in parallel, therefore:
Cδe,tot =Cδe,tot+Cδe,trap (6.30)
Without further knowledge of the trap state density in perovskites, it becomes difﬁcult to
estimate a value for the electronic component of the chemical capacitance. We can however
give an estimate for the component of the conduction band. Assuming Ncb = 5×1017cm−3 and
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an electron chemical potential 300mV from the conduction band, the chemical capacitance
for the electrons is merely in the order of 1nFcm−2 (for a 200nm thin ﬁlm). The conduction
band (and respectively valence band) capacitance is likely to be extremely low for high purity
materials with few exposed surfaces. When the quasi-Fermi levels are far from the band
minimum (conduction band) and maximum (valence band), the capacitance due to electronic
trapping is dominant.
For ionic defects, calculating the chemical capacitance requires knowledge of the majority
defects of the material. For example, considering the chemical capacitor arising from donor
defects, we can write their chemical potential according to the dilute solution Boltzmann
statistics
μD =μ∗D +kBT lnND (6.31)
Where ND is the density of defects, such that
∂μi
∂ND
= kBT
ND
(6.32)
Therefore, the chemical capacitance of the defects is directly proportional to their density:
Cδion =
(ez)2i ND
kBT
(6.33)
Which is equivalent to the results found in equation 6.9.
6.3.6 Displacement capacitance
Finally, and this is the third thermodynamic equation describing the current ﬂow is given
by Maxwell’s displacement current. It is unrelated to the transport of charged species. The
displacement current occurs upon a change of the electrical ﬁeld over time, and can be
expressed as:
Jdisp(x, t )=−εr (x, t )ε0
∂
∂t
∂φ(x, t )
∂x
(6.34)
It can be considered that the permittivity is time and position independent, and the displace-
ment ﬂux can be expressed in the time-dependent, small perturbation regime:
δJdisp(x, t )=−εr ε0
∂
∂t
∂
(
δφ(x, t )
)
∂x
(6.35)
Equation 6.35 is out of phase with the electrostatic potential variation. The storage of a
displacement current (not charged species) depends on the gradient of the electrostatic ﬁeld
along the x direction and on the ability of the material oppose the applied electric ﬁeld (the
dielectric constant). It is equivalent to the description of an electrostatic capacitor.
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6.4 Experimental procedure
In the IMVS/IMPS technique, a sine wave driven by a frequency response analyzer controls
a voltage-controlled current source, which drives a laser diode. The phase and amplitude
loss at this stage of the driver are not fundamentally important (although amplitude loss can
be problematic in order to keep the small perturbation regime through the whole frequency
window), if they are properly corrected. This correction can take the form of wide bandwidth
photodiode (such as a low capacitance silicon reverse biased detector) which is fed into Y
channel of the frequency response analyzer, across 50Ω. Typically, we used a 30% reﬂectance
/ 70% transmittance beamsplitter to provide a sufﬁciently strong reference signal. The trans-
mitted portion of the beam is directed onto the device. Usually, a diffuser is added before
the device such that the laser beam spreads into a broad Gaussian shape and illuminates the
device uniformly. Commonly, an additional DC light bias of the same wavelength is provided
by power LEDs and directed onto the device sideways.
The boundary conditions on the cell are enforced by the external circuit. They determine its
working voltage and the charge extraction behavior. When the device under test (the photo-
voltaic cell) is loaded by a low impedance source and sink, there is no resistance to charge
extraction except the one that is internal to the device. The transient response is therefore
a photocurrent and the technique is called IMPS (intensity modulated photocurrent spec-
troscopy). When the cell is connected to a high impedance source, the cell gets automatically
polarized according to the intersection between its j (V ) curve and the current set-point (e.g.
when the source is set to 0A, the device is polarized at open circuit). In this situation, the
steady-state component of the photocurrent is extracted with a low impedance, but the AC
component of the electron ﬂux is blocked at the interface and must therefore recombine. In
this case, the transient that is observed is a pure photo-voltage transient. Hence the technique
is called, by analogy, IMVS (intensity modulated photovoltage spectroscopy).
Whether the impedance is high or low does not affect the DC electronic landscape in the
device, but merely the behavior of the charges created by the perturbation. IMVS and IMPS
can therefore be measured on any point of the j (V ) curve in (but not limited to) the power-
generating quadrant. Despite the fact that a zero impedance source or a high impedance
source are built in fundamentally different ways, the steady-state electronic distribution is
only determined by the potential across the leads and not by the external circuitry. Therefore,
the IMPS and IMVS measured at the same voltage can be compared because they are two
description of the same electrochemical system.
6.4.1 Instrumentation
A common technique that is used to measure IMVS is to load a high resistance on the device,
which is equivalent to actively forcing 0A current through the device. If the resistance is high
enough, the cell is polarized in open-circuit condition.
Similarly, when a 50Ω resistor is loaded on the device, a near short-circuit condition is reached
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of an IMVS/IMPS data. (a) The excitation source, which
comprises of a large DC component and a small AC component at a deﬁned frequency. (b)
The IMVS current. It is enforced by the external circuit and ideally is a steady-state value. (c)
The IMVS voltage. It is the consequence of the AC illumination that splits the quasi-Fermi
levels out of their steady-state. The voltage sine wave is described by an amplitude (in V) and a
phase shift relative to the drive wave (in °). (c) The IMPS current. It is a consequence of the AC
illumination that forces an additional current output on top of the steady-state current. The
current sine wave is described by an amplitude (in A) and a phase shift relative to the drive
wave (in °) (d) The IMPS current. It is enforced by the external circuit is ideally a steady-state
value.
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Figure 6.3: Schematics of an IMVS/IMPS experiment. DUT represents the solar under test,
and the pre-ampliﬁer is a home-built ampliﬁer that deﬁnes the boundary conditions on the
cell and ampliﬁes its transient behavior. The FRA-X and FRA-Y outputs are directly fed into a
high impedance frequency-response analyzer. The FRA-V input is provided by the frequency
response analyzer and is used to drive the voltage-controlled current source that powers the
laser diode
(depending on the DC current). By recording a voltage transient and converting it to current, a
spectrum approaching the IMPS at short circuit can be recorded.
However, these techniques are restricted to a single working point (Voc for IMVS and Jsc for
IMPS) and using those two measurements to obtain a value for the collection efﬁciency would
be clearly erroneous, due to the non-linearity of the device. In order to allow one to study
the competition between transport and recombination, both the IMVS and IMPS must be
evaluated at the same working voltage point.
To measure the intensity modulated spectra, some authors have proposed to load a variable
resistance on the device, which biases the device at the crossing between the device j (V ) curve
and the resistance j (V ) curve (a straight line from (0,0) with a slope that is the inverse of the
resistance). However, the ability to load the cell at a single working point yet with different
boundary conditions is lost, which results in a loss of information. We propose to maintain
the contact impedance null or high while biasing the cell at any working point, allowing twice
the information to be gained.
We now report very brieﬂy on the design of the pre-ampliﬁer shown in ﬁgure 6.3.
6.4.1.1 IMPS driver
Measuring IMPS requires a low impedance source, such that the current perturbation can
be extracted unhindered by the external circuitry. Such a source is easily realized using
operational ampliﬁers (op-amp) in a closed-loop follower conﬁguration. Because of its voltage
feedback, the overall impedance of the ampliﬁer in this topology can be as low a few milli-
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ohms. A resistor can be placed in series to the op-amp to isolate the output stage from the
capacitance of the cell and a potential instability, but it has to remain in the feedback loop to
maintain the low output impedance. A careful selection of the ampliﬁer has to be made, such
that the output impedance remains low even at high frequencies (≤ 1MHz). The source can
be connected to the cathode or the anode of the cell and should be capable of driving positive
and negative voltages with respect to ground. The positive node of the ampliﬁer should be
connected to a precision digital to analog converter (DAC) capable of sourcing around ±2V.
The IMPS experiment also requires a current readout. The other electrode of the DUT should
be connected to a perfect current sink. It is not good enough to drop the current through a 50Ω
resistor and record the voltage transient, as it is commonly done in the literature: the resistor
adds up to the intrinsic series resistance of the cell, shift the high frequency semi-circle to lower
frequencies and potentially overshadows other spectral features. A transimpedance ampliﬁer
with a moderate transimpedance gain is the best available option to keep the impedance
as low as possible. By grounding the positive node of the transimpedance ampliﬁer, the
negative node of the transimpedance ampliﬁer (to which the device is connected) is at a
virtual low impedance ground throughout the bandwidth of the ampliﬁer. This topology has
the advantage of directly yielding a current readout through the feedback resistor. This part of
the design is critical, because the IMPS current readout should not have any phase lag even at
high frequency. We designed the ampliﬁer such that its phase shift is lower than 2° at 1MHz.
In addition, the input noise of the ampliﬁer should remain low. An appropriate gain for this
stage would be around 500VA−1, such that a 5mA photocurrent is ampliﬁed to 2.5V, well
within the rails of a ±5V powered ampliﬁer.
−
+ 47Ω
470V/A
10V/V
50Ω
imon
500Ω
−
+
Vf orce
100Ω
isink
Anode
Cathode
VDUT
470Ω
4.6pF
1V/V
Figure 6.4: Bloc schematics of the cathode driver and the transimpedance ampliﬁer
For low currents, such as when low DC illuminations are used, we decided to place an optional
gain of 10VV−1 ampliﬁer, selectable through a relay. This ampliﬁer should be wideband and
would be switched on when currents lower than 0.25mA are used. A ﬁnal wideband line driver
is used to buffer the signal into a 50Ω-matched transmission line. A 50Ω series resistor is
used for the matching, but most frequency response analyzers have higher input impedance,
which renders the effect of the series resistance negligible unless the impedance is voluntarily
dropped close to the FRA input for noise immunity reasons. The whole gain chain should
exhibit ﬂat amplitude up and minimal phase shift up to 1MHz.
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6.4.1.2 Galvanostatic source
IMVS requires the use of a high impedance current source (a galvanostat). While designing
the potentiostatic source was fairly straightforward, the galvanostatic source was signiﬁcantly
more involved. The transistor current mirror is the most commonly used topology, but can
only source or sink current (not both). Alternatively, a MOSFET could be used within the
feedback loop of an operational ampliﬁer with a small resistor to the ground that sets the
voltage to current gain, but is conditioned to the speciﬁcation of the transistor (i.e. the leakage
current limits the impedance of the source and the gate capacitance limits its speed). The
Howland current pump is a good and simple alternative to both. Its schematics are shown in
Figure 6.5. Variations of the standard topology have been proposed and thoroughly reviewed
elsewhere[235]. A major advantage of the Howland current pump is that it can both source
and sink current and is well adapted to drive a low impedance source such as a solar cell. A
basic circuit analysis shows that when the resistances are matched, the current forced by the
pump depends on the feedback resistors and the input voltage: Iout =−Uin/R1.
−
+
R2
R4
R1
R3−
+
Vin
i f or ce
Anode Cathode
VDUT
Figure 6.5: Bloc schematics of the Howland current pump
Its main drawback is that in order to source high currents with reasonable set point voltages,
low feedback resistances have to be used (500Ω in our case) which can signiﬁcantly reduce
the impedance of the current pump if the resistors are not tightly matched. The impedance
of the Howland current pump can be expressed as Zout ≥ R1tolerance . The output impedance of
the DAC buffer adds up to the value of R3 and is frequency-dependent; hence the operational
ampliﬁer that drives the pump must be selected with care. Because the pump can source
or sink current, one can connect to it either the anode or the cathode of the solar cell. The
other electrode could be connected to the pseudo-ground of the transimpedance ampliﬁer,
but since a current readout is not necessary, it is better to ground it. The limited system
impedance can be problematic to measure the IMVS spectrum of devices that show high
impedance, typically around short circuit. However, most organic-inorganic perovskite cells
have impedances below 100 kΩ, below what we expect for our implementation of the pump. In
addition, at very low voltages in a galvanostatic mode, a small light perturbation or a small drift
in the cell performance will anyway signiﬁcantly shift the working voltage of the galvanostat
and the quasi-steady state conditions are usually not respected anyway. Typically, we found
that measurements below 500mV are challenging.
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6.4.1.3 Voltage buffering
In IMVS, the galvanostat provides a constant current through the cell but does not provide
a direct voltage readout. In addition, in IMPS, because of the offset voltage at the negative
node of the transimpedance ampliﬁer, the anode of the solar cell might not be at exactly
0V. A difference ampliﬁer was connected directly between the anode and the cathode. The
impedance and common-mode rejection ratio of the difference ampliﬁer was increased by
buffering the cathode and the anode by two high input impedance buffers, effectively turning
it into a G = 1VV−1 instrument ampliﬁer. The difference ampliﬁer consisted of four 10 kΩ
tightly matched resistors and a high speed, low distortion op amp that provides the buffered,
ground references voltage. The output of the ampliﬁer was fed through a relay (that allows the
switching current monitoring for IMPS (through the output of the transimpedance ampliﬁer)
or voltage monitoring for IMVS). After the relay we placed the line driver (BUF634) and its
series resistance, as was described earlier.
6.5 Assembling the equivalent circuit
Assuming that the variations in chemical potential and electric ﬁeld are small, the time-
dependence of the material properties can be replaced by their steady-state values. Therefore,
the current ﬂuxes due to the drift-diffusion of species and to electric ﬁeld displacement can
be expressed as a function of δμ∗i and δφ, which retain their position-dependence:
δJchargei (x, t )=−σi (x)
∂
∂x
δ
∼
μ
∗
i (x, t ) (6.36)
For ionic species that have no generation or recombination term, the continuity equation
reads:
∂
∂x
δJchargei (x, t )=−
(zi e)2 ci
kBT
∂
∂t
δμ∗i (x, t ) (6.37)
The one for electrons and holes at x = 0 reads:
∂
∂x
δJchargei (0, t )= (ezi )δIeiωt −Krec(0, t )
pn(ezi )2
kBT
(
δ
∼
μ
∗
e (0, t )−δ
∼
μ
∗
h(0, t )
)
− (zi e)
2 ci
kBT
∂
∂t
δμ∗i (0, t )
(6.38)
And the one for electrons and holes at x = 0 reads:
∂
∂x
δJchargei (0, t )=−Krec(0, t )
pn(ezi )2
kBT
(
δ
∼
μ
∗
e (x, t )−δ
∼
μ
∗
h(x, t )
)
− (zi e)
2 ci
kBT
∂
∂t
δμ∗i (x, t )
(6.39)
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δJdisp(x, t )=−εr (x)ε0
∂
∂x
∂
∂t
δφ(x, t ) (6.40)
Brumleve demonstrated that these coupled Nernst-Planck-Poisson equations can be mapped
onto an equivalent electrical circuit answering to Kirchhoff’s laws[236], made of ideal capaci-
tors and resistors. The values of the components making the circuit have a physical meaning.
Equation 6.36 shows a linear dependence between a current density and the drop in electro-
chemical potential across an element dx. It is the electrochemical equivalent of Ohm’s law and
the appropriate circuit element that it represents is a resistor placed between x and x+dx.
In general, equations 6.37-6.39 account for the current difference between a node a position
x and its neighbor at x+dx for a particular carrier. The elements implied by the continuity
equation must therefore branch at each position x or the carrier rail and be placed in perpen-
dicular to the x-coordinate.
The current differential that is common to equations 6.37-6.39 is out of phase with the pertur-
bation of the chemical potential of the species i . Its expression is precisely that one of an ideal
capacitor (I (t)=C ·dV (t)/dt . The potential difference across the capacitor is the chemical
potential of the species (and not its electrochemical potential). One of the electrodes of the
capacitor is at δ
∼
μ
∗
i (x, t ) and the second one at δφ(x, t ). The generation term in equation 6.38
is a constant (for x = 0). It is therefore best represented as an ideal current source, which
bridges the electron and hole rail (the absorption process generates an electron and a hole,
hence both rails should be affected). We note that the doping level of the semiconductor has
no inﬂuence here2
The recombination term in equation 6.39 and 6.38 depends linearly on the difference in elec-
trochemical potential between the electron and hole rail. Again, it takes a similar expression as
Ohm’s law I =V /R . The recombination term is therefore represented as a resistor bridging the
electron and hole carrier rails. Finally, equation 6.40 yields an additional rail in x-coordinate
(from the ∂∂x term). The displacement current is out of phase with the electrical potential,
which gives rise to a capacitor. Interestingly, each position along this rail has the value δφ(x, t ),
which is exactly the difference between
∼
μ
∗
i and μ
∗
i . Therefore, each chemical capacitor at
position x links each node x of the displacement rail.
It has been demonstrated in several instances that the equivalent circuit in ﬁgure 6.6 maps the
physical reality of the charge carrier dynamics inside a material[234, 236, 237, 238, 239] and is
equivalent to equations 6.36-6.40. The circuit elements of take physical meanings:
Ri (x)= 1
σi (x)
dx
A
(6.41)
2The lack of change of the electrochemical potential of a carrier, for example in the case of doped semiconductor,
is the consequence of a large chemical capacitance. The generation term only describes the arrival of new charges.
Whether they create an electrochemical potential response or not is irrelevant.
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Δ
∼
μ
∗
ion(x, t )
Δ
∼
μ
∗
e (x, t )
Cδe (x+dx)
Δ
∼
μ
∗
h(x, t )
Cδh(x+dx)
Δ
∼
μ
∗
ion(x+dx, t )
Cδion(x+dx)
Δ
∼
μ
∗
e (x+dx, t )
Δ
∼
μ
∗
h(x+dx, t )
Δφ(x, t )
Δφ(x+dx, t )
Cdi sp (x)
Rion(x)
Rh(x)
Re (x)
Rrec (x+dx)
dx
Figure 6.6: Differential resistors and capacitors obeying the set of equations for a slab of the
model between x and x+dx. The two parallel rails at the top describe the ﬂow of electrons
and holes. They are cross-linked by current generation and recombination resistances (the
ﬁrst recombination resistance was omitted for clarity). The charges ﬂow along the x-axis. The
bottom rail is for one ionic charge carrier. The center rail is called the "displacement" rail in
reference to Maxwell’s equation of electrical displacement. The carrier branches are linked to
the displacement branch through their chemical capacitances. All circuit elements can have
time and position-dependence, but still respect Kirchhoff’s law of current and voltage.
Cdisp(x)= εr (x)ε0
A
dx
(6.42)
Rrec(x)= kBT
pne2Krec (x)
1
Adx
(6.43)
Cδion(x)=
(ezion)2ND
kBT
Adx (6.44)
Cδe/h(x)=
(eze/h)
2Ns
kBT
exp
(
−ze/h
(∼
μ
∗
e −Ec/v
)
/kBT
)
Adx (6.45)
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Where A is the device area and dx is the thickness of a discrete slab. Considering a material of
uniform conductivity and uniform dielectric constant, the total carrier transport resistance
across the x dimension is given by:
Rtoti =
∫L
0
dx
σi A
= L
σi A
(6.46)
Similarly, the total equivalent recombination resistance, assuming uniform electron and hole
proﬁle, can be calculated according to
R totrec =
kBT
pne2
(∫L
0
KrecAdx
)−1
= kBT
pne2
1
Krec · AL
(6.47)
Assuming that electro-neutrality prevails in the bulk, it can be shown that there is no net
current ﬂowing from the carrier rail through the displacement rail, but only in between the
rails themselves. In this case, the capacitors along the displacement rail can be isolated into a
single capacitor:
C totdisp =
(∫L
0
1
Cdisp
)−1
= εr ε0A
L
(6.48)
It is not our purpose here to detail further the behavior of the bulk thermodynamics and the
implications of the presented equations onto topics such as the chemical diffusion coefﬁcient,
the chemical capacitance or the impedance response of the transmission line. It is worth
however looking more into details at the effects that can occur at the interfaces with other
materials, whether they are metallic electrodes or other semiconductors.
In absence of a chemical picture of what process is exactly happening at the interface, general-
ization can be made. For example, in the Chang-Jaffé boundary condition[240, 241], the rate
of charge transfer is proportional to the concentration gradient across the left-hand interface:
Jmassi (t )= ki
(
nlefti (t )−nrighti (t )
)
(6.49)
where ki is the rate of charge transfer and δci the drop of charge density across the interface.
This is however not suitable for an equivalent circuit representation as it does not involve a
ﬂux and a drop of potential. It can however be recast by linearizing again the Fermi-Dirac
statistics and the expression of the electrochemical potential:
J char gei (t )=
(ezi )2kini
kBT
(∼
μ
∗
i
left(t )−∼μ∗i right(t )
)
(6.50)
The charge transfer dynamics across an interface can therefore be seen as a dispersive process
that answers to Ohm’s law. The charge transfer capacitance naturally arises from the mixing
of the chemical capacitance and the displacement capacitance, but an additional capacitive
effect can be added to describe the interface capacitance. In the case of a Schottky-type of
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Igen Rrec C
Rs
Figure 6.7: Basic equivalent circuit of a solar cell, including a dielectric capacitance, a transport
resistance, a recombination resistance and a current source
contact, the capacitance follows:
C⊥ =
√
qεr ε0Nd
2
(
φi −Va
) (6.51)
Where Nd is the dopant concentration, φi is the built-in potential of the junction, Va is the
additional applied potential.
6.5.1 Most basic equivalent circuit
IMVS and IMPS have been proven useful to quantify the rate of electron transport and re-
combination in the quasi-steady state regime of solar cells. Analytical derivations for the
transfer function of both techniques have been derived for dye sensitized solar cells[242], but
more generally it is based on the description of an equivalent circuit that the IMVS and IMPS
analysis is done[243, 244, 245, 246]. The successful description of the circuit by transport and
storage equations has been widely recognized. A basic model of a solar cell is shown in ﬁgure
6.7.
6.5.1.1 Transport and recombination time constants
Where the capacitance can be of geometrical or the chemical origin, Rrec the recombination
resistance and Rs the transport resistance. In those conditions, the IMVS and IMPS feature
only one arc in the complex space, which take the following time constants:
τIMV S =RrecC (6.52)
τIMPS = RrecRs
Rrec +Rs
C (6.53)
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6.5.1.2 The collection efﬁciency
The collection efﬁciency is deﬁned as the ratio between the collection current and the recom-
bination current. In the basic model of 6.7, it can be expressed as:
ηcc = jcol l
jtot
= jcol l
jcol l + jrec
=
1
Rs
1
Rs
+ 1Rrec
= Rrec
R+Rrec
= 1− τIMPS
τIMV S
(6.54)
Two aspects of this derivation should be commented:
• It relies on the fact that the IMVS and IMPS time constant take the form of equations
6.52 and 6.53. This is model-speciﬁc and we will that in the case of perovskite cells, it is
clearly not true.
• Ohm’s law has been used (it has been assumed that the voltage between each resistance
is the same), which only holds true if the IMPS and IMVS are measured at the same
working voltage.
The double layer capacitance responsible for the slow time component of the cell is between 4
and 5 orders of magnitude larger than the displacement capacitance. The capacitance takes
values of tens of mFs, which is compatible with the values observed by . This magnitude of this
capacitance is incompatible with the relative permittivity of CH3NH3PbI3 and its origin must
be chemical. This capacitive element echoes the large low-frequency permittivity pointed out
by Zarazua[247] and Juarez-Perez[248], simulated by Richardson [249] and explained further
by Yang[63] and Almond[250]. This high apparent dielectric constant is nothing else than the
result of the space-charge accumulation of ionic carriers at the interface with both the hole
transporting or the electron transporting layer. We note that
6.5.2 Ionic transport in CH3NH3PbI3
Experience shows that the simplistic model of ﬁgure 6.7 does not satisfactorily describe the
behavior of perovskite solar cells. Unlike most other solar cell technologies, it is now accepted
that the hybrid perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 is a mixed ionic-electronic conductor. Yang et al. have
shown that iodine defects are carriers for ionic currents[63]. Direct observations of the slow
polarization of perovskite ﬁlms have been reported by Xiao et al.[251]. The large capacitance
of perovskite solar cells was recognized, although its origin not explicitly cited[185]. Several au-
thors have reported on the large, low-frequency permittivity of CH3NH3PbI3[247, 248], which
origin was assigned to the chemical capacitance by Yang[63]. Ionic currents due to mobile
defects have been simulated by Richardson[249]. The activation barrier for vacancy-assisted
iodine diffusion has been estimated between 0.1V[252] and 0.6 eV[253]. In this work, we will
make the reasonably accepted assumption that organic-inorganic perovskites (CH3NH3PbI3
and related permutations) are mixed electronic ionic conductors with a single ionic carrier
that dominates the ionic conduction. The polarity and nature of this carrier has no inﬂuence
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on our conclusions.
Mixed electronic ionic conductors have been thoroughly studied for their applications in
intercalation batteries, fuel cells and electrochemical sensors. In applications like selective
membranes, ionic conductivity is a feature that is by design, and the purpose is often the
maximization of the ionic transport and reduction of the electronic transport to minimize
leakage. However, ionic motion is often responsible for the degradation of dielectric materials,
such as multi-layer ceramic capacitors (MLCCs), which are subjected to high DC ﬁelds for
prolonged period of times (>100’000 hours). When applied to perovskite-based solar cells
however, ionic transport is a side effect of the principal attractive features of the material, i.e.
high absorption coefﬁcient, slow recombination and high charge carrier mobility. When oper-
ated out of electrostatic equilibrium, the build-up of an internal stoichiometric polarization of
mobile ionic species should occur internally of the perovskite layer. Whether it directly links to
the reported long-term degradation of perovskite solar cells or not is unclear, but is certainly a
likely candidate to explain the observed drop of efﬁciency over hundreds of hours of operation.
In general, hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite solar cells remain poorly understood from an
electrochemical perspective. It has been recognized for some time already that the electronic
transport properties of the absorbing material are exceptional. In particular, the long charge
carrier diffusion length is a key element in allowing high power conversion efﬁciencies to be
reached[36, 37, 38]. But the slow time constant of the solar cell, resulting in signiﬁcant hystere-
sis between the backward and forward direction j (V ) sweep, remains to be clearly explained.
Solar cells, like all electrochemical devices, can be studied by their small-signal ac electrical
response, capable of providing valuable information on the transport, recombination and
capacitance of the device, as a function of the Fermi-level difference between the cathode and
the anode of the solar cell. However, standard solar cell impedance models do not account for
the mixed-conductivity nature of the charge generation layer.
In the equivalent circuit of a perovskite solar cell, we are making use of one ionic branch in
parallel to the electron and hole branch. The electrodes are considered purely selective for
electrons, hence the ions can polarize across the ﬁlm without participating to the current den-
sity in steady-state. At higher frequencies however, carriers from all branches can theoretically
couple with each other, depending on the values of the chemical capacitance.
In the rest of this chapter, we discuss on the implications of the carrier system established in
ﬁgure 6.6 onto the frequency response of perovskite solar cells.
6.5.3 Prior knowledge and working assumptions
Before trying to pin down the relevant equivalent circuit of perovskite solar cells, it is useful to
inform the reader that is not accustomed to non-linear photovoltaic devices about a few of
their steady-state properties.
• Under light and in DC condition, the electronic resistance of the cell is normally very
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low. This is read from the j (V ) characteristics of the cell at Voc. Typically it is in the
order of a few ohms. The series resistance includes at least the contact resistance, the
substrate sheet resistance and the series resistance of the charge transport layers. It also
includes a partition of the electron resistance and the hole resistance of the absorbing
layer is added3. In any case, the transport of electrons and holes in the perovskite is
likely to be below 10Ω.
• The recombination resistance spans over a couple of orders of magnitude. At open
circuit voltage, as seen in the previous point, it is generally quite low, around the value
of the series resistance. At low voltage, the cell becomes a near-ideal current source and
therefore, the recombination resistance increases drastically. Typically we can expect
around 1-10 kΩ shunt resistance for good devices.
• The transport layers are selectively blocking. Each one is reversible for one electronic
carrier (and blocking for the other one) and both are perfectly blocking for ions. Both
interfaces can however be recombinative. So far, there has been no report of chem-
istry involving the electron transport layer (TiO2 or SnO2) or the hole transport layer
(generally Spiro-MeOTAD) with iodine, methylammonium or lead.
6.6 Flat-ﬁlm perovskite solar cells
From the point of view of a devicemodeling, ﬂat hybrid perovskite cells are extremely attractive
because they offer a uniform 1D structure comprising of two geometrically well deﬁned charge
transport layer that are selectively blocking for ions and an dense homogeneous material of
uniform thickness, sandwiched between two conductive electrodes (the SnO2 front window
and the Au counter electrode). From the perspective of the mixed ionic-electronic conductor,
the model is greatly simpliﬁed by the fact that there is usually only one grain spanning across
the whole active layer. If the grains are much larger than the device thickness, the lateral grain
boundaries can also be ignored.
6.6.1 Experimental dimensions
The area of a typical mesoscopic perovskite solar cell is deﬁned by the dimension of the gold
counter-electrode that is deposited by thermal evaporation, typically 0.5cm x 0.5cm) (total
area = 0.025 cm2). A cross-sectional SEM micrograph a typical ﬂat ﬁlm perovskite solar cell
is shown in ﬁgure 6.8. The cell is typically made of a ﬂuorine-doped tin oxide-coated glass
used as a substrate, 10-20nm thick layer SnO2, ∼320nm CH3NH3PbI3 or CH3NH3PbIxBr3–x,
∼150nm Spiro-MeOTADand ﬁnally between 60nm and 100nm of gold.
3The partitioning depends on the penetration of the light
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Figure 6.8: Cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a ﬂat perovskite ﬁlm using a
SnO2 compact underlayer as an electron collector and Spiro-MeOTADas a hole collector. The
thickness of the perovskite is roughly 300nm
6.6.2 The equivalent circuit
The equivalent circuit of a ﬂat ﬁlm perovskite solar cell can be drawn intuitively, accounting
for the additional selective layers and electrodes and the associated charge transfer processes.
The behavior of the MIEC photo-absorber is the same as the one described in section 6.5.
Notably, we note the presence of the current source in the ﬁrst slice of perovskite, describing
the surface generation of electrons and holes.
However, the perovskite layer is traditionally sandwiched between the transport layer that
behave differently from metal electrodes. The selectivity of the electron and hole transport
layer are considered ideal, hence the transport of charges across the layers is described by
a single rail. The interface are modeled using a lumped element that describes the charge
transfer impedance. In the simplest approximation, it consists in a parallel combination of a
resistor (charge transfer) and a capacitor (charge accumulation). Expressions for the value of
such elements can be derived from various theories, such as Butlmer-Volmer or Chang-Jaffé
transfer rates or the Shottky contact capacitance.
Recombination at the interface between the layers is to be expected. An additional lumped
RC element in between the ETL and the hole transport rail of the perovskite, and between the
HTL and the electron rail of the perovskite.
No direct recombination resistance between the two transport layer is included in the model,
as there is simply no physical contact between the two.
The thermodynamic equations that were derived earlier fully apply to the transport layer, and
give rise to a displacement capacitance, chemical capacitances and transport rates.
All those elements can be combined together into the full equivalent circuit of a perovskite
solar cell, shown in ﬁgure 6.9.
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The mass transport of ionic carriers is described with a set of resistors of equal value 1/nR∞ion .
The hole and electron transport layers are perfectly blocking for ions, hence the ionic rail
is disconnected from the rest of the circuit, but ionic carriers can still accumulate in the
space-charge region. A double layer capacitor needs to be added between the transport layer
and the ionic rail. We will later comment on the need for this double layer capacitor and its
value. As it turns out, it is a key component of perovskite solar cell.
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It is interesting to consider the simpliﬁcations that can be applied to the full circuit. Assuming
that the Debye length is signiﬁcantly smaller than the device thickness, the displacement
rail does not charge away from the space-charge regions, and the displacement capacitor
can be placed externally[234]. The chemical capacitance due to ions, electrons and holes are
now connected as a three-terminal capacitor with a common node. The current induced by
the chemical storage of charged species depends on the values of the chemical capacitors
and the coupling between the rails on their relative value to each other. In the perovskite
layer, the Debye length is approximately 1.5nm[249], hence this approximation is reasonable.
Interestingly, in an ideal IMPS experiment, this bulk capacitor has no inﬂuence on the signal,
as it is placed externally to the cell. Dielectric effects in the space-charge regions are however
possible. Second, it can be assumed that the electronic transport rate is limited by the inter-
faces and the transport layers. The electronic transport resistances in the perovskite can be
ignored and the bulk recombination resistances bundled into a single one. We can further
reduce the circuit by assuming an ideal interface between the metallic electrodes and the
transport layers, which allows the removal of the lumped elements at these positions. Further
ignoring the contribution of the transport layers to the chemical capacitance (which is likely
to be untrue, but serves the purpose of the demonstration), the circuit reduces to the one in
Figure 6.10
6.6.3 Simulations of the IMVS response
The measurement of the IMVS spectrum of a photovoltaic device should be realized under
high-Z conditions. When no AC charges are allowed to escape from the device to the biasing
circuitry, they must necessarily recombine. A difference in the electrochemical potential of
the electronic carriers reaches the electrodes and is sensed as a photovoltage perturbation.
The phase and amplitude of this perturbation can be directly linked to the carrier generation,
motion and recombination that occur in the absorption and the transport layers. In the
following section, we cover the main results arising from such numerical simulations under
high-Z conditions, as well as ways to simplify the equivalent circuit in certain simple cases.
6.6.3.1 Purely electronic conductor
The IMVS and IMPS spectra of a purely electronic conductor can be simulated by setting the
transport resistance of the ionic rail extremely high. Omitting the interfacial recombination
and the charge transfer impedance, a single semi-circle in the complex space best describes
the IMVS response (ﬁgure 6.11). The DC amplitude of the arc is Rrecand its time constant,
neglecting Rs , is given by τIMV S = Rrec (Cdisp +Cδe ⊕Cδh) (the parallel combination of the
chemical and displacement capacitance). IMVS is therefore a very useful tool to determine
readily the recombination resistance while minimizing interference from the transport effects
(as long as Rrec >>Rs). Figure 6.12 shows the full numerical simulation of the IMVS response
for various recombination resistances.
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Figure 6.11: (a) Typical IMVS response for a p-i-n photovoltaic device with purely electronic
conductivity. The dielectric capacitance of all other layers than the photocurrent generation
layer have been omitted in this simpliﬁcation. All interfaces are considered ideal. (b) IMVS
response for various recombination resistances and (c) Possible simpliﬁcation of the gen-
eral equivalent circuit using the assumption of ideal interfaces (no transfer impedance, no
recombination) and weak electron and hole chemical capacitance.
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Figure 6.12: Numerical simulation of a purely electronic conductor generation layer between
two ideal hole and electron transport layers for various recombination resistances. (a) Nyquist
plot, (b) the amplitude (in dB) versus frequency, (c) the phase versus frequency and the
imaginary response versus the frequency
6.6.3.2 Mixed ionic-electronic conductor
When the absorbing layer is also an ionic conductor, the IMVS spectrumbecomes considerably
more complicated and results can be highly sensitive of the choice of the circuit parameters.
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In the case where the ionic conduction grain boundary-free and the electrodes are ideally
blocking, the IMVS response usually features two semi-circles, provided that the ionic chemi-
cal capacitance is much larger than the dielectric capacitance and the electronic chemical
capacitance. Alternatives to these conditions will be shown later.
∞ ∞
τ
τ
Figure 6.13: Typical IMVS response for a p-i-n photovoltaic device with mixed electronic-ionic
conductivity and perfectly blocking electrodes. The dielectric capacitance of all other layers
than the photocurrent generation layer have been omitted for clarity.
Because the electrodes are perfectly blocking for ionic carriers, the DC photovoltage is logically
unaffected by the ionic resistance. However, at high frequency, the space-charge capacitance
behaves as a short circuit and electrons can recombine through the ionic rail. This has the
effect of splitting the single arc into two semi-circles. The high frequency one is formed of the
equivalent parallel resistance Req = (RrecR∞ion)/(Rrec +R∞ion) and the dielectric capacitance.
At low frequencies, the dielectric capacitor is open and the electronic relaxation occurs be-
tween the ionic space-charge capacitor, the ionic resistance and the recombination resistance.
This leads to the appearance of the second semi-circle. The relative magnitude of the two
circles obviously depends on the partition between the recombination and ionic transport
resistances.
6.6.3.3 Effect of the chemical capacitance vs interfacial capacitance
Simply speaking, the effect of the bulk chemical capacitance and interfacial capacitance is
synergic. They result in the shifting to lower or higher frequencies of the second semi circle
only, as ﬁgure 6.15 shows (a-d for varying ionic chemical capacitance and e-h for the double
layer capacitance). The capacitive behavior arising from the ionic charge storage can be
separated into two components: one arising from the bulk storage and on from the interfacial
storage[254]. The bulk chemical capacitances arises from the uptake and release of carriers
upon changes in their chemical potential and scales the volume of the sample[255, 256]. The
double layer capacitance is a three-terminal capacitance formed of the dielectric capacitance
and chemical capacitance. It arises from the space-charge layer formed by the accumulation
of ionic carriers close to the electrode (or, in our case, the transport layer) and its coupling
with the dielectric of the material (it is therefore affected by the Debye length of the perovskite
absorber). In the continuum model, its value is C⊥ion =
√
CdispCδ, but owing to the non-
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continuity of the system (discrete ion concentration, saturation effects, ...), it is usually ﬁtted
as an independent parameter. The double layer capacitance scales with the active surface
area.
δ
μ
Figure 6.14: Solid lines: frequency at which the imaginary component of the semi-circle at low
frequencies is maximum as a function of the dielectric capacitance Cdispand bulk chemical
capacitanceCδion . Dark red lines: same simulation forCdisp = 100pF using 500, 1000 and 10000
discrete slabs. Dashed lines: corresponding frequency as predicted by 6.55. The deviations
seen when Cδion Cdisp originate from the merging of the two semi-circles
First, let us consider a system without "artiﬁcial" double layer capacitance. In this case, two
arcs can be resolved, provided that the chemical capacitance is larger than the dielectric capac-
itance (for equal Rrecand R∞ion). In the case where the chemical capacitance of the electrons
and holes is negligible compared to the one of the ions, the frequency response arising from
the stoichiometric polarization is not determined by the chemical capacitance, but by the
diffuse layer capacitance it forms together with the dielectric capacitance: C⊥ion =
√
CdispC
δ
ion .
We simulated the cell response for various values of displacement capacitance and bulk chem-
ical capacitance. The frequency at which the imaginary component is maximum (in absolute
value) was extracted from the simulation and displayed as solid lines in ﬁgure 6.14. In this
simple case, a solution for this frequency can be given by
fmin = 1
2π
√
CdispCδion
2
(6.55)
We stress that equation 6.55 is valid only if the electronic rails do not strongly couple with the
ionic rail in the bulk, which implies that the two electronic chemical capacitances are low with
regards to the ionic one. The results of this equation can be compared with the numerically
calculated ones in ﬁgure 6.14 (dashed lines).4
This result is not perfectly equivalent to the one reported in the literature, where the term
1/20Cδ is missing[257]5. The difference arises from the inequality in the chemical potentials
4When the discretization uses 500 slabs, the correspondence is excellent unless the chemical capacitance is
higher than the dielectric by more than 5 orders of magnitude (although we completely ignored the contribution
of the electronic rails to Cδ). The deviation from the values predicted from equation 6.55 clearly indicates the
breakdown of the numerical model, and better correspondence can be achieved by discretizing the model into
thinner elements (1’000 and 10’000 slabs as shown in ﬁgure 6.14 in dark red).
5In ref. [257], the equivalent chemical capacitance was considered for a two rail system: Cδ =
(
Cδion
−1Cδe −1
)−1
.
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of the ions and the electrons. The effect of the electron and hole chemical capacitance on the
IMVS frequency response will be shown later.
The effect of the diffuse layer capacitance simply adds up to the one naturally occurring from
the coupling of Cδ and Cdisp, as ﬁgure 6.15e-h shows. It should be recalled that there are two
double layer capacitances to be considered (at the electron transport layer interface and at the
hole transport layer interface) and that they couple in series. The equivalent capacitance is
such that the low frequency semi-circle has a maximum complex amplitude at:
fmin = 1
2π
(
R∞ion +Rrec
)( 1
(CdispCδion )
0.5+C⊥ion,et l
+ 1
(CdispCδion )
0.5+C⊥ion,et l
)−1 (6.56)
When the ionic contribution to the chemical capacitance and the double layer capacitance are
within the same order of magnitude as the dielectric capacitance, the bulk and the chemical
relaxation have similar frequency responses and the two semi-circles can overlap into a single
one, as it is shown in ﬁgure 6.15a-d.
The hypothesis we made by ignoring the charging of the transmission line by the electronic
carriers is equivalent to saying that the device is limited by the contributions from the inter-
faces. All the ionic chemical capacitors and the double layer capacitance can be replaced to a
single capacitive and resistive element. The capacitance has the value:
Cdl,eq =
⎛
⎜⎝ 1√
CdispC
δ
ion +C⊥ion,et l
+ 1√
CdispC
δ
ion +C⊥ion,et l
⎞
⎟⎠
−1
(6.57)
and the ionic resistance combines into the sum of its n resistances that originate from the
numerical discretization:
R totalion =
n∑
1
1
n
R∞ion =R∞ion (6.58)
An interesting situation occurs when the electronic charge transfer at the the interface with
the hole transport and the electron transport layer is ideal (R⊥ = 0,C⊥et l ,htl = 0) and when the
electronic resistance of the perovskite layer is negligible. In this case, we can further reduce
the model to the simple equivalent circuit shown in Figure 6.16. Its complex impedance can
be expressed by equation 6.59. With the aforementioned approximations, we observe that
the current source is readily connected in series to the voltmeter through a circuital element
without imaginary impedance (the series resistance). Therefore, from equation 6.59, the IMVS
response can be easily deduced (equation 6.60).
With the three electrode capacitance that we have in our model, such reduction cannot be made. Nevertheless, if
both Cδh and C
δ
e are extremely low, the equivalent total chemical capacitance will also be extremely low. The term
1/20Cδe doesn’t show up in the equation because we have automatically ignored it.
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Figure 6.15: Numerical simulation of a mixed ionic-electronic conductor generation layer
sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, when the hole and electron
chemical capacitance is negligible. (a-d) For varying the chemical capacitance (withC⊥ion = 0F)
and (e-h) for varying the double layer capacitance (with Cδion = 10μF). (a,e) Nyquist plot,
(b,f) the amplitude (in dB) versus frequency, (c,g) the phase versus frequency and (d,h) the
imaginary response versus the frequency
Zreduced (ω)=Rs +
1
1
Reqrec
+ jωCdisp+
(
R∞ion + 1jωCeq
)−1
where Reqrec =
(
1
Rrec
+ 1
R⊥rec,htl
+ 1
R⊥rec,et l
)−1
and Ceq =
(
1
Cδ/2+C⊥ion,et l
+ 1
Cδ/2+C⊥ion,htl
)−1
(6.59)
IMV S (ω)= Zreduced (ω)−Rs
Φ (ω)
(6.60)
The convergence between the two circuits is demonstrated in Figure 6.17, which depicts
the error on the phase, amplitude and imaginary component of the IMVS resulting from
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Figure 6.16: Reduced equivalent circuit in the case where Cδion 
 (Cδe +Cδh) and neglecting
the space charge elements affecting the electron injection. The transmission can then be
omitted without compromise on the accuracy of the model. The equivalent recombination
resistance Reqrec consists of the three recombinations (bulk and the two interfaces) in parallel,
while the value C⊥,eqion denotes the series combination of each C
⊥
ion in parallel with
√
CδionCdisp
(see equation 6.57. In this conﬁguration, the parallel equivalent of the electronic and hole com-
ponent of the chemical capacitance Cδe ⊕Cδh =
(
1
Cδe
+ 1
Cδh
)−1
appear in parallel to the dielectric
capacitance.
those simpliﬁcations. We observe that the reduction of the model provides relatively good
accuracy provided that the chemical capacitance remains much lower than the double layer
capacitance for the ions. When its value is 0.1% of C⊥ion , the errors remain negligible, but
become signiﬁcant (around 10% error on the imaginary component) when it reaches 1% of
C⊥ion . This approach, though making crude assumptions, is extremely appealing since it is
the only instance where the IMVS response takes a simple analytical expression that can be
readily inserted in a ﬁtting routine.
We must highlight at this point a major approximation that is implicitly made when replacing
the numerical discretization to a simple circuit such as the one in ﬁgure 6.16. When assembling
the circuit we have assumed that each element is partitioned equally, i.e. Rrec, j = 1n Rrec
(and similarly for each element). This clearly is not respected when the cell is under DC
polarization or outside of thermal equilibrium (when there is a difference in the black body
temperature of the cell and its environment). In this case, the electron and hole proﬁle is
such that the recombination resistance and the transport resistances must take a position-
dependent partition that reﬂects the variations in charge carrier concentrations. The 0D
approximation made here replaces the ionic transport resistance by the mean ionic transport
resistance (averaged across the whole ﬁlm), but clearly it will be higher in the region where
ions accumulate. Similarly, the recombination resistance is an equivalent recombination
resistance, which is dominated by the lowest one of the series (i.e. where the electrons and
hole concentration is the highest). Experience shows however that the approximation still
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yields excellent ﬁtting and reﬂects accurately the general behavior of the solar cell, but the
reader should be cautioned of the approximations entailed by the circuit simpliﬁcation.
Figure 6.17: Error induced by the reduction of the equivalent circuit from the full circuit
of Figure 6.9 to the one of Figure 6.16 on the (a) amplitude, (b) phase and, (c) imaginary
component of the IMVS response of a cell.
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6.6.3.4 Effect of the recombination resistance
The recombination resistance is, with the transport resistance, the most critical parameter
that describes the solar cell in steady-state. Its link to the collection efﬁciency is explicit
and therefore strongly affects ﬁll factor, the open circuit voltage and the power conversion
efﬁciency of the solar cell. It is the ultimate goal of the device engineer to minimize the
recombination current and hence maximize the recombination resistance. The physics of
the solar cell dictates that the recombination resistance drops when the working voltage
approaches the open circuit voltage of the cell. We can therefore simulate the IMVS response
of the cell as a function of the recombination resistance with ﬁxed ionic resistance and cross-
check with experimental data. It is also worth reminding that the simpliﬁcations done when
simplifying the electronic rail must hold, i.e. that Rrec remains signiﬁcantly higher than the
electronic transport resistance in the MIEC layer. In Figure 6.18, we show how the IMVS
response is affected by a drop of the recombination resistance when R∞ion = 1kΩ (a to d)
R∞ion = 10kΩ (e to h). The results can be interpreted in the sense of equation 6.60.
The high-frequency behaviour of the equivalent circuit of Figure 6.16 is accurately described
by a −20dB/dec low-pass ﬁlter, which -3dB corner frequency is (neglecting Rs):
f−3dB =
1
2π(Cdisp+Cδe ⊕Cδh)
R⊥rec,eqR∞ion
R⊥rec,eq+R∞ion
(6.61)
which reduces elegantly - when R∞ion 
R⊥rec,eq - to:
f−3dB =
1
2π(Cdisp+Cδe ⊕Cδh)R⊥rec,eq
(6.62)
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which is equivalent to the situation where a single arc appears. Equation 6.62 can readily
be used in the calculation of the collection efﬁciency, but experiments show that for most
hybrid perovskite devices, the ionic resistance is not extremely high and two arcs are often
observed. Therefore equation 6.62 can usually not be used as such. Instead, contributions
from both semi-circles have to be accounted for, and it is best to perform a complex ﬁt of
equation 6.60 to readily distinguish recombination from ionic transport. We note the following
phenomenological features that highlight the combinations between Rrec and R∞ion :
• In the case where Rrec  R∞ion , a single semi-circle describes the IMVS response (not
observable from the Nyquist plot, but recognizable by the single feature in the phase plot
and the amplitude plot). This does not mean that stoichiometric polarization does not
take place, but rather that electrons feel a lower impedance through the direct recombi-
nation resistance than it does through the ionic branch (even when the impedance of
C⊥ion is null, at high frequency). The amplitude of the semi-circle is too low for a feature
to appear.
• On the other hand, when R⊥rec,eq =R∞ion , the two arcs have the same magnitude because
the parallel equivalent resistance formed of R⊥rec,eq and R∞ion has exactly half the value
of R⊥rec,eq .
• When R⊥rec,eq > R∞ion , the second arc predominates. This situation is also illustrated
when the ionic resistance is increased (Figure 6.18 c vs g) and the low frequency arc
gains in amplitude at higher Rrec values, i.e. when it approaches the value of R∞ion
(it should not be forgotten that the effective recombination resistance is the parallel
equivalent of the interfacial recombination and the bulk recombination).
6.6.3.5 Effect of the ionic resistance
The ionic resistance is proportional to the mobility and concentration of mobile defects. The
nature of such defects is not the subject of this study but there is a consensus that iodide
defects - vacancies or interstitials - are mobile. Under DC polarization, the defects accumulate
on one side of the cell following the gradient of their electrochemical potential. Equivalent
circuits do not provide direct solutions for this behavior, because they are being linearized
during the calculation of their transfer function. We will for now retain the approximation
that the defects are uniformly distributed. As we have discussed above, the value of the
ionic resistance signiﬁcantly weighs on the frequency response of mixed-conductor solar
cells. This is further demonstrated in Figure 6.19, where R∞ion is varied while keeping the
recombination Rrec constant. The imaginary graph shows clearly that the ionic resistance
couples strongly into the frequency response of both arcs. The Nyquist plot illustrates well
that the recombination in steady-state condition remains constant (the x-intercept of the
corresponding impedance response equals R⊥rec,eq and is independent of the value of R∞ion).
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Figure 6.18: Numerical simulation of a mixed ionic-electronic conductor generation layer
sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, when the hole and electron
chemical capacitance is negligible for various recombination resistances and when (a-d)
R∞ion = 1kΩ and (e-h) R∞ion = 10kΩ. (a,e) Nyquist plot, (b,f) the amplitude (in dB) versus
frequency, (c,g) the phase versus frequency and (d,h) the imaginary response versus the
frequency
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Figure 6.19: Numerical simulation of a mixed ionic-electronic conductor generation layer
sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, when the hole and electron
chemical capacitance is negligible for various ionic resistances. (a) Nyquist plot, (b) the
amplitude (in dB) versus frequency, (c) the phase versus frequency and (d) the imaginary
response versus the frequency
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6.6.3.6 Effect of the charge transfer RC elements
Experience shows that the model shown in 6.16 and described by equation 6.73 is often
insufﬁcient to describe the IMPS and IMVS response of most perovskite solar cells (see section
6.7.6). Proper corrections can bemade by including the effect of the charge transfer impedance,
in which case the equivalent circuit from ﬁgure 6.10 reduces to 6.20 (where neglected all
interfacial recombinations). Unfortunately, there is no analytical solution for the AC transfer
function for this circuit because the generation current source is buried within capacitive
elements. One must therefore turn to numerical solving in order to simulate IMVS and IMPS
response.
Igen
Cδe ⊕Cδh
Rbulkrec R⊥hol
C⊥hol
R⊥el
C⊥el
Cq
C⊥ion R∞ion
Rs
Figure 6.20: Reduced equivalent circuit in the case where the charge transfer impedance of
the electrons and/or the holes cannot be ignored. The circuit is ﬁtted through numerical
simulation as no analytical expression exists. The interfacial recombination elements were
omitted for clarity.
Figure 6.20 is the circuit we will use for all ﬁtting procedures. Solving its AC characteristics
requires far less computing time than the full transmission line. However, it features a higher
number of components (10 in this case, 12 accounting for interfacial recombination) when
compared to the one in ﬁgure 6.9. Let us consider the case where there is no capacitance at the
interface. In this case there is a potential inﬁnite set of (RCT ,Rrec ) that can describe the IMVS
response and the ﬁt cannot converge. In this situation, we must include the IMPS spectra
and ﬁt the two together. The IMPS spectra forces the value of the collection efﬁciency and
therefore the ratio between RCTand Rrec .
When the charge transfer impedance is small compared to the recombination resistance
and the ionic resistance, the changes in the IMVS response are equally negligible. With
respect to the displacement capacitor, the charge transfer resistance appears in series with
the bulk recombination resistance and participates in shifting the high frequency semi-circle
to lower frequencies (τ=C
((
Rrec +RCT
)−1+R∞ion−1
)−1
). With respect to the ion double layer
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capacitance, it also adds up to the bulk recombination and participates in shifting the low
frequency arc (τ=C⊥ion(Rrec +RCT +R∞ion)).
In section 6.6.3.8 we will give the analytical expression for the DC value of the IMVS, as
a function of the charge transfer resistance and the interfacial recombination. However,
assuming no interfacial recombination, the DC value of the IMVS remains unchanged and
equals
lim
f →0
IMVS=Rrec (6.63)
The case where R⊥rec,et l (or R
⊥
rec,htl ) differs from inﬁnity will be treated in section 6.6.3.8. We
will show later that the charge transfer component has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence over the perfor-
mance of some perovskite solar cells. In fact, we will show that often, the transport resistance
in the hole transporting and electron transporting layers are negligible.
When a double layer capacitance is added in parallel with the charge transfer resistance, an
interesting situation occurs. There is now an RC element in series with a current source, which,
for the ﬁrst time in this study, sees a complex impedance between itself and the external
circuit. If the RC element has the right resonant frequency, a negative loop can appear in the
IMVS spectra. Figure 6.21 exempliﬁes such a situation, where 50nF are added in parallel to a
variable charge transfer resistance. In IMVS, this negative loop only occurs when there is a low
impedance in series to it, such as the ionic branch or an interfacial recombination. In IMPS,
the external circuit has a low impedance anyway and therefore such negative loops are more
often observed.
6.6.3.7 The effect of the electron and hole chemical capacitance
So far we have considered the cases where the electronic contribution (from the electrons and
the holes) to the chemical capacitance is minimal, such that C⊥ion 
Cδ. For highly disordered
materials with a large trap state density, the electronic contribution to the total chemical
capacitance may not be negligible, in which case we must consider the full transmission line
behavior.
Increasing the electron chemical capacitance above Cdispleads to striking feature changes
in the IMVS response. When Cdisp  Cδe , electrons and holes are allowed to trap on the
transmission line, and two semi-circles describe the IMVS response: one describing the elec-
trostatic relaxation of the electronic rail and one the chemical relaxation in the ionic rail. At
steady-state, only the recombination resistance remains in all cases. At high frequency for
Cδe Cδion (when the ionic concentration is higher than the electronic concentration), the
space-charge capacitance in the ionic rail shorts, which gives rise to the high frequency arc.
When Cδe ∼Cδion or Cδe 
Cδion , the ionic rail strongly couples with the electronic rail and the
ionic concentration follows a gradient across the whole ﬁlm. In this regime, the chemical
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Figure 6.21: Numerical simulation of a mixed ionic-electronic conductor generation layer
sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, when the hole and electron
chemical capacitance is negligible for various charge transfer resistance in the (a-d) low
CCTcase and (e-h) high CCTcase (20nF) (a,e) Nyquist plot, (b,f) the amplitude (in dB) versus
frequency, (c,g) the phase versus frequency and (d,h) the imaginary response versus the
frequency
relaxation of the electronic carriers determines the recombination rate, as opposed to the
dielectric (bulk) relaxation.
We begin by pointing out that when both the electronic and hole contributions to the ca-
pacitance are high, the IMVS response is somewhat affected by either the electron or hole
resistance but mostly limited by the recombination resistance that bridges the two rails. The
recombination resistance (or a lower estimate of it) is easily determined by analyzing the j (V )
curve. Assuming a electronic chemical capacitance of 1μF and Cδion = 1mF, Cdisp = 20nF and
Rrec ≈ 10kΩ (ﬁgure 6.22) two semicircles can still be seen because the interfacial capacitance
C⊥ion (≈ 4.5μF is still larger thanCδ (≈ 1μF), but the high frequency arc has already signiﬁcantly
shifted to low frequencies (≈ 200Hz), which is much lower than our actual measurements. In
general, numerical ﬁttings will show that the electronic chemical capacitance is in the same
order of magnitude or lower than the displacement capacitance. If we restrict our analysis to
the case whereCδion 
Cδe andCδion 
Cδh , we get again the simpliﬁed equivalent circuit shown
in ﬁgure 6.16 (neglecting R∞e , R
∞
h and Z
CT ). The electron and hole components ofCδnow couple
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Figure 6.22: Numerical simulation of a mixed ionic-electronic conductor generation layer
sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, when the hole and electron
chemical capacitance are equal to the ionic chemical capacitance, for various recombination
resistances. (a) Nyquist plot, (b) the amplitude (in dB) versus frequency, (c) the phase versus
frequency and (d) the imaginary response versus the frequency
in parallel to Cdisp, but are in series with respect to each other, hence the ⊕ denomination
in ﬁgure 6.16. Figure 6.23 shows the results of numerical simulations for various values of
Cδe =Cδh together with, in dashed line, the results of the numerical simulations from the circuit
in ﬁgure 6.16 for the same input parameters.
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Figure 6.23: Numerical simulation of a mixed ionic-electronic conductor generation layer
sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, when the hole and electron
chemical capacitance are of equal magnitude but much lower than the ionic chemical capaci-
tance. The correspondence with the model of ﬁgure 6.16 is shown by the dashed black traces
(a) Nyquist plot, (b) the amplitude (in dB) versus frequency, (c) the phase versus frequency and
(d) the imaginary response versus the frequency. The small differences in the DC amplitude
are due to the fact that we did not consider the interfacial recombination in the simulations of
the simpliﬁed circuit.
In hybrid perovskite solar cells, it is believed that the contribution of the electronic component
to the chemical capacitance is low compared to the ionic component. The low density of state
of the valence band of CH3NH3PbI3[258] suggests that the conduction band DoS is leading
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the electronic contribution to the chemical capacitance. However, the electronic part of the
chemical capacitance is not necessarily negligible with respect toCdisp and must be accounted
for. Placing the electronic chemical capacitance in parallel to the current source, as it is shown
in ﬁgure 6.16 and ﬁgure 6.20, accurately describes the simulated frequency response of the cell.
The high frequency response of the IMVS transfer function is dominated by the sum of the
electronic relaxation of the carrier with the lowest chemical capacitance and the dielectric
displacement capacitance. Deviations between the reference and the simpliﬁed circuit are
evident at very high frequencies from the phase response. In the reference spectra, the phase
drops below -90° above 100 kHz, while it saturates at -90° for the simpliﬁcation of ﬁgure 6.16.
This is due to the fact that the chemical capacitance and the dielectric capacitance are not
purely in parallel as is simpliﬁed in ﬁgure 6.16, but there is a small charge transfer resistance
2Ω intercalated between to two.
In ﬁgure 6.24, we show the correspondence between the reference circuit of 6.10 and the one
of ﬁgure 6.20, where contributions of the charge transfer resistance are accounted for. In
the high frequency region, the phase shift dropping further than -90° could be reproduced.
Unfortunately, the convergence between the two models quickly fails when Cδe ⊕Cδh >Cdisp,
due to the coupling of the chemical capacitance with the displacement rail in the space-charge
region. Correction for this effect could be accounted for in the charge transfer capacitance.
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Figure 6.24: Numerical simulation of a mixed ionic-electronic conductor generation layer
sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, when the hole and electron
chemical capacitance are of equal magnitude but much lower than the ionic chemical capaci-
tance. The correspondence with the model of Figure 6.20 is shown in dotted black traces (a)
Nyquist plot, (b) the amplitude (in dB) versus frequency, (c) the phase versus frequency and
(d) the imaginary response versus the frequency
When there is signiﬁcant coupling between the electronic rail and the ionic rail, a situation
develops where the IMVS response can be described as a single-circle. This is shown in ﬁgure
6.25 (a-d), where the electronic component of the chemical capacitance is ramped from 1pF
to 1mF. As it approaches the value of the ionic chemical capacitance (in this simulation,
1mF), the two semi-circles merge together into a single one, whose magnitude is still strongly
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inﬂuenced by the recombination resistance (ﬁgure 6.25(e-h)). Signiﬁcant deformation of the
semi-circle can occur, for example when the ionic resistance is in a similar order of magnitude
as the recombination resistance (ﬁgure 6.25(i-l)). However, as we already mentioned, this
situation does not seem to prevail in perovskite solar cells, where the electronic carriers couple
very weakly to the displacement rail, owing to their low trap state density. We therefore decided
not to push this analysis further.
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Figure 6.25: Numerical simulation of the IMVS response of amixed ionic-electronic conductor
generation layer sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, when the
hole chemical capacitance is negligible. (a-d) for varying electron chemical capacitance, (e-h)
for varying recombination resistance and (i-l) for varying ionic resistance
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6.6.3.8 Interfacial recombination
So far we have not treated the cases where the recombination is primarily interfacial, but
accounted mostly for bulk recombination. If there is no charge transfer impedance, their
effect on the IMVS spectra is the same and they cannot differentiated.
Solving the steady-equation using the Kirchhoff laws of current and voltage for the circuit
shown in ﬁgure 6.20 including interfacial recombination yields:
lim
f →0Hz
IMVS=
1− 1
1+ R
⊥
rec,et l
RCTe
− 1
1+ R
⊥
rec,htl
RCT
h
1
Rrec
+ 1
RCTe +R⊥rec,et l
+ 1
R⊥rec,htl+RCTh
(6.64)
Where the⊥ sign stands for an interfacial component, and the subscripts et l and htl stand for
electron transporting layer the hole transporting layer, respectively. When one of the interfacial
recombination component is negligible (the resistance approaches inﬁnity), equation 6.64
reduces to:
lim
f →0Hz
IMVS
(
R⊥rec,et l =∞
)
=
1− 1
1+ R
⊥
rec,htl
RCT
h
1
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+ 1
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)
1
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+1
(6.65)
When both interfacial recombinations are negligible, equation 6.64 reduces to:
lim
f →0Hz
IMVS
(
R⊥rec,et l =R⊥rec,htl =∞
)
=Rrec (6.66)
which properly expresses that only bulk recombination takes place. This situation is in accor-
dance with the numerical simulations shown in ﬁgure 6.18. If all charge transfer impedances
are null, equation 6.64 reduces to:
lim
f →0Hz
IMVS
(
RCTe =RCTh = 0
)=
(
1
R⊥rec,et l
+ 1
R⊥rec,htl
+ 1
Rrec
)−1
(6.67)
When one of the charge transfer component becomes very small with regards to the (for
example RCTe R⊥rec,et l ), equation 6.64 can be greatly simpliﬁed to:
lim
f →0Hz
IMVS
(
RCTe R⊥rec,et l
)
=
R⊥rec,htl(
RCTh +R⊥rec,htl
)(
Rrec ∥R⊥rec,et l
)−1+1 (6.68)
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where the term Rrec ∥R⊥rec,et l represents the equivalent parallel resistance made of Rrec and
R⊥rec,et l . When the term
(
RCTh +R⊥rec,htl
)
is much smaller than Rrec ∥ R⊥rec,et l , equation 6.68
ﬁnally reduces to:
lim
f →0Hz
IMVS
(
RCTe R⊥rec,et l
)
=
(
Rrec ∥R⊥rec,et l
) R⊥rec,htl
RCTh +R⊥rec,htl
(6.69)
The steady state IMVS value is proportional to the parallel resistance made of the bulk and
the interfacial recombination. Allowing the interfaces to be recombinative strongly relaxes
the model. When all ﬁve elements (the two CT resistances and the three recombinations) are
ﬁtting variables, the IMVS spectra becomes nondeterministic. Even when the charge transfer
resistances are null, the steady-state IMVS value equals the parallel combination all three
recombination processes, and it is impossible to resolve them separately.
In order to grasp the inﬂuence of the interfacial recombination, it is useful to simulate the
frequency-dependent IMVS response of the cell as a function of the interfacial recombination.
The added degree of freedom adds potential uncertainties on the other cell parameters. In
ﬁgure 6.26, we show the inﬂuence of adding a recombinative interface behind a charge transfer
resistance, while keeping the steady-state impedance constant (by making use of equation
6.65). We believe that the outcome of those measurements can induce uncertainties in the
determination of ionic resistance, but such effects should be quite marginal in view of the
rather small effect that 3 decades of RCT have on the IMVS response.
There are three possible recombination pathways (1 bulk and 2 interfacial) in addition to two
potential charge transfer impedances. Determining which of the three is the leading term
is close to impossible by IMVS measurements. By coupling IMVS and IMPS together using
precisely calibrated spectra, the collection efﬁciency can be ﬁxed by the IMPS spectra. This
can help in the determination of one of the charge transfer resistances but we must still rely in
some simpliﬁcation, i.e. assuming that one of the interfaces is non-limiting.
6.6.4 Simulations of the IMPS response
The IMPS spectra of a photovoltaic device is acquired with the device connected to a low
impedance biasing circuitry. Similarly to IMVS, IMPS can be recorded away from short circuit,
but potentiostatic biasing is required (as opposed to galvanostatic biasing for IMVS). Photo-
generated electrons can be extracted without hindrance, but undergo a competition between
transport and recombination, which leads to a certain fraction of charges being lost in the
process (as a reminder, in IMVS, all charges are lost by recombination). Similarly to the IMVS
response, the IMPS response yields valuable information about the electronics of the cell, and
in particular with regards to the transport properties of the electronic carriers.
The IMPS should be seen as an ACphotocurrent lossmeasurement. After numerical correction,
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Figure 6.26: Numerical simulation of the IMVS response of amixed ionic-electronic conductor
generation layer sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, for various
partitions of the bulk and interfacial recombination. One of the interface was kept non-
recombinative. The total recombination value was kept constant according to equation 6.65
for varying interfacial recombination resistance
theDC value of the IMPS spectramust be equal to the IQE (the product of the charge separation
and the charge collection efﬁciency). For example, an IMPS value of 1 (in DC condition) means
that all of the generated current is collected into the external circuit (no recombination).
Because any electrochemical device has capacitive elements (displacement and entropic),
the IMPS spectra appears in the complex space. For example, the capacitor in ﬁgure 6.16
is shorted at high frequency, hence all charges recombine and the IMPS value in the high
frequency limit is null.
6.6.4.1 Purely electronic conductor
τ
∞
Figure 6.27: Typical IMPS response for a p-i-n photovoltaic device with purely electronic
conductivity. The dielectric capacitance of all other layers than the photocurrent generation
layer have been omitted for clarity.
For a simple circuit like the one shown in ﬁgure 6.16, which describes a basic, ideal solar cell
without stoichiometric polarization, the IMPS spectra is described by a single semi-circle
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(ﬁgure 6.27), whichmagnitude is nothing else than the collection efﬁciency: 1−Rs/(Rs +Rrec )6.
When Rs is close to 0 or when Rrec 
Rs , the collection efﬁciency is close to unity. In the case
where Rs ≈ Rrec the DC value of the IMPS approaches 50%. When Rrec  Rs , the collection
efﬁciency approaches 0.
In contrast with IMVS and AC impedance spectroscopy, the bulk capacitance has absolutely
no effect on the IMPS response, due to its placement between the metallic electrodes. Instead,
the high frequency response is dominated by the relaxation of the electronic chemical capaci-
tances through the external circuit.
The inﬂuences that certain key elements of the full equivalent circuit have onto the IMPS
spectra are now described in more details. Some of them echo the IMVS simulations but it is
still worth looking into the principal effects that can be expected.
6.6.4.2 Mixed ionic-electronic conductor
Under illumination, the electronic conductivity of the absorbing MIEC increases drastically.
Even though the MIEC could be primarily an ionic conductor in the dark, we expect it to
become primarily an electronic conductor under light because of the sharp increase in elec-
tronic carrier density. This was the basis for the removal of all electronic resistances in the
transmission line model (ﬁgure 6.10).
In IMVS, the impedance of the cell remained high, due to the high-Z biasing circuitry and
the relatively high shunt resistance. The stoichiometric polarization could therefore easily be
seen, especially at low voltages where Rrec 
R∞ion . In IMPS, a low frequency semi-circle origi-
nating from the ionic branch can also appear, but under the condition that the HTL and ETL
resistance is in the same order of magnitude as the ionic resistance and that recombination is
not much faster than the ionic resistance. If those conditions (which turn out to be respected
for most PSCs), the IMPS spectra takes a shape similar to the one shown in ﬁgure 6.28.
The DC value of the IMPS (1−Rs/(Rrec +Rs)) is unaffected by the presence of the ionic branch,
under the assumption that the electrodes are ideally blocking for ions (the ionic branch is
behind a capacitor that has inﬁnite impedance at low frequencies).
However the ionic branch induces another recombination pole at low frequencies, responsible
for the appearance of the low frequency semi-circle. In this case, the high frequency semi-
circle has a time constant of τ = C (R−1rec +R∞ion−1 +R−1s )−1 (the dielectric capacitor sees all
resistances in parallel)7. At the intercept of the high frequency semi-circle with the real
6Neglecting charge transfer impedances and interfacial recombinations
7Provided that the ionic double layer capacitance is much larger than the dielectric capacitor (here bundled
with the electronic component to the chemical capacitance in "C")
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Figure 6.28: Typical IMPS response for a p-i-n photovoltaic device with mixed electronic-ionic
conductivity (blue) and purely electronic conductivity (red) and perfectly blocking electrodes
in the ionic branch. The dielectric capacitance of all other layers than the photocurrent
generation layer have been omitted for clarity.
axis, C⊥ion is still shorted. Therefore, the magnitude of the high frequency semi-circle is
determined by the amount of current ﬂowing through the external circuit, in a competitive
process with not only the direct recombination but also the recombination through the ionic
branch, both as parallel processes. Hence the magnitude of the second semi-circle equals
1−Rs/
(
(Rrec−1+Rion−1)−1+Rs
)
, which accounts for the parallel conﬁguration of the ionic
and recombination resistance. 8 Figure 6.29(a-d) shows the inﬂuence of the series resistance
on a typical IMPS response. The higher the series resistance, the lower the frequency of the
ﬁrst semi-circle. In addition, for very high series resistance, the IMPS amplitude at steady-state
drops, as larger amounts of recombination kick in.
Figure 6.29(e-h) depicts numerical simulations of IMPS spectra for various values of ionic
resistance. We observe a large contribution of the ionic branch in the Nyquist plot when R∞ion
is lower or of equal magnitude as Rs , but vanishes quickly for higher ionic resistivities.
When the cumulated transport resistance of the hole transporting layer and the electron
transport layer increases, the time constant of the high frequency semi-circle decreases ac-
cordingly (ﬁgure 6.29(e-h).) A high transport resistance is usually problematic, but only when
it is compared with the recombination resistance. Signiﬁcant losses occur when the IMPS
cut-off frequency becomes dangerously close to the IMVS high frequency one. It is therefore a
general aim to increase the transport rate and decrease the recombination rate, which are both
values that can be read from the high frequency components of the IMVS and IMPS spectra.
However, as we will show later, for efﬁcient PSCs, the transport resistance is not the element
that dictates the shape of the j (V ) curve around the maximum power point.
8In this example, we assumed that the values of the capacitors were sufﬁciently different such that the complex
components are fully decoupled. In practice this is of course not the case but this is only an example that aims at
the understanding of the spectral features. In a real-life situation, we went through ﬁtting of the full IMPS spectrum
using the results of numerical simulations, which allows to perfectly decouple each component of the model.
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Figure 6.29: Numerical simulation of the IMPS response of amixed ionic-electronic conductor
generation layer sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, for (a-d)
different series resistances and (e-h) different ionic resistances.
6.6.4.3 Effect of the charge transfer RC elements
Similarly to our description of the effect of ZCT onto the IMVS response, the same phenomeno-
logical treatment can be applied to the IMPS transfer function.
One of the main prowess of IMPS is the ability to separate the charge transfer resistance from
the series resistance. Let us consider the equivalent circuit shown in ﬁgure 6.20 as an example.
AssumingCCT 
 (Cδe ⊕Cδh), the high frequency signal shorts throughCCT . The ﬁrst arc is treated
exactly in the sameway as if there were no charge transfer impedance (see section 6.6.4.2), with
a time constant τ=C (R−1rec+R∞ion−1+R−1s )−1. Now, assumingCCT C⊥ion , the next IMPS feature
occurs when the charge transfer capacitor stops shorting and becomes gradually open. In this
case the electrons feel a higher impedance because they must ﬂow through RCT (and cannot
ﬂow through CCT anymore). This adds a series resistance and drops the charge collection
efﬁciency, which reﬂects as another intercept with the real axis. This crossing point is at a
value lower than the previous (lower collection efﬁciency), which gives rise to the appearance
of a negative loop (ﬁgure 6.30). Mathematically, the ﬁrst intercept with the abscissa is given by
1−Rs/
(
(Rrec−1+Rion−1)−1+Rs
)
(there is no inﬂuence of the charge transfer component) and
the second intercept is given by RrecRion/(Rs (Rrec +RCT +Rion)+Rion (RCT +Rrec )). In DC
condition, the charge transfer resistance is simply in series with the HTL and ETL resistance,
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τ
∞
τ
Figure 6.30: Typical IMPS response for a p-i-n photovoltaic device with purely electronic
conductivity (red), mixed electronic-ionic conductivity (blue) and accounting for a complex
charge transfer impedance (green). The electrodes in the ionic branch are considered perfectly
blocking electrodes. The dielectric capacitance of all other layers than the photocurrent
generation layer have been omitted for clarity.
hence the low frequency limit is give by:
lim
f →0Hz
IMPS= 1− Rs +RCT
Rrec +RCT +Rs
(6.70)
The charge transfer impedance has a direct negative inﬂuence on the charge collection efﬁ-
ciency. We will show later that all PSCs we have measured have some degree of CT limitation
which can seriously hamper their performance. It must be pointed out that in absence of
further experiments, we cannot say whether the charge transfer is impeded at the ETL or the
HTL side. When ZCT is non-complex (lowly capacitive) we cannot distinguish the two charge
transfers. However, when one of them is complex and shows up in the IMPS spectra, ﬁtting
the negative loop forces the determination of 1 CT element and the second CT element is
naturally derived from the DC value of the IMPS spectra.
Figure 6.31 shows the effect of increases CT resistances (a-d) and capacitances (e-h) on
simulated IMPS spectra. The small contribution to the ionic rail can be seen below 10Hz.
The effect of ZCT appears as a positive "bump" or "shoulder" in the amplitude spectrum
(Figure 6.31 b). The CT resonance occurs with the time constant of τ= RCTCCT (in this case,
between 100Hz and 10kHz) and appears as a negative semi-circle, as can be seen in the
phase spectrum and imaginary part (Figure 6.31 c and d). The effect of varying the charge
transfer capacitance has a similar effect (Figure 6.31 e-h) in that higher capacitances shift the
pole to lower frequencies, but does not affect the arc amplitude (solely deﬁned by RCT ).
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Figure 6.31: Numerical simulation of the IMPS response of amixed ionic-electronic conductor
generation layer sandwiched between two ideal hole and electron transport layers, with
different charge transfer impedance conditions. (a-d) For varying RCT with a negligible CCT ,
(e-h) For varying RCT with a signiﬁcant CCT (i-l) for varying CCT with a ﬁxed RCT
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6.7 Results
6.7.1 Data treatment
Before ﬁtting the IMVS and IMPS spectra, a rescaling factor must been applied to the real
and imaginary part of the transfer function to normalize for the light ﬂux and the generation
current. Since we work with short wavelengths and considered a surface current generation,
the result of both transfer function can be rescaled according to the measured IPCE and the
measured cell reﬂectance losses (which is expressed as ηlh) (equation 6.71.):
IMVS(ω)= IMVSr aw (ω)
jre f
jgeneration
= IMVSr aw (ω)
jre f IPCE(0V)∗ηlh
limω→0 IMPS(0V)
(6.71)
IMPS(ω)= IMPSr aw (ω)
jre f
jgeneration
= IMPSr aw (ω)
jre f IPCE(0V)∗ηlh
limω→0 IMPS(0V)
(6.72)
The charge proﬁle and potential across the photovoltaic device is a function of light bias
and biasing conditions, but not of the external circuit impedance (e.g. high-Z or low-Z).
Therefore, IMPS and IMVS are complementary in the sense that for a same potential, the
same components of the equivalent circuit have the same magnitude. IMPS and IMVS spectra
therefore can be analyzed together. The resulting unit of the IMVS spectra is inΩwhile the
IMPS spectra is unit-less and is always below 1. To compensate the non-deterministic nature
of the circuit shown in ﬁgure 6.20, we generally ﬁtted both the IMVS and the IMPS together,
measured at the same potential. This allowed us to ﬁt equivalent circuits with more circuit
elements. We used a non-linear least square ﬁtting (NLLSF) algorithm to optimize the input
parameter set of the numerical model. At every iteration of the NLLSF loop, two numerical
models representing the same equivalent circuit but with different boundary conditions were
used to generate the IMPS and IMVS transfer function. The same input parameter set was
used for both model, such that most degrees of freedom are heavily restricted.
Figure 6.32 shows the example of a the real and imaginary part of an IMVS and an IMPS
spectra of a typical perovskite solar cell, ﬁtted together to same circuit with different boundary
conditions, using the same input parameter set. The residuals are displayed at the top of the
graph, showing an excellent convergence of the ﬁtting procedure.
6.7.1.1 Implementation and procedure
Brieﬂy, we used to Global Fit package provided with the IGOR Pro software to perform the
coupled non-linear least square ﬁtting of both the real and imaginary part of the IMVS spectra
with a linked parameter set. The parameter values were the equivalent circuit descriptors
(recombination resistance, series resistance, chemical capacitance, double layer capacitance,
...) and were used to assemble a SPICE equivalent model. The model was solved using the
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Figure 6.32: Global Fit of the IMVS and the IMPS real and imaginary part, ﬁtted together to
the circuit shown in ﬁgure 6.20. Both IMVS and IMPS spectra were acquired at 800mV for a
mesoscopic hybrid perovskite solar cell (its j (V ) curve is shown in ﬁgure 6.35).
SPICE AC solver and read back as a phase and amplitude spectra by the Igor Pro homebuilt
routines. After conversion into a real and imaginary component, the least squares were
calculated and a new guess formulated. This iterative procedure, while extremely tedious,
gives the unique opportunity to ﬁt extremely complex IMVS and IMPS spectra for which only
numerical solutions exist.
6.7.1.2 Non-deterministic situations
In section 6.6.3.8 we have brieﬂy discussed the cases where no information about the recom-
bination pathways is known: it can occur through the bulk or any of the two interfaces. This
is extremely problematic with regards to the ﬁtting procedure, as we cannot allow that mul-
tiple set of circuit element values lead to the same IMVS/IMPS spectra. Therefore, we have
decided to keep the interfaces as non-recombinative. This is likely to be a major deviation
from the reality and we realize it. But based on the result of the ﬁt, we can arbitrarily recast the
bulk recombination resistance into an interfacial one, using one of equations 6.64-6.68 and
knowing its corresponding charge transfer component.
6.7.2 Typical IMVS spectra
The IMVS spectra of typical high efﬁciency perovskite solar cells is shown in ﬁgure 6.33 together
with the results from its ﬁt to equation 6.73. The qualitative shape of the IMVS response is
representative of most standard mesoscopic and ﬂat hybrid perovskite solar cells, as described
in section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. Previously, in section 6.6.3.7, we showed by numerical simulations
(ﬁgure 6.25) that in the event of a large electronic chemical capacitance, a single IMVS arc
should be observed. This is clearly not the situation here, hence this is a strong indication
that the electrons and holes couple poorly with the ionic branch through a weak chemical
capacitance. This justiﬁes the simpliﬁcation of the circuit in ﬁgure 6.9 to the one in ﬁgure 6.20.
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a b
Figure 6.33: (a) Nyquist plot of the IMVS response of a mesoscopic (MA, FA,Cs)PbIxBr3–x-
based solar cell, measured at 980mV. In red, the raw data. In blue, the ﬁtted data to equation
6.73 using a constant phase element in place of the double layer capacitance in the ionic rail
(b) Bottom: real and imaginary part (solid lines) of the same IMVS spectra with their respective
ﬁts (dots). Top: residuals of the ﬁt.
The high-frequency arc describes the electrostatic relaxation of the dielectric capacitor into a
combination of the recombination resistance and the ionic resistance (ﬁgure 6.13). The second
semi-circle is at much lower frequencies (1Hz-10Hz)9. To account for the non-ideality of the
double layer capacitance, we used a constant phase element instead of a normal capacitor in
the ﬁtting procedure.
In ﬁgure we 6.34, we show the imaginary part (a) and the phase (b) of the IMVS response of a
typical ﬂat ﬁlm perovskite solar cell at different voltages. The ﬁts to equation 6.73 are added
in dashed line as a reference. The phase spectrum (ﬁgure 6.34b) shows that the frequency
response of the ﬁrst arc is strongly affected by the bias voltage. It is the consequence of the
large variations of Rrec . Figure 6.13 lists the expected magnitudes and time constant of the
IMVS semi-circles according to the circuit in ﬁgure 6.16. The amplitude of the ﬁrst semi-circle
is Req = R∞ionRrec/(Rrec +R∞ion) (the two resistors placed in parallel). The amplitude of the
semi-circle is dominated by Rrec as long as Rrec  R∞ion . In practice, it is not unusual for
Rrec to be larger than R∞ion at low bias and signiﬁcantly smaller at high bias. We do not expect
that the point at which the cross-over occurs has any speciﬁc physical meaning, but it can
have a strong inﬂuence on the hysteresis of the solar cell. Also to be noted is the absence of
negative-component in the complex plane. We showed in ﬁgure 6.21 that a negative loop
can occur upon a complex charge transfer RC element along the electron or the hole rail. Its
absence tells us that the electronic charge transfer process is ohmic. We will show later a
counter-example to this situation. In the cases where the charge transfer resistance can be
9Its resonant frequency is in fact strongly inﬂuenced by the cell architecture. this will be covered in more details
later
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a b
Figure 6.34: IMVS response of a ﬂat ﬁlm perovskite solar cells with SnO2electron transport
layer. The cell was prepared according to [61]. The active layer is made of a SnO2compact
layer (5-10nm coated with a (MA, FA,Cs)PbIxBr3–xlayer (∼ 200nm), a Spiro-MeOTADhole
transporting layer (∼ 200nm)
ignored, the IMVS spectra can be ﬁtted using a complex ﬁt to:
IMV S (ω)=Rf udge +
1
1
Reqrec
+ jωCdisp+
(
R∞ion + 1( jω)nQ⊥ion,dl
)−1 (6.73)
where
• Rrec is the equivalent recombination resistance, that includes the components from the
interfacial recombination and the bulk recombination (see equation 6.68)
• Qdl is the CPE equivalent of the double layer capacitance
• Rion is the ionic resistivity
• Cdisp is the displacement capacitance
• 0<n < 1 is the CPE factor of the double layer capacitance
• Rf udge is a purely instrumental factor used to correct the voltage offset on the output
stage of the preampliﬁer
In general, we found that under a matched illumination comparable to 400Wm−2 (40% of the
intensity of the nominal AM1.5G standard spectrum), the IMVS of ﬂat solar cells generally
ﬁtted extremely well to equation 6.73. The CPE of the double layer capacitance usually takes
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a value between 0.7 and 0.8. In Figure 6.35 we show the result of the IMVS ﬁt to equation
6.73 as a function of the bias voltage. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that a
voltage-dependent measurement is reported10.
a
≈
b
Ω
Ω
c
⊥ δ
d
Figure 6.35: (a) j (V ) of a typical mesoscopic solar cells, measured under a simulated AM1.5G
solar irradiance of 1000Wm−2, measured from Voc to Jsc (solid red) and from Jscto Voc(dashed
red). The solar cells parameters are: backward scan: Voc = 1.11V, Jsc = 21.2mAcm−2, FF= 76%,
η= 18.01%, forward scan: Voc = 1.11V, Jsc = 21.2mAcm−2, FF = 75%, η= 17.62%. (b) Incident
photon to current efﬁciency (IPCE) as a function of the wavelength. The integrated current
matched fairly well the one short circuit measured by voltage sweep. The IPCE value at 422nm
was used to calibrate the IMPS measurement (using ηlh = 0.95). (c) Series resistance (ETL,
HTL, substrate, wires), ionic resistance, recombination resistance and charge transfer as a
function of voltage, resulting from the ﬁt of the IMVS (and IMPS) spectra to the model in
ﬁgure 6.20. The recombination, ionic and CT resistance have been scaled with the device
area (Ωcm2). The series resistance has not (Ω). (d) Ionic double layer capacitance, dielectric
capacitance and (chemical capacitance) as a function of voltage, resulting from the same
IMVS ﬁt. All values have been scaled by the device area (Fcm−2).
10It is technically possible to reach different voltages by using various light levels and loading a high resistance to
the cell. While this approach has been used elsewhere, it affects the continuity equation in one more term (the
generation). Therefore it cannot be ensured that the change in the value of the circuit components is uncorrelated
to the light intensity
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6.7.2.1 General observations
First, we note on the relative magnitude of the different circuit elements. The recombination
rate and the ionic conductivity are usually of similar magnitude but do not have the same
voltage dependence. In the case of the cell featured in ﬁgure 6.35, there is a cross-over between
the two at around 950mV. The cross-over between the two resistances originates from a
change in the relative amplitude of the two IMVS arcs, as shown in ﬁgure 6.19 (a,d) and ﬁgure
6.18 (a,d). Practically, it means that at low voltages, the perturbation of light can take up to
seconds to equilibrate into a photovoltage (for the larger part), due to the charging of the
double layer capacitance. On the other hand, when Rrec dominates (when it is lower than
R∞ion), the larger portion of the photovoltage equilibrates in the tens of kilohertz range.
6.7.2.2 Electronic components
The IMVS ﬁt results notably in the determination of the bulk recombination resistance. In
the example shown in ﬁgure 6.35, the recombination resistance drops from 290 to 9 between
800mV and 1.05V, in a quasi perfect exponential fashion (165mV per decade). The recombi-
nation couples with the displacement capacitance in the high frequency region of the IMVS
spectra. The displacement capacitancewas remarkably constant throughout thewhole voltage
range. The value shown in ﬁgure 6.35d is normalized by the area, but in reality it should be
scaled with the sample volume. Using equation 6.48 and a thickness of 200nm, the real part of
the relative dielectric permittivity of (MA, FA,Cs)PbIxBr3–x is approximately εr ≈ 39. We also
note the small value of the electronic chemical capacitance that we placed in parallel to the
current source in the model of ﬁgure 6.20. However, the value that we derived from the ﬁt is
at least a factor two lower than the dielectric capacitance. Except for an additional 90° phase
shift at very high frequencies (that is anyway very faint in the case where RCT is small), this
element plays no role in the primary features of the IMVS spectra. At this stage, we cannot
exclude an artifact from the measurement setup or from the ﬁtting procedure.
To explain the behavior of the recombination resistance, we recall the proportionality between
the recombination resistance and the charge density.
Rrec = a
np
(6.74)
Where a is a constant. Expressing the concentration of carriers in terms of electrochemical
potentials, equation 6.74 rewrites
Rrec = a
n2i e
−
∼
μe−
∼
μh
kBT
(6.75)
By taking the base 10 logarithmic on both sides, we get:
logRrec = log
(
a
n2i
)
+ log(e) 1
kBT
(∼
μe −
∼
μh
)
(6.76)
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and therefore:
∂
(∼
μe −
∼
μh
)
∂ log(Rrec)
= kBT
log(e)
(6.77)
In the ideal scenario of bimolecular recombination, the voltage should increase by 56mV for
every decade of the recombination resistance. It is easy to show that in the case of mono-
molecular recombination, the voltage should increase by the double, i.e. 112mV per decade
of the recombination resistance. In practice, the slope that we observe is closer to 165mV per
decade, which implies that recombination is neither bimolecular nor even mono-molecular,
but it seems to be sub-mono-molecular. Comments on this value are for now out of the scope
of this work.
6.7.2.3 Chemical components
The double layer capacitance responsible for the slow time component of the cell is between
4 and 5 orders of magnitude larger than the displacement capacitance. The capacitance
takes values of tens of mFs, which is compatible with the values observed by Kim[185]. This
magnitude of this capacitance is incompatible with the relative permittivity of CH3NH3PbI3
and its origin must be chemical. This capacitive element echoes the large low-frequency
permittivity pointed out by Zarazua[247] and Juarez-Perez[248], simulated by Richardson [249]
and explained further by Yang[63] and Almond[250]. This high apparent dieletric constant is
nothing else than the result of the space-charge accumulation of ionic carriers at the interface
with both the hole transporting or the electron transporting layer. We note that the capacitance
is dictated by the lowest capacitance of the two interfaces and that at this stage we can give no
indication with respect to the limiting one.
It is worth reﬂecting on the value of the double layer capacitance: at open circuit voltage
under about 400Wm−2 irradiance, the capacitance reaches values to 2mFcm−2. Although it
sounds extremely high, this value is not untypical of double layer capacitances that can be
found is modern supercapacitors[259, 260] and close to the ones measured by Kim[185]. Using
C⊥ion =
√
CdispC
δ
ion , assuming that the double layer chemical capacitances at both interfaces
are equal and using the measured values for C⊥ion and Cdisp at 800mV, we ﬁnd that the bulk
chemical capacitance of CH3NH3PbI3 is equal to 6.7mFcm−3, which compares well to the
value found by Yang et al.[63] of 7.6mFcm−3.
6.7.2.4 Light intensity variation
Weobserved a strong voltage dependence of both the ionic resistance (decreasing with voltage)
and the double layer capacitance (increasing with voltage). Both vary with over one order of
magnitude on a 250mV span. This was similarly reported by Zarazua, who demonstrated the
light activation of the real part of the dielectric constant at low frequency[247]. In the case of
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perovskite solar cells, we already concluded that the measured capacitance belongs to the
ionic rail mostly, and that the electronic component couples only weakly to the it through the
chemical capacitance.
Figure 6.36 shows the variation of the IMVS ﬁt parameters as a function of voltage (in galvano-
static mode) for another high-efﬁciency ﬂat perovskite cell under two illumination conditions
(yielding 0.6mAcm−2 and 7.9mAcm−2 of generation current). Both recombination and ionic
resistance have dependence on the bias voltage and generation current, while the dielectric
capacitance is almost unchanged (the small contribution of the electron chemical capacitance
can hardly be seen here) and the ionic capacitance follows an upwards trend with voltage and
generation.
Ω
ε
ε
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⊥
Figure 6.36: (left) resistance and (right) capacitance as results of the ﬁt of the IMVS response
of a state of the art ﬂat perovskite solar cell with a SnO2electron transporting layer to equation
6.73. The cell was biased galvanostatically at different currents to scan over the j (V ) curve. The
light intensity was varied by applying neutral density ﬁlters in front of the cell. The generation
current was recorded for each point and the IMVS response corrected accordingly. Visual
references for a displacement capacitance value for a material with ε= 18 and ε= 30 are added
to the capacitance graph.
We also measured the IMVS response of a high-efﬁciency ﬂat perovskite solar cell as a function
of light bias by keeping the device under a zero current condition (open circuit voltage). Results
are shown in ﬁgure 6.37. We observe that the value of the ionic resistance and capacitance are
indeed dependent on the illumination intensity, and not uniquely on the bias voltage.
We can show that the decrease of ionic resistance is incompatible with the stoichiometric
polarization:
R∞ion =
L
A ·σion
(6.78)
Assuming that the total number of ionic carriers is constant and of constant mobility, but of
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Figure 6.37: (left) resistance and (right) capacitance as results of the ﬁt of the IMVS response
of a state of the art ﬂat perovskite solar cell with a SnO2 electron transporting layer to equation
6.73. The cell was kept at open circuit voltage for the whole measurement. Light intensity
was varied by applying neutral density ﬁlters in front of the cell. The generation current was
recorded for each point and the IMVS response corrected accordingly. The expected displace-
ment capacitance value for a material with ε = 18 and ε = 30 are added to the capacitance
graph.
non-uniform distribution:
R∞ion =
∫L
0
dx
A · zion ·nion(x) ·μion
= 1
A ·μion · zion
∫L
0
dx
nion(x)
(6.79)
The resistance is therefore limited by the depleted region in carriers, and should increase with
the biasing of the device, rather than decreasing it.
Similarly, we recall the value of the chemical capacitance for ionic charges distributed uni-
formly across the ﬁlm:
Cδion =
(ezion)2nion
kBT
A ·L (6.80)
In the case of non-uniform ion concentration, the chemical capacitance takes exactly the
same expression:
Cδion =
(ezion)2
kBT
A
∫L
0
nion(x)dx = (ezion)
2nion
kBT
A ·L (6.81)
The stoichiometric polarization cannot explain the trends in ionic resistance and double layer
ionic capacitance. Our results suggest that the ionic conductivity follows a similar correlation
as the recombination resistance, which is dependent on the electronic carrier density (it
decreases with light and bias). One hypothesis that could possibly explain the observed
behavior is an increase in the mobile ionic defect concentration: the conductivity would
decrease and the capacitance increase. One of the possible hypothesis would rely on the mass
action law between ionic and electronic carriers:
1
2
I2+VI· −−−− IIx +h· (6.82)
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Where an increase in hole concentration has a direct effect onto the concentration of iodide
vacancies. Indeed we have
K = nh·
aV ·I ·p
1
2
I2
(6.83)
Therefore we could express the chemical capacitance of the iodine vacancies using equation
6.33:
Cδion =
(qz)2
kBT
nh·
K p
1
2
I2
(6.84)
Which expresses the linearity relationship between the hole density and the vacancy con-
centration. Equation 6.84 can be rewritten in terms of the hole electrochemical potential:
Cδion =
(qz)2
kBT
1
K p
1
2
I2
Nve
Ev−∼μ∗h
kBT ∝ e
∼
μ
∗
h−Ev
kBT (6.85)
and the ionic resistance rewrites:
R∞ion =
1
σ∞ion
= 1
μnionz
∝ 1
nh
∝ e
∼
μ
∗
h−Ev
kBT (6.86)
Equations 6.86 and 6.85 establish the exponential dependence of the chemical capacitance
and resistance on the quasi-Fermi level of the holes. Voltage and illumination bias could,
based on those relations, affect the ionic component of the chemical capacitance and its
resistance, conditioned by the formation of a thermodynamic equilibrium with iodine gas
(equation 6.82). The equilibration must be fast (faster than the measurement time) and to
some extend reversible (measuring the cell at various potentials in various order does not
affect the outcome of the measurement). These conditions are unfortunately unlikely to
be satisﬁed. Similar defect chemistry equations might be more relevant with regards to the
interaction of ionic and electronic carriers, but this now falls out of the scope of the present
work.
6.7.3 Typical IMPS spectra
A typical IMPS spectra for a standard perovskite solar cell (mesoscopic or ﬂat) is shown in
ﬁgure 6.38. The real and imaginary part are typically rescaled such that the low frequency
intercept of the IMPS spectra with the real axis - acquired at 0V - matches the value of the
internal quantum efﬁciency of the cell. The rescaling allows the proper scaling of the transport
and recombination resistances such that expression 6.70 is respected.
Typically, the IMPS spectra features a large loop at very high frequency that reﬂects the
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discharging of the dielectric capacitor into the external circuit through the series resistance.
The exact magnitude and time constant of this arc were shown in ﬁgure 6.28 and 6.30. The
IMPS usually features a second arc at low frequencies, often small in magnitude, which
matches the relaxation of ionic carriers in the ionic rail. The magnitude of this arc depends on
the relative values of R∞ion and Rs (the lower Rs , the lower the magnitude of the semi-circle).
a b
Figure 6.38: (a) Nyquist plot of the IMPS response of a perovskite cell using a TiO2 mesoporous
electron extracting layer, measured at 800mV. In red, the raw data. In blue, the ﬁtted data to a
the equivalent circuit shown in ﬁgure 6.20. (b) Real and imaginary part (bottom) of the same
IMPS spectra with their respective ﬁt (dots). Top: residuals of the ﬁt.
6.7.4 IMPS spectra with complex charge transfer components
We have explained using numerical simulations the behavior of a complex charge transfer
impedance across the interface between the electron transporting layer and the hybrid per-
ovskite layer, or between the hole transporting layer and the hybrid perovskite layer. In ﬁgure
6.39 we show as an example the IMPS spectra of a ﬂat perovskite solar cell using a compact
TiO2underlayer which has been treated by LiTFSI. We observe a strong negative loop in the
tens of kilohertz range and another small capacitive effect in the kink right after the loop (cf.
the inset in ﬁgure 6.39). Those features are ﬁtted extremely well by RC elements in series with
the current source, as shown in the model of ﬁgure 6.20. Because the feature overlap with each
other, a ﬁtting is required to deconvolve the values of the components.
6.7.5 Thickness dependence
We assembled two perovskite devices with different thickness of the CH3NH3PbI3photo-
absorbing layer that caps the TiO2ﬁlm (∼ 100nm and ∼ 200nm) while keeping the same
thickness of the TiO2ﬁlm constant (∼ 100nm). We measured j (V ) characteristics and IPCE
spectra for both cells (ﬁgure 6.40), as well as the IMVS and IMPS response, which were both
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a b
Figure 6.39: (a) Nyquist plot of the IMPS response of a perovskite cell using a TiO2 ﬂat electron
extracting layer treated with LiTFSI, measured at 800mV. In red, the raw data. In blue, the
ﬁtted data to a the equivalent circuit shown in ﬁgure 6.20. The inset shows an enhanced view
of the negative loop portion of the spectrum. (b) Real and imaginary part (bottom) of the same
IMPS spectra with their respective ﬁt (dots). Top: residuals of the ﬁt.
numerically ﬁtted to the circuit in 6.20. For the frequency-resolved measurements, we made
sure that the same generation current is used in both cases.
a b
Figure 6.40: (a) j (V ) curve of two typical mesoscopic perovskite solar cells with different
thicknesses, measured under a simulated air mass 1.6 global spectrum of 1000Wm−2. (b)
IPCE response of the two same cells.
From the j (V ) curve, the thin cell was slightly less efﬁcient that the thick one (16.2% versus
17.6%), mostly owing to a lower photocurrent density (19.5mAcm−2 vs 21.2mAcm−2) and a
slightly lower open circuit voltage (1.09V vs 1.11V). The drop in photocurrent correlates well
with the difference in the spectral response of the cell, where the red response of the thin cell is
lower than the thick one, owing to a lack of absorption in this region of the solar spectrum. In
both cases, we did not observe any signiﬁcant j (V ) hysteresis when the devices were scanned
at 20mVs−1.
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The results from the ﬁtting of the IMVS and IMPS spectra are shown in Figure 6.41.
Ω
Ω
a
⊥ δ
⊥ δ
b
Figure 6.41: Results from the IMPS and IMVS ﬁts for two devices assembled using a reported
procedure[69]. (a) Series resistance (ETL, HTL, substrate, wires), ionic resistance, recombina-
tion resistance and charge transfer as a function of voltage, resulting from the ﬁt of the IMVS
(and IMPS) spectra to the model in ﬁgure 6.20. The recombination, ionic and CT resistance
have been scaled with the device area (Ωcm2). The series resistance has not (Ω). (b) Ionic
double layer capacitance, dielectric capacitance and (chemical capacitance) as a function
of voltage, resulting from the same IMVS ﬁt. All values have been scaled by the device area
(Fcm−2).
The following observations can be made:
• We observe a slight increase of the cell dielectric capacitance, by a factor 1.5. Recalling
the expression of the displacement capacitance
Cdisp = εr ε0
A
L
(6.87)
where L is the cell thickness, this increase in the dielectric capacitance is only logical.
• Recombination in the thin cell is signiﬁcantly faster than the thick cell. This explains the
increase in open circuit voltage, but we see no obvious reason why the recombination
should be thickness-dependent. The experiment should be repeated to conﬁrm this
hypothesis.
• The series resistance hasn’t changed. In both cases it is around 20Ω. This is not un-
expected since the series resistance is given by the high frequency IMPS arc, which is
nothing else than the dielectric capacitance discharging through the HTL and HTM
layers.
• As for the surprising part, we observed completely different behavior of the ionic re-
sistance and capacitance. We observe almost no ionic polarization at high voltage in
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the thin device, owing to its large resistance. On the contrary, for the thick device, the
variation of the ionic resistance with voltage is signiﬁcantly more pronounced. At this
stage we can only make a hypothesis: with a thinner crystalline capping layer, the ions
have to transport through relatively more grain boundaries in the thin device that they
do in the thick device. Provided that the grain boundaries have a higher impedance
for ion transport, this could explain our observations. Different experiments should
be performed to obtain a better idea of this behavior. The corresponding double layer
capacitance at high voltage cannot be precisely estimated, because of the lack of low
frequency feature at this potential (R∞ion 
Rrec ).
• If the double layer capacitance followed the continuum model: C⊥ion =
√
CdispC
δ
ion ,
there would be no thickness dependence (Cdisp ∝ 1/L and Cδion ∝ L). We see a slight
decrease of the capacitance for the thinner cell, but it remains within the acceptable
limits of the ﬁtting model.
6.7.6 The p-type dopant in Spiro-MeOTAD
Traditionally, the HTM preparation involves the addition of a chemical dopant to increase
the charge carrier density of the hole transporting layer. Doping of HTM is thought to be
a key element in reaching low series resistance, by increasing the conductivity of the hole
transporter:
σHTM =neμue+nhμhe ≈nhμhe (6.88)
In a hole transporter, the term that relates to the holes leads the overall conductivity: in such
p-type organic materials, holes usually have a higher mobility than electrons. Doping can
also affect the mobility, such that the proportionality between conductivity and charge carrier
concentration is not necessarily respected. The redox potential of a p-dopant should be more
positive (a larger electron afﬁnity) than the HTM, to allow electrons in the HOMO level of the
HTM to be transfered to the dopant. The oxidation leaves behind a hole that participates in the
conduction of charges in the HTM layer. However, other properties are also relevant, such as
solubility properties: the solvent used to dissolve the dopant must have orthogonal solubility
with the perovskite and miscibility with the solvent used to process the HTM (chlorobenzene,
toluene, ...). In addition, weak absorption coefﬁcients and chemical stability towards air, water
and all the components of the solar cell are required. The most common dopant used in
solid state dye sensitized solar cells and perovskite solar cells is FK209 (tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-
1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)cobalt(III) tri[bis(triﬂuoromethane)sulfonimide]). It is a Co3+ salt
that reduces to the 2+ state in contact with Spiro-MeOTAD[131]. Other p-dopants, such as
the copper-based bis(2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)copper(I/II) ([Cu(dmp)2]1+/2+), have
also been reported.
We have studied the inﬂuence of the dopant in terms of j (V ) sweep, IMVS and IMPS response.
It was expected that, owing to the higher carrier density in the HTM layer, we should observe a
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Figure 6.42: (a) Chemical structure of FK209. (b) Chemical structure of [Cu(dmp)2]TFSI2
lower resistance (Rhtm ∝ 1/σhtm) from the high frequency IMPS spectrum. In fact, in terms
of j (V ) characteristics, including the power conversion efﬁciency, we found no signiﬁcant
difference whether any dopant was used at all, let alone any differences between FK209 and
[Cu(dmp)2]1+/2+. The series resistances of the cells were extracted from the slope of the j (V )
curve (measured at 1000Wm−2) around Voc. In all three cases, they were between 4 and 5
ohms.
a
Figure 6.43: j (V ) curve of the perovskite devices assembled using a reported procedure[100]
with the following dopants in the HTM preparation: (red): dopant-free. Solar cell characteris-
tics: Voc = 1.12V, Jsc = 21.9mAcm−2, FF= 0.74, PCE= 18.18%. (blue): [Cu(dmp)2]1+/2+. Solar
cell characteristics: Voc = 1.13V, Jsc = 21.8mAcm−2, FF= 0.74, PCE= 18.29%. (green): FK209.
Solar cell characteristics: Voc = 1.13V, Jsc = 21.6mAcm−2, FF= 0.72, PCE= 17.96%
In addition to the lack of change of resistivity from the j (V ), we did not detect any signiﬁcant
improvement in the HTL resistance measured from the IMPS spectra (ﬁgure 6.44a). In fact
we observe quite the contrary. The series resistance is the dopant-free was slightly lower, by a
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Figure 6.44: (a) Equivalent series resistance, (b) Equivalent recombination resistance, (c)
Charge transfer resistance, (d) Ionic resistance, (e) Double layer capacitance on the ionic
rail and displacement capacitance and (f) Electronic chemical capacitance, as a function of
voltage for a typical mesoscopic solar cells containing with standard HTM preparation using
(red) no dopant, (blue) Cu dopant and (green) Co dopant
few ohms. This can be related to an increase of the electron scattering in the hole transporter.
The resistance measured from the high frequency IMPS semi-circle is the sum of the HTL, ETL
and sheet resistance of the two electrodes. Therefore, the series resistance can very well be
dominated by the ETL or the substrate resistance, especially in view of the low resistance we
measured (maximum 20Ω). Alternatively, under high injection conditions, the doping level
might create less carriers than the ones that are photo-generated, in which case there would be
no change in the conductivity (this is unlikely to occur as we did not observe signiﬁcant series
resistance from dark j (V ) measurements). Also, the photo-doping of Spiro-MeOTADaided by
the presence of LiTFSI could be sufﬁcient to increase the HTM conductivity (see section 1.5.4)
such that no additional effect from the dopant is seen.
In addition, the value of the transport resistance is not dominating the collection efﬁciency of
the cell. Indeed, with the values of the HTL and ETL resistance that we measured, collection
efﬁciencies signiﬁcantly higher than the ones we measured should be obtained: the IPCE in
the blue region (422nm) does not exceed 85%. Accounting for the 5% from light reﬂection,
there’s still around 10% of photo-generated charges that are lost somewhere between the
generation and their collection. We know that the HTL and ETL collection rate can not justify
this drop (the recombination resistance is greater than the series resistance by over 2 orders
of magnitude, which would mean a collection efﬁciency above 99%). The remainder of the
losses must occur somewhere between inefﬁcient generation, signiﬁcant electron or hole
transport resistance in the perovskite layer or charge transfer hindrance at this interface. In
our modeled, they are all bundled in the charge transfer resistance.
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6.7.7 The inﬂuence of the LiTFSI additive in Spiro-MeOTAD
We also assembled PSCs that did not contain the LiTFSI additive usually present in the HTM
preparation. In typical PSC recipes, 50mol% of with respect to the HTM is added. The effect
of LiTFSI in perovskite solar cells is still unclear. It has been shown that it participates in
the photo-oxidation of Spiro-MeOTAD(see section 1.5.4) and that it intercalates well in TiO2,
shifting the conduction band downwards. Also, as Li+ is an extremely mobile ion that can
potentially screen the electric ﬁeld and accumulate at interfaces, it could be argued that they
are responsible for the slow response of perovskite cells. We assembled devices without LiTFSI,
with 20% of the usual lithium concentration (10mol% vs Spiro-MeOTAD) and standard devices
(50mol% vs Spiro-MeOTAD). The j (V ) of the resulting device is shown in ﬁgure 6.45. Using
pristine Spiro-MeOTADas the HTM layer, we note the high series resistance of the cell. The
short circuit current is also negatively affected by the absence of the additives, as is shown
both in the j (V ) curve and in the integrated IPCE response.
a
Figure 6.45: j (V ) curve of the perovskite devices assembled using a reported procedure[100]
using various concentrations of LiTFSI inside the HTM preparation. (blue) 0mol%, (red)
10mol% and (green) 50mol% versus Spiro-MeOTAD.
We measured the IMVS and IMPS response for the three cells and show the results of the ﬁt
in ﬁgure 6.46. In absence of lithium and dopant, we found that the device series resistance
became prohibitively high (around 100Ω). This is reﬂected in both the j (V ) curve of the
device and in the IMPS response (ﬁgure 6.47), where the high frequency semi-circle shifts
to higher frequencies as the amount of LiTFSI is increased, corresponding to a lower resistance.
However, the increased series resistance in itself does not explain the low photocurrent of the
device. We also detected a very signiﬁcant charge transfer resistance, which does not manifest
itself clearly in the IMPS spectra, but which has to be accounted for such that the IPCE of the
cell matches with the DC value of the IMPS.
Overall, we found that recombination was unaffected by the presence of lithium. This explains
that in all three cases a fair open circuit voltage was reached (> 1V). Finally, we did not observe
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Figure 6.46: (a) Equivalent series resistance, (b) Equivalent recombination, (c) Charge transfer
resistance and (d) Ionic resistance, (e) Double layer capacitance on the ionic rail and dis-
placement capacitance and (f) Electronic chemical capacitance as a function of voltage for a
mesoscopic solar cells containing various amounts of LiTFSI: (blue) 0mol%, (red) 10mol%
and (green) 50mol% versus Spiro-MeOTAD.
Figure 6.47: Imaginary component of the IMPS spectra of a perovskite devices assembled
using a reported procedure[100] using various concentrations of LiTFSI inside the HTM
preparation. (blue) 0mol%, (red) 10mol% and (green) 50mol% versus Spiro-MeOTAD.
any signiﬁcant change in the ionic conductivity. This conﬁrms our hypothesis that the ionic
conduction channel does not originate from Li+ but that it is indeed a feature of the perovskite
layer itself.
6.8 Conclusion and outlook
In this chapter, we have presented the relevant equations that describe the behavior of elec-
trically charged species inside a semiconductor. Notably, we have discussed their drift and
diffusion, generation and recombination. When necessary, we have recast the equations such
that they can be expressed as a function of electrochemical potentials. We show that the
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equivalent circuit introduced by Jamnik can be extended to account for two electronic rails
out of equilibrium. Based on the extended equivalent circuit, we re-introduce the intensity
modulated photovoltage and photocurrent spectroscopy, methods that are heavily used to
characterize 3rd generation solar cells. We performed a signiﬁcant number of simulations of
the two technique to allow us to qualitatively understand the experimental results. We then
implemented a procedure that performs Levenberg-Marquart non-linear least square ﬁtting
using numerical simulations in the ﬁtting iterations, such that values of various essential
components, such as recombination and transport, can be calculated. We show that IMVS
and IMPS spectra of perovskite solar cells can be very accurately described with only a few
components in the equivalent circuit, and that the ﬁts can be performed with little or no
degrees of freedom. We also report on the fabrication of an electronic pre-ampliﬁer that
allows the measurement of IMVS and IMPS under potentiostatic and galvanostatic bias. This
instrument allowed us to measure both spectra at the same working point. As a result, we
performed complex ﬁtting of both IMVS and IMPS together, using the same ﬁtting parameters.
We showed that even in this case, the resulting ﬁts are exceptionally good. Finally, we demon-
strate the usefulness of these techniques by studying a few practical cases.
However, this work is extremely far from being over. It fact, it opens a lot of perspectives for
future work. Here are a few key points and ideas for future development:
• Based on the calculated values of the recombination resistance, series resistance, ionic
resistance and all their associated capacitance, we should be able to reconstruct dynam-
ically a j (V ) curve.
• In our reduction of the full equivalent circuit with a transmission line to a circuit with 5
or 6 elements, we assumed that all resistors and capacitors along the transmission line
have the same values. Under a steady-state bias, electronic and ionic carriers polarize
across the device to oppose the electric ﬁeld. This leads to a spatial distribution of
conductivities and capacitances, which we did not account for. These effect can be
corrected for iteratively solving the steady-state circuit and adapting the resistances
according to the new carrier concentrations. The AC characteristics of the circuit could
be simulated from the steady-state polarized model.
• Temperature-dependent measurements should be performed. We have performed such
experiments in the past but were reluctant to report them here because they need some
further interpretation.
• Systematic variations of the system under study could help us understand better the
role of the charge transfer impedance and the type of recombination that occurs in
perovskite solar cells.
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7 Recycling of perovskite solar cells
This chapter is an adaptation of a published article in a peer-reviewed journal[261]. It discusses
a proof of concept for hybrid perovskite solar cells recycling and more generally the end of life of
photovoltaic devices. It is partly based on a published article in a peer-reviewed journal. This
work was done as an equal collaboration with Jeannette Kadro. All results were acquired together.
We wish to thank Stéphane Thonney and Dr. Christophe Roussel for XRF measurements, Dr.
Kurt Schenk for support of the XRD and Dr. Dongqin Bi and Dr. Fabrizio Giordano for providing
some of the solar cells analysed in ESI-QTOF mass spectrometry.
7.1 Motivation
Perovskite solar cells based on CH3NH3PbI3and related materials have reached impressive
efﬁciencies that, on a lab scale, can compete with established solar cell technologies, at
least in short-term observations. Despite frequently voiced concerns about the solubility of
the lead salts that make up the absorber material, several life cycle analyses have come to
overall positive conclusions regarding environmental impact of perovskite solar cells (PSC)
production. Their particularly short energy payback time (EBPT) in comparison to other
established PV technologies makes them truly competitive. Several studies have identiﬁed
valuable components such as FTO, gold andhigh temperature processes as themost signiﬁcant
contributors to the environmental impact of PSCs. Considering these ﬁndings, we have
developed a rapid dismantling process allowing recovery of all major components, saving
both raw materials, energy and production time in the fabrication of recycled PSCs. We
demonstrate that the performance of PSC fabricated from recycled substrates can compete
with that of devices fabricated from virgin materials.
7.2 Introduction
Despite unprecedented increases of reported energy conversion efﬁciencies for any type of
novel solar energy harvesting technology, perovskite photovoltaic still comes with signiﬁcant
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challenges that require urgent addressing.[33] The tight regulation of hazardous substances in
consumer products is one of them. The European Union is implementing policies phasing out
hazardous substances - including lead - in consumer electronics, due to concerns of their long
term exposure effects on humans and environment. Even so, stationary photovoltaic installa-
tions have been exempted from those regulations[262]. As a consequence, PSC solar farms
or rooftop installation should be exempted from compliance with the RoHS. The challenges
towards the realization of perovskite solar farms remain therefore mostly technical: long-term
stability, encapsulation, fabrication of large-area modules and end-of-life processing.
7.2.1 The end-of-life of solar panels
Since the years 1990s, in the European Union, the cumulative photovoltaic installed capacity
has jumped from a mere 2.3GW to over 52GW in 2016. Along with the strong increase of the
installed capacity, a sharp increase of the quantity of photovoltaic waste is expected to occur
as the ﬁrst installations reach their end of life, somewhere after 20 to 30 years of operation. In
2016, only 0.6% of the total worldwide electronic waste was generated by photovoltaic waste
(250 000 tons), but it is expected that those numbers will take new dimensions in the near
future, with an estimate of a cumulated 60 to 80 million tons of waste by 2050[263]. In view of
the expected problems that PV and more general electronic equipment waste will generate
in the future, the European Commission has decided to act in 2003 already by introducing
the directive on Waste of Electronic and Electrical Equipment (WEEE). For the ﬁrst time, in
2014, the revised WEEE regulation includes photovoltaic installations[264]. Herein, we look
more closely at the regulatory frameworks in place in the EU that regulate the waste streams
of photovoltaic installations.
7.2.2 PV panel composition
While various PV technologies are under development in various research stages, the PV
market is dominated mostly by the classical crystalline or multicrystalline silicon wafer-based
technologies and by cadmium telluride thin ﬁlm technologies. Both technologies contain
hazardous substances in varying amounts. In particular, lead is present in the solder and
back-electrode of silicon technologies, while cadmium, a known carcinogenic, is present in
signiﬁcant quantities in CdTe panels. While such hazardous materials are scientiﬁcally hardly
avoidable in the making of the solar cell, they may affect the shipment, treatment, recovery
and recycling of the ﬁnal product. While it is beyond the scope of this report to decide on the
hazardousness of photovoltaic waste, we point out several EU regulations and directives that
are relevant in this matter.
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7.2.3 Regulatory framework
The European Union has multiple regulatory documents that sets guidelines in the handling
of waste streams, covering the disposal, treatment, recycling, shipment, recovery, ... In Table
7.1 we listed the main directives from the European Commission that cover one or multiple of
those topics.
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7.2.4 The Waste of Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive
In the turn of the 21th century, it became clear that dealing with electronic and electrical waste
would become problematic under the general regulatory framework of waste management
in the EU. In an effort to address the growing problem, the Waste of Electronic and Electrical
Equipment (WEEE) regulation (Directive 2002/96/EC) was enforced in the European Union.
While attempting to regulate the various WEEE waste streams, it quickly turned out to be
insufﬁcient in view of the diversiﬁcation and increasing volume of the waste. Under the
impulse of the European Commission, the Directive was reviewed (2012/19/EU) 2 and, for
the ﬁrst time, regulated the end-of-life of PV panels. The revision entered into force on
August 13th, 2012 and Member States had till February 14th, 2014 to transpose into law.
Today, all Member States have transposed the WEEE Directive into national law (albeit with
signiﬁcant differences). As a result, the EU is the only jurisdiction regulating the end-of-life
of photovoltaic devices. The revised WEEE Directive introduced the concept of extended-
producer-responsibility principle and puts recycling and re-use as a core principle. The
Directive shifts many responsibilities for recycling and recovery to the producer (which is
deﬁned in the sense of Article 2 of the Directive). Such responsibilities include the ﬁnancing of
the collection, recovery, recycling and preparing for re-use of the electronic waste. Producers
need to report periodically on the quantity of panels taken back, sent for treatment and sent
for recycling. The WEEE Directive requires statewide reporting regulations but some Member
States like France go further by requiring reporting of the output stream from the recycling
facilities. Last, PV producers have the duty to inform the various buyers that the generated
waste should be eliminates through speciﬁc channels and not through household waste,
that take-back is free-of-charge and of the various procedures to follow when discarding the
waste. Producers are also required to provide the collection, recycling and preparing for re-use
facilities with dismantling information regarding the procedures or the risks speciﬁc to their
product
7.2.5 Financing
Under the WEEE directive, end-of-life PV panels may be classiﬁed as "WEEE from private
households” or "WEEE from other users than private households”, which are treated differently
in the WEEE Directive with respect to the ﬁnancing of the collection, recycling and disposal
of PV waste. Unfortunately, the Directive is vague on what classiﬁes a "WEEE from private
household”. Article 3 of theDirective states that "’WEEE fromprivate households’meansWEEE
which comes from private households [. . . ]” and has been interpreted differently by various
Member States of the European Union. While France considers rooftop installations as "WEEE
from private households” no matter the size of the PV array, the UK classiﬁes them as "WEEE
from other users than private households”1. When the photovoltaic module is considered a
household item, the sales transaction is classiﬁed as Business to Customer (B2C) and in this
case, the ﬁnancing is the exclusive responsibility of the producer. WEEE from installations
dating prior than August 2005 are labeled "historical” and under the WEEE Directive, the
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ﬁnancing of the recycling is to be borne by each producer coexisting on the market at the time
of the recycling, proportionally to their market share. Because practically all major actors on
the PV market were founded when the People’s Republic of China decided in 2008 to grant
massive credit loans at extremely low rates for the installation of new PV production facilities,
those entities will have to bear the recycling and recovery costs of products which were not
theirs in the ﬁrst place, according to their market share within the EU. This ensures that
historical waste is covered for, no matter if the actors on the market ﬁle for bankruptcy in the
meantime or not. Such costs however can weaken an already vacillating market where energy
prices are at an all-time low and PV companies are struggling to make proﬁt. For more recent
installations, producers are required to offer guarantees upon placing their product on the
market that the costs of recycling are covered, through recycling insurances, blocked accounts
or through a "participation by the producer in appropriate schemes for the ﬁnancing of the
management of WEEE”. Producers are free to pay the recycling costs upfront (Pay As You Put,
or PAYP) or to join collective compliance schemes. For example, in Germany, the law requires
a 2 level ﬁnancing to ensure that the end-of-life products will be covered for1. In the Level
1 ﬁnancing scheme, current actors in the PV ﬁeld cover the immediate costs of dismantling
(Pay As You Go, PAYG), collection and recycling that occur for products included in the WEEE
Directive but put on the market before its enactment. The producer bears the costs of the Level
1 scheme according to his market share, whether he decides to do it individually or through a
collective scheme. This ensures that the total volume of WEEE PV waste is accounted for by
the producers, following the WEEE Directive. The Level 2 ﬁnancing ensures that there will be
sufﬁcient funding for recycling products put on the market on the day-to-day basis through
securities. Normally, the Level 2 scheme is an extension of the Level 1, where each actor pay
according to their market share when costs occur, but in addition have to pay premiums to
a last-man-standing insurance that covers all costs in case all actors from the market were
to disappear. The common fund pays for each cost of dismantling and is irrespective of
which producer created them (it is the joint-and-several liability scheme, where producers
accept to jointly bear the liability for the waste treatment of the products belonging to the
category). For business to business (B2B) transactions, per Article 13 §2 of the WEEE Directive,
the regulatory framework allows contractual terms to be established between parties which,
in practice, is the most commonly adopted practice because it allows greater ﬂexibility and
cost-efﬁciency in the handling of the end-of-life of PV farms. The WEEE Directive prescribes
that the costs are covered for, no matter who ﬁnances them. When no contract concerning the
end-of-life is established and when the products were installed after August 2005, the same
rule as the households products applies, i.e. the producers pays for recovery and recycling. If
the installation dates from prior August 2005, and the product is replaced by another one with
similar function (e.g. replacing a degraded panel in a solar farm), each EU Member States can
regulate the ﬁnancing differently. State laws could oblige the user and producer to share the
ﬁnancing of the decommissioning, or that either party covers it entirely. When old installations
are not replaced (e.g. ﬁnal decommissioning of a solar farm), the user party will bear the costs
of recycling and is required to establish the necessary securities beforehand.
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7.2.6 Collection the PV panels waste
Per article 5 of the WEEE Directive, the EU Member States shall ensure that, similarly to other
electronic equipment waste, solar panels be collected separately from the household waste.
The directive separates clearly the cases where private households or any other entity owns the
installation. In this case, free-of-charge take-back of the installation needs to be ensured upon
its end of life (which does not include dismantling costs), and the ﬁnancing of the collection,
treatment, recovery and "environmentally sound disposal” is to be handled by the producer.
While the Directive does not specify individual collection rates for each branch of electronic
waste, Article 7 §6 of the WEEE Directive urges the European Commission to report on speciﬁc
deadlines and collection rates for PV panels by August 2015. No such reports have however
been submitted and therefore the collection rate deﬁned in Article 7 §1-2 apply, i.e. a collection
of 45% (from 2016) and 65% (from 2019) per EEE weight basis averaged in the last three years,
or 85% of the total EEE waste. In a growing market like the photovoltaic one, the 65% rule
makes no sense because the average installed capacity in the last three years exceeds greatly
the weight of solar panels that need to be recycled owing to their extended lifetime. Hence, in
this case, the 85% rule of the total PV EEE waste would apply.
7.2.7 Waste treatment, recovery and recycling
Per article 8 §3 of the WEEE Directive, producers or third parties mandated by the producers
are required to "set up systems to provide for the recovery of WEEE using best available
techniques”. AlthoughAnnex VII lists aminimumof treatments for speciﬁcwaste, no particular
one apply to PV panels. Per article 8 §4, the EU Commission can amend the Annex VII, but so
far, has not done so for photovoltaic panels. The WEEE Directive supplements another waste
Directive from the European Commission, the 2008/98/EC[266] that deﬁnes more speciﬁcally
the treatment and recovery standards applicable to PV panels. Individual countries are allowed
to implement more speciﬁc regulation. The recovery processes covers the dismantling of
the panel into its constituents (e.g. the encapsulating glass, the rubber seals, the wiring, the
EVA sheets and the photo-active material) in the sense of the article 3 of the waste Directive.
Recycling of the panels, i.e. the reprocessing of the materials into new useful products, is
treated separately. For PV panels, during the 3-year transition period extending till August
15th, 2018, 80% of PV panels are required to be recovered, and 70% prepared for re-use and
recycled. After the transition period, 85% of them will have to be recovered, and 80% prepared
for re-use or recycled. Recovery and recycling targets as laid out in Article 11 describe the
weight percentage of waste entering the recovery and recycling chain relative to the total
amount of collected waste for that category, but not with regards to the ﬁnal quantity of
materials resulting from recovery, preparing for re-use and recycling. In other words, in the
sense of the WEEE directive, neither the quantity of recycled material nor the qualities of
the output products are regulated. While this might change in future WEEE Directives (a
technical draft on reporting is in preparation[269], most countries already require reporting
of targets with regards to the outcome of the recycling facilities. While the Directive clearly
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aims at "reducing overall impacts of resource use and improving the efﬁciency of such use in
accordance”, there are no qualitative targets with regards to the value of the recycled product.
For example, silicon wafers used in PV panels can be recovered and recycled into backﬁll for
road constructions, which would be a signiﬁcant loss of value in regards to its recycling into
new PV arrays. However, per Article 8 paragraph 5 of the WEEE Directive, the EU commission
has mandated standardization agencies to deﬁne standards that "shall reﬂect the state of the
art” with regards to the treatment, recovery, recycling and preparing for re-use of electronic
waste, including solar panels. The technical speciﬁcation for PV panel recycling is under
development and is to be made public by the end of 2016 by the European Committee for
Electrotechnical Standardization CLC/TX.
7.2.8 Waste shipment
Export of EEE waste is permitted by article 10 of the Directive 2012/19/EU, provided it does
not violate the Commission Regulation 1418/2007[270] and Regulation 1013/2006[265] on the
shipment of waste. However, it is clear that the Article 36 of the shipment of hazardous waste
to non-OECD decision countries (on the transboundary movements of waste) in accordance
to the Basel Convention. The Directive lists clearly under Annex V lead in the solder and
back-electrode of silicon panels (A1010 and A1020) and cadmium constituting CdTe solar
cells and as part of CIGS solar cells (A1020) of the aforementioned regulation. In other words,
exporting silicon, CdTe or CIGS solar panels to non-OECD decision countries, including China,
should forbidden in the sense of this article. The export of solar cell waste to OECD countries
where the decision applies remains possible if in compliance with the shipment of waste
regulation.
7.2.9 Waste disposal
The EU being the ﬁrst entity worldwide to label PV panel waste as WEEE, there remains a de-
bate whether the waste should be considered hazardous or not. The EU Directive 2012/19/EU
applies without prejudice to the Directive 2008/98/EC on the regulation of waste[271]. How-
ever, PV panels clearly fall within the deﬁnition of electronic and electrical equipment: "’elec-
trical and electronic equipment’ or ’EEE’ means equipment which is dependent on electric
currents or electromagnetic ﬁelds in order to work properly and equipment for the generation,
transfer and measurement of such currents and ﬁelds and designed for use with a voltage
rating not exceeding 1 000 volts for alternating current and 1’500 volts for direct current.” For
solar cells that contain portions of lead in the solder or the back-electrode or cadmium as
a constituent (CdTe) or as a window (CdS in CIGS solar cells), the handling and elimination
of PV waste is regulated by the Directive 2008/98/EC of the European Union, which deﬁnes
with the following: "’hazardous waste’ means waste which displays one or more of the haz-
ardous properties listed in Annex III”, where Annex III of the aforementioned Directive lists
adverse effects on health such as carcinogenic” and "toxic”, which includes Cd in CdTe and
Pb in lead solder in the sense of Annex VI of the Directive 67/548/EEC of 27 June 1967 that
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lists the criterion for the "hazardous” label in case of mixed products and involve a list of
medical tests that are out of the scope of this outlook. The quantity thresholds for a mixed
product that contains hazardous impurities or additives above which the product is called
"hazardous” are set in the 1999/45/CE Directive[267] (the hazardous compound Directive) in
the Article 3, where thresholds of 0.1% by weight of carcinogenic or toxic with respect to the
total weight are deﬁned. The leachate test mentioned in the Directive 2008/98/EC (the waste
directive) is often mentioned as the "main” criterion for the hazardous waste classiﬁcation of
PV waste, but the Annex III of the waste directive clearly states that hazardous also applies
to the intrinsic risks posed by the material itself and not just its leachate. Together with the
waste Directive 2008/98/EC, the List of Waste (LOW) deﬁned in Decision 2000/532/CE[268]
lists all waste codes with distinction between hazardous and non-hazardous wastes. Based
on the list, relevant waste numbers for CdTe or a-Si devices could be 16 02 13 (discarded
equipment containing hazardous substances) or 17 07 02 (Mixed construction and demoli-
tion waste or separated fractions containing dangerous substances). Under those codes, the
Basel convention would therefore forbid the export of PV panel wastes to non OECD-decision
countries.
7.2.10 Valuable device components of perovskite solar cells
The highest efﬁciencies for PSCs today are achieved with multi-layer devices comprised of
a number of highly valuable components, such as gold, ﬂuorine doped tin oxide (FTO) and
mesoporous TiO2.[69] Their production not only contributes to the deprivation of important
elements, but also is responsible for severe environmental impacts at the exploitation sites. In
addition, gold value is subjected to strong price ﬂuctuations due to market speculation and
not directly tied to production volumes or scarcity factors.
Recently published studies have come to varying conclusions regarding the environmental
impact of the production and disposal of PSCs.[272, 273, 274, 275] Some indicate that solvents
(including chlorobenzene, diethyl ether, dimethyl sulfoxide and N,N-dimethylformamide)
and the synthesis of CH3NH3Iare among the main concerns.[275] Others argue that the overall
impact is dominated by the gold and the transparent conductive oxide, used as the back
and front contact, respectively.[274] It is, however, of common consensus that the lead con-
tent in the perovskite layer is not the main issue in terms of environmental impact of PSC
production.[274, 275, 69, 276] Pb2+, in the form of the perovskite APbX3, content in the opera-
tional device can vary based on the device architecture but based on today’s most efﬁcient
cells with perovskite layers of around 300− 400nm thickness would amount to less than
1000mgm−2. Recently published estimates on the potential of environmental pollution from
damaged PSC panels have shown that the direct impact of lead leaking from damaged panels
would be modest compared to potential damages from other anthropogenic lead sources,
such as use of lead paint or lead smelting for car batteries.[277, 278] Calculations based on lab
scale device efﬁciencies have shown that potential lead pollution from leaking PSCs would still
be low compared to the amounts of lead released from to other energy conversion methods.
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For example, lead emissions from a 1GW coal-power plants vary considerably based on lead
content and quality of the coal burned but commonly range from 0.1t to 1t per year, and
usually are not sequestered.[279] Hailegnaw et al. have estimated that a 1GW solar ﬁeld of
PSCs would contain up to 30 t of Pb.[278] If lead contained in PSC solar panels is retrieved and
recycled safely, PSC solar farms would allow a reduction of direct lead emissions. Certainly,
measures to prevent large amounts of lead from damaged panels, for example as consequence
of natural disasters such as earthquakes, ﬂoodings or wildﬁres, should still be considered and
installations of large numbers of PSC panels in areas prone to such natural disasters or within
the vicinity of important groundwater reserves might require special regulations. Aside from
reliable encapsulation, development for safe recovery processes of the slightly water soluble
lead salts (Ksp = 10−8 for PbI2 as opposed to 10−27 for CdTe[280]) from PSC modules together
with successful implementation of take-back-systems, such as already in place for CdTe solar
panels, will be key to successfully bringing perovskite PV to the market.[281]
Substitution of lead by tin in organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites has been realized[34, 282, 8]
and solar cells with power conversion efﬁciencies exceeding 6% have been reported,[283]
but several studies have come to the conclusion that tin substitution is not advisable for
numerous reasons. Leaving aside lower attained conversion efﬁciencies and the inherent
instability of its 2+ oxidation state in air, organic tin compounds have also been found to be
more environmentally harmful than their lead analogues.[272, 283] Tin based perovskite solar
cells have been found to score higher in all environmental impact categories investigated as
compared to their lead analogues in a recent study presenting an LCA including end-of-life
scenarios of incineration or landﬁlls, and thus will not be considered in this study.[272] Tin is a
strategically highly critical metal as it is indispensable in a very broad range of applications in
technology today, particularly in solders, alloys and coatings and it is used in sizable quantities
as ﬂuorine-doped tin oxide in PSCs. A small number of countries including China, Indonesia
and Peru control more than 4/5 of the global production with no signiﬁcant exploitation sites
in Western Europe and North America.[284] Due to limited technological substitutability of
tin, strongly geographically concentrated supply and risks associated to political instabilities
in its main production countries and growing global tin demand, the metal has been assigned
with a high material security index in a recent report.[285] Tin has recently been added to the
European Commision’s report on critical materials.[286]
So far, published LCAs conﬁrm lead-based PSCs as environmentally friendly alternative to
other PV technologies, particularly emphasizing their short energy payback times (EPBT)
calculated based on lab-scale device efﬁciencies.[274] Based on such considerations, we
developed a rapid and highly selective process allowing full recycling and/or recovery of the
most precious components of a standard PSC device. We demonstrate that PSC devices can
be easily dismantled in reverse order of fabrication and that materials can be extracted with
high purity for direct reuse or further recycling. The process we introduce eliminates energy
intensive processing steps such as sintering of the TiO2 in the fabrication of recycled devices,
signiﬁcantly reducing both fabrication time and energy input. Furthermore, sequestration
of the lead salts contained in devices is achieved with a remarkable degree of segregation.
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Chlorobenzene Ethanol DMF
Figure 7.1: Schematic process outline: fully assembled PSCs are immersed into chlorobenzene,
after complete dissolution of the HTM and cathode removal, EtOH is used to dissolve MAI,
and small amounts of DMF are used to completely remove PbI2.
Most importantly, we demonstrate that our high efﬁciency PSCs can be recycled at least
twice without signiﬁcant losses in performance. Recovery and reuse of the FTO-coated
glass substrates with mesoporous TiO2 is desirable. Calculations based on devices of similar
architecture as we use in this study the FTO substrate alone has been shown to contribute 40%
to the overall carbon footprint of all materials embedded and its manufacturing consumes
36% of all primary energy of embedded materials.[274] In addition, the prolonged, high
temperature associated to the TiO2 layers have been shown to contribute signiﬁcantly to
both carbon footprint and primary energy consumption of PSC fabrication.[287] Using a
simple process, we show that FTO glass can be reused with little losses in performance. Gold
being a scarce but technologically and economically highly valuable metal makes its recovery
and recycling from used appliances particularly desirable. Its production and reﬁning can
have signiﬁcant environmental impacts at exploitation and reﬁning sites. Among normalized
cradle-to-gate contributions of production of important metals, gold ranges second behind
rhodium in terms of release of greenhouse gas emissions and toxic substances[288, 289]
Aside from mitigating severe detrimental effects at the exploitation sites on eutrophication,
acidiﬁcation and land use, employing recycled gold can save up to 98% in energy required as
opposed to use of newly mined material.[288, 290] Gong et al. have shown in their recently
published LCA that extraction, reﬁning and processing of the gold alone contributes up to 53%
to the overall carbon footprint of all embedded materials.[274] During the review process of
this publication, a paper describing a similar process to the one we are introducing here has
been published using solar cells without mesoscopic layers.[291] We ﬁnd it highly encouraging
to see that sustainability and recycling of PSCs are receiving attention from many in the ﬁeld.
The entire dismantling process was carried out at room temperature in ambient conditions,
A schematic outline is presented in ﬁgure 7.1. To remove the gold counter electrode, fully
assembled (non-sealed) PSC devices were fully immersed into chlorobenzene in a round
bottom ﬂask with the gold cathode facing upwards. Due to the dissolution of the organic,
doped hole transport layer a slight color change of the solvent can be observed while the
counter electrode eventually peels off from the substrate completely. Gold removal was
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typically completed within 2−5min. The collected gold was separated by decanting from the
solvent and washed brieﬂy with acetone, an aqueous solution of 20% HCl, and distilled water,
successively. After complete removal of the gold cathode and the organic HTM, the hybrid
perovskite absorber layers were removed in two steps, inverting the process for sequential
deposition of CH3NH3PbI3 reported elsewhere[47]. Substrates were fully immersed into EtOH
immediately following the chlorobenzene treatment. A vivid colour change from black to
bright yellow can be observed as CH3NH3I dissolves into the solvent, leaving PbI2behind.
Upon completion, PbI2 was removed from the ﬁlms by carefully dropping small amounts of
DMF onto the surface of the substrate. As-treated substrates were carefully washed with EtOH
to remove any remaining solvent and left to dry naturally. The entire dismantling process
could typically be completed in less than 10min. The TiO2 coated FTO substrates were then
treated for 10 minutes by UV/O3 and reused without further heat treatment. The recycled
substrates were processed again within 4-5 hours of the previous depositions. The same
fabrication protocol described above and the same stock solutions were employed.
7.3 Results and discussion
The selectivity and completion of each of the three recycling steps was assessed by scan-
ning electron microscopy, thin ﬁlm X-ray diffraction, ICP-MS, mass spectrometry and X-ray
ﬂuorescence.
7.3.1 Photoanode
Figure 7.2 shows top-view and cross-sectional SEM micrographs of the full device and after
each recycling step and conﬁrms the selectivity of each steps. It can clearly be seen that the
perovskite absorber layer remains intact after cathode and HTM removal in chlorobenzene.
Upon CH3NH3I dissolution in EtOH (Figure 7.2c and g), hexagonal structures typical of PbI2
are formed on the mesoporous TiO2 layer and appear to be completely absent after DMF
treatment as (Figure 7.2d,h). Figure 7.2d shows a top-view image of the mesoporous TiO2 layer
after removal of PbI2 in DMF. No indications for detrimental effects of the dismantling process
such as delamination or scratching of the photoanode were observed; the TiO2 layer appears
to remain completely intact.
Structural characterization by X-ray diffraction was carried out on twin samples analogous
to those presented in Figure 7.2. The diffraction patterns presented in Figure 7.3 conﬁrm the
purity of each expected phase after the sequential solvent treatment steps.
7.3.2 Back contact
Purity of the recovered gold was conﬁrmed by X-ray ﬂuorescence (XRF). No traces of lead were
found on the material recovered from the chlorobenzene bath (see SI). The possibility of slight
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Figure 7.2: top-view and cross sectional secondary electron micrographs of devices at all
recycling stages (a and e): before recycling treatment (b and f): after chlorobenzene treatment,
(c and g): after MAI dissolution, (d and h) after PbI2removal
organic contaminations on the surface stemming from dissolved organic HTM cannot be
completely be excluded due to detection limitations of XRF although we deem such remaining
organic contaminations improbable as the recovered material is washed in acetone and HCl.
As no foreign metal traces were found, it can be assumed that the recovered gold can be
reused without extensive energy-intensive reﬁning. Although all gold deposited on the HTM
could be successfully recovered with high purity, the recovered material could not be used
for fabrication of recycled devices due to purely practical reasons. Firstly, the amount of gold
that is required to deposit a ca. 100nm thick layer, (see experimental procedures) exceeds the
amount of gold actually deposited (ca. 0.4mg) on each device by several orders of magnitude
in our evaporator. This is due to an unfavorable geometry of the experimental setup used and
could be optimized on a larger scale. Collecting sufﬁcient material for one single evaporation
would require processing of at least 900 devices. Secondly, gold recovered in the recycling
process remains in its original shape, that is, ca. 100nm thick, freestanding ﬁlms. Due to the
low mass of these ﬁlms, they would not withstand the suction produced in the evaporator
during pumping andwould be removed from the evaporation boat in the process of evacuating
the machine.
7.3.3 Lead in solvents
Methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol, ethyl acetate and deionizedwaterwere used for the dissolution
of the methylammonium iodide. The fastest observed conversion from CH3NH3PbI3 to PbI2
was achieved using MeOH, followed by deionized water, EtOH and isopropanol. Complete
MAI dissolution in ethyl acetate could be achieved only after several hours, which was found
too impractical for further consideration. EtOH was chosen for device recycling over MeOH,
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Figure 7.3: XRD patterns of substrates after each processing step. In blue, the original device
stripped from gold and the HTM layer. In green, the device stripped from gold, the HTM layer
and CH3NH3I. In red, the FTO substrate covered with the compact and mesoporous TiO2
layers. Characteristic peaks originating from the crystalline FTO substrate are denoted by #,
PbI2 by * and CH3NH3PbI3 by ‡
despite the slower dissolution considering its lower toxicity to workers and environment and
reduced processing times due to higher drying rates as compared to water.
The remaining lead content in each solvent was assessed by ICP-MS to evaluate the process
selectivity with respect to lead sequestering. Lead quantities are shown in Table 1 1 relative to
the total lead content in the chlorobenzene, ethanol (water, isopropanol or methanol) and
DMF. They underline the relative selectivity of each recycling step. Among the four solvents
we have tested, water seems to perform with the highest selectivity. Only 0.14% of the total
Pb amount could be detected, which is similar to the selectivity of chlorobenzene. After
puriﬁcation in Amberlite 120 IR, contents in the water dropped down to 0.03%, but in this
case, lead sequestration by the resin may be limited by the slower uptake at extremely low
concentrations (0.2 ppm). To conﬁrm this, we prepared a saturated solution of PbI2in water
with a 30-fold molar excess of MAI. Following decanting and ﬁltering, analysis by ICP-MS
showed concentrations of 43.5 ppmmL−1, which we believe is close to the upper dissolution
limit of PbI2, in particular since the large excess of I– anions can help solubilize PbI2by
producing the soluble (PbI4)2 – complex, soluble in water. After lead removal by the resin
for 16h (1g/30mL), concentrations of lead down to 0.44ppmmL−1 were recorded, which
corresponds to a sequestration of 99%. 2-propanol showed the second best selectivity after
water, with only 0.35% lead content in the solution. The slow dissolution of the MAI in 2-
propanol (about 20 minutes) makes this solvent less appropriate. Then follows ethanol, with
up to 3.4% Pb with respect to all extracted lead from the device. Finally, methanol showed the
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Sample Relative lead content
Chlorobenzene 0.09%
Ethanol
EtOH 3.4%
DMF 96.5%
Methanol
MeOH 7.1%
DMF 92.9%
2-propanol
2-propanol 0.35%
DMF 99.6%
Water
H2O 0.14%
DMF 99.8%
H2O (after puriﬁcation) 0.03%
Table 7.2: Segregation efﬁciency of the solvents used in the recycling process. Lead content is
reported with respect to the total amount of extracted lead. Solvent volumes were 5mL for
chlorobenzene, 5mL for ethanol, methanol, water and isopropanol, and 0.5mL for DMF.
poorest performance, with up to 7% Pb in the solvent with respect to the total Pb quantity.
Ion exchange resins such as Amberlite IR 120 can be used for puriﬁcation of a range of organic
solvents as well, including MeOH and IPA.[292, 293] An efﬁcient, electrochemical process for
lead recovery from PSC devices via electrodeposition of lead on lead using ethylene glycol
with choline chloride as solvent has been demonstrated recently in a model experiment by
Poll et al.[294]
7.3.4 Fate of spiro-MeOTAD, dopants and additives
ESI-TOF mass spectrometry in positive and negative mode was carried out on samples of
chlorobenzene, EtOH and DMF collected directly from each recycling step and resulting
spectra are available in the Supplementary Information. Formic acid was used for protonation
in the positive mode. Spiro−MeOT AD+. could be found neither in the ethanol nor in DMF,
conﬁrming the high selectivity of the process towards Spiro-MeOTAD extraction. TFSI– and
what could possibly be (LiTFSI)H+ was found in the chlorobenzene as well. Similar peaks were
found in the EtOH and DMF, pointing at rather poor selectivity of the LiTFSI segregation. No
iodide peak was found in the chlorobenzene, but appeared in the ethanol and DMF (negative
mode). FK209 and TBP could not be found. It is possible that they appear as aggregates, such
as the peak at m/z 217.1 observed in the ethanol and DMF, which is possibly (TBP)2H+.
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a
a
Figure 7.4: (a) Open circuit voltages, short circuit currents, ﬁll factors and power conversion
efﬁciencies for a 30 sample batch of perovskite solar cells before (red) and after (blue) recycling.
Green bars represent the mean values of the reference cells assembled together with the
recycled cells. (b) Typical j (V ) characteristics of a device before and after recycling, reference
devices are prepared from new materials.
7.3.5 Device performance
Table 7.3 shows the device performances for the recycled FTO/TiO2 substrates reused into new
solar cells. Efﬁciencies of 15-16%were obtained for recycled devices with short-circuit currents
ranging between 19.7 and 21.5mAcm−2, values for recycled devices as well as reference
cells are given in Table 2. Open circuit voltages did not vary signiﬁcantly between all of the
tested devices. No signiﬁcant drop in performance after recycling the substrates twice was
observed, upon comparison to respective references (using fresh substrates) but overall small
but noticeable drops in Jsc can be observed for recycled cells, possibly due to the perovskite
crystallization being affected by residual solvents. All PV characteristics fall within the expected
statistical deviation occurring within a batch of devices. Figure 7.4 shows the associated j-V
curves scaled artiﬁcially to 100mWcm−2 illumination intensity to allow for a fair comparison
of the photocurrent density. Efﬁciencies obtained fall into the expected range for CH3NH3PbI3
based cells with mesoporous TiO2 scaffold, higher efﬁciencies are typically achieved with
mixed-cation, mixed-halide perovskites.
7.4 Encapsulation
With perovskite PV still in the R&D stage, it is difﬁcult to predict how perovskite PV modules
will be designed for large-area applications if they meet the market. The geometry of the
wiring as well as the use and design of rigid frames will greatly determine design and success of
dismantling processes. To the best of our knowledge, there are no universally applied recycling
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Sample description Voc (V) Jsc
(mAcm−2)
Intensity
(mWcm−2)
Fill factor
(-)
Efﬁciency
(%)
Reference initial 1.07 22.1 100 0.67 16.1
Recycled once 1.06 19.7 96.6 0.73 16.0
Reference 1st round 1.07 20.6 98 0.65 14.9
Recycled twice 1.07 21.5 99.6 0.67 15.0
Reference 2nd round 1.06 21.1 99.6 0.64 14.3
Table 7.3: IV characteristics of typical device before and after recycling, reference devices are
prepared from new materials
processes for any type of PV modules today, but several processes have been developed on
the lab scale and life-cycle analyses on silicon panel recycling including end-of-life stages
have been undertaken.[295, 296, 297, 298, 299] Common encapsulation used in silicon PV
panels for example, relies on laminates of glass and ethylene vinyl acetale sheets (EVA) with
aluminum frames for increased stability. Frame and wiring can be detached manually and
sealed edges could be cut off mechanically. The possibility of direct deposition of the working
electrode on sturdy glass substrates could prove an advantage in mechanical processing as
the devices can themselves provide considerable structural integrity, other than, for example,
brittle silicon wafers. If scratches on the electrode surface are avoided in the dismantling
process, it is unlikely for encapsulation to have a negative impact on the performance of
recycled working electrodes as TiO2 is both thermally and chemically highly stable, offering
the possibility of both thermal as well as wet-chemical processing for removal of encapsulation
residues. Overall, it will be imperative to develop encapsulation techniques speciﬁcally for PSC
devices that not only protect the active materials from moisture, air and dust but also meet
strict requirements for mechanical stability, (e.g., those deﬁned in ASTM E1830-15 Standard
Test Methods for Determining Mechanical Integrity of Photovoltaic Modules) but at the same
time offer ease of dismantling.
7.5 Conclusion and outlook
In the EuropeanUnion, recycling costs of photovoltaic panels are to be covered by the producer.
But lead-containing waste can not simply be landﬁlled as it is currently done with silicon
photovoltaics. Crushing the panel and using it as a backﬁll or similar downcycling processes
might not be available for hazardous waste. In addition, solar cell producers might have
a strong economic interest in re-using the most valuable components of the cell, i.e. the
substrate and the back-contact. In this chapter, we have reported on a rapid and highly
selective recycling process for hybrid perovskite photovoltaic devices. We have shown that
the process is extremely selective with regards lead iodide, and that solvent contaminations
can be reduced by a simple treatment with a resin. Valuable components could be extracted
and collected for recycling into new PSCs or valued in other applications. By repeating
the sequential recycling process, we demonstrated that efﬁciencies rivalling those obtained
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using fresh substrates can be easily attained from reused substrates. Fabricating solar cells
from recycled materials can drastically reduce both fabrication cost, time and environmental
impact. Use of recovered materials will have a positive impact on environmental assessment
of PSC technology and may make this technology even more competitive.
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8 Conclusion
The various studies presented in this chapter treat various aspects of perovskite solar cells,
including their fabrication, their characterization, their use for power applications and the
treatment of their end-of-life. I have covered such broad topics in part because the ﬁeld of per-
ovskite solar cells has developed at an extremely fast pace in the last couple of years. Reporting
high power conversion efﬁciencies was necessary and rewarding to myself and hopefully to
the community. But the greater picture should not be forgotten. Therefore, I rapidly shifted
my focus away from trying to boost the efﬁciency of PSCs. Rather, I attempted to focus my
attention on the characterization of perovskite devices, including their power tracking and
their frequency-resolved spectra. Last, with great concerns regarding the ecotoxicity and the
durability of the solar cells, I have presented a proof-of-concept for the recycling of perovskite
solar cells. In further details, the chapters presented in this thesis have covered the following:
• In chapter 2, I have reported on an efﬁcient way to deposit CH3NH3PbI3 onto meso-
scopic TiO2 substrates, using a two-step deposition technique that involves ﬁrst the
spin-coating of a PbI2 layer from a polar solvent, followed by a conversion reaction of
the lead iodide into the perovskite structure CH3NH3PbI3 by dipping into in CH3NH3I
solution in 2-propanol. The conversion reaction is extremely fast and proceeds to com-
pletion within less than 1 minute, thanks to the nanostructured nature of the TiO2 ﬁlm.
The sequential deposition technique allows an excellent coverage and conformity, as
opposed to the classical deposition at the time, which involved spin-coating of the two
perovskite precursors together. The better coverage and uniformity of CH3NH3PbI3
obtained by sequential deposition correlated well with the power conversion efﬁciency
of the assembled devices. I have reported on a champion device, measured at 15% PCE,
an absolute record at the time. Certiﬁed calibration for a similar cell was delivered at
14.14%, which is the ﬁrst perovskite cell ever to be certiﬁed.
The formation of a capping layer made of CH3NH3PbI3 on top of the TiO2 ﬁlm is critical
in reaching high performance. The size of the crystals forming the capping layer can
be tailored by varying the concentration of CH3NH3I in the 2-propanol solution. Op-
timization of the crystal size, such that light absorption was maximized was reported.
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The issue of transport rate with respect to the recombination rate was also raised.
• In chapter 3, I reported on the fabrication of perovskite devices employing the mixed
cations methylammonium and formamidinium, using the sequential deposition re-
ported in chapter 2. While the perovskite α−CH(NH2)2PbI3 is unstable and readily
transforms into δ-CH(NH2)2PbI3, I showed that adding small amounts of methylam-
monium stabilizes the α-phase of the ﬁnal structure. By X-ray diffraction, it was clear
that both cations can intercalate together in the perovskite structure, as in a solid so-
lution. From an optical perspective, α-CH(NH2)2PbI3 is attractive because it has a
slightly smaller optimal band gap and allows photons further into the infrared to be
harvested. Luckily, the optical band gap of MA0.6FA0.4PbI3 is extremely close to the
one of α-CH(NH2)2PbI3, which allowed to assemble highly efﬁciency PSCs, surpassing
the ones of both pristine α-CH3NH3PbI3 and (α,δ)-CH(NH2)2PbI3. We also show that
the IQE of mixed-cation PSCs is higher than the one of pure CH3NH3PbI3, which was
related to the differences in lifetimes.
• In chapter 4, I reported on the surprising reactivity of the methylammonium lead halide
perovskite with regards to the exchange of their halide component. It was shown that by
dipping a CH3NH3PbX3ﬁlm into a solution of CH3NH3Y(Y=Cl,Br,I= X), the halide X is
exchanged by the halide Y within a matter of seconds to minutes. When the reaction
occurs between Cl and Br or between Br and I, the perovskite structure exchanges the
halides simultaneously, i.e. an intermediate of mixed halides is formed. When Cl is
exchanged I or vice-versa, no evidence of mixed intercalation was found. We show a
case-study where halide exchange was applied to perovskite nanowires, which can only
be grown in the iodide form.
• In chapter 5, I reported on the maximum power tracking of perovskite solar cells in an
effort to perform larger ageing studies. It was shown that the fast tracking of perovskite
solar cells using well-established algorithms fails due to the large capacitance of PSCs. A
strategy that efﬁciently stabilizes the tracking algorithm was proposed, using a simple
hysteretic controller. I also reported on a very special property of perovskite solar cells:
by forcing the solar cell to oscillate in forward bias, the cell produces a higher power
output on average. This phenomenon was tentatively explained by dynamic transient
photovoltage and transient photocurrent. The recombination rate during the backward
scan was signiﬁcantly lower than the one during the forward scan, which related to the
increase in the collection efﬁciency.
• In chapter 6 I report on the study of the frequency response of perovskite solar cells.
First, I show the equations that are relevant to carrier transport in semiconductors and
their use in network thermodynamical circuits. The model was then extended to a three
carrier system where two carriers are linked by thermodynamic equations of generation
and annihilation. Based on this knowledge, a thermodynamic equivalent circuit of a
perovskite solar cell under light was proposed. The frequency-response of the cell when
it is subjected to sinusoidal perturbation of light was simulated for many different cases.
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I then built an elecronic pre-ampliﬁer that allows voltage-dependent measurements
of IMVS and IMPS. Quantitative ﬁtting of some experimental data using numerical
simulations was shown. Finally, I reported on a couple of case studies to showcase the
effectiveness of frequency-resolved measurement techniques.
• Finally, in chapter 7, I report on a proof-of-concept to recycle perovskite solar cells. Using
solvent orthogonality, I show that the cell can be disassembled in a similar procedure as
its assembly. Notably, almost perfect lead sequestering can be achieved, avoiding the
use of expensive separation techniques. The expensive and scarce components of the
solar cell, i.e. the mesoscopic scaffold on the TCO glass and the gold could be reused
without signiﬁcant loss of efﬁciency.
In a time where the world needs more than ever to move away from fossil fuel energies,
research in 3rd generation PV is a cornerstone of the energetic revolution. The stunning
development of perovskite solar cells over the course of the last 5 years, with improvements
in both the efﬁciency and the stability, is of great beneﬁt to the photovoltaic community. I
sincerely hope that this modest contribution will be of some use to one day move towards a
commercialization of this technology. I believe that we are proceeding in the right direction. I
do not know whether perovskite solar cells will be one day installed on my rooftop, but I am
grateful to have had the opportunity to bring us one small step closer to this objective.
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9 Methods summary
Chemicals and Reagents. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, all chemicals and reagents were pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich, Dyesol or Dyenamo and solvents from Acros Organics and used
without further puriﬁcation. Spiro-MeOTAD was purchased from Merck KGaA.
9.1 Device fabrication
9.1.1 Sequential deposition
Procedure as used in chapter 2
Patterned transparent conducting oxide substrates were coated with a TiO2 compact layer
by aerosol spray pyrolysis. A 350nm thick mesoporous TiO2 layer composed of 20nm sized
particles was then deposited by spin coating. The mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlms were inﬁltrated
with PbI2by spin-coating a PbI2 solution in DMF (462mgmL−1) that was kept at 70 ◦C. After
drying, the ﬁlms were dipped in a solution of CH3NH3I in 2-propanol (10mgmL−1) for 20 s
and rinsed with 2-propanol. After drying, the HTM was deposited by spin-coating a solu-
tion of spiro-MeOTAD, 4-tert-butylpyridine, lithium bis(triﬂuoromethylsulphonyl)imide and
tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)cobalt(III) bis(triﬂuoromethylsulphonyl)imide
in chlorobenzene. Gold (80nm) was thermally evaporated on top of the device to form the
back contact.
For the fabrication of the best performing device, slightly modiﬁed conditions were used. First,
PbI2 was spin-cast for 5 s instead of 90 s and, second, the samples were subjected to a ’pre-
wetting’ by dipping in 2-propanol for 1–2s before being dipped in the solution of CH3NH3Iand
2-propanol. For all measurements, devices were equipped with a 0.285 cm2 metal aperture to
deﬁne the active area.
Procedure as used in chapter 3
First, laser-etched FTO glass (NSG10, Nippon Sheet Glass) was cleaned by ultrasonication in
an alkaline, aqueous washing solution for 30min followed by rinsing with deionized water and
isopropanol and UV/O3 treatment for 30min. A blocking TiO2 layer was deposited by spin-
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coating a room-temperature TiCl4 (2M) solution over the conductive glass (speed: 5000 r.p.m.,
acceleration: 2000 r.p.ms−1, time: 20 s) followed by drying at 80 ◦C for approximatively 20min
and cooling down to room temperature (∼25 ◦C). The mesoporous TiO2layer consisted of
commercially available 20nm-sized TiO2nanoparticles (Dyesol 18NRT paste) in a colloidal
suspension. The paste was diluted in ethanol (2:7, mass ratio) and stirred continuously. The
ﬁlm was spin-coated over the blocking layer (speed: 5000 r.p.m, acceleration: 2000 r.p.ms−1,
time: 20 s) followed by drying at 80 ◦C and 125 ◦C, sequentially. The ﬁlms were then baked by
gradual heating to 500 ◦C for 15min under dry air ﬂow. Upon cooling, the ﬁlms were trans-
ferred in a dry-atmosphere glove box (< 1% relative humidity) for further manipulations.
PbI2 was dissolved inN,N-dimethylformamide at a concentration of 582mgmL−1 (∼ 1.26mmolmL−1
DMF) under continuous stirring at 80 ◦C and kept at this temperature during the whole proce-
dure. The mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlms were inﬁltrated by the PbI2 solution prior to spin-coating
(speed: 6500 r.p.m, acceleration: 5000 r.p.ms−1, time: 10 s) and drying at 80 ◦C for approxima-
tively 30min. The ﬁlms were dipped in a solution of CH3NH3I, H2N––CHNH3I or a mixture
thereof for 40 s prior to rinsing with pure isopropanol and spin coating to uniformly dry the
ﬁlm (speed: 2000 r.p.m, acceleration: 1000 r.p.ms−1, time: 30 s). In the solution, the total
iodide concentration was kept constant at 0.062molg−1 2-propanol regardless of the cation
mixture. After spin-coating, the ﬁlms were dried at 80 ◦C for 60 min before cooling down to
room temperature (∼25 ◦C) for further manipulation. The hole-transporting-material layer
was deposited by spin coating (speed: 3000 r.p.m, acceleration: 2000 r.p.ms−1, time: 20 s)
from a solution containing 72.3mg of (2,29,7,79-tetrakis(N, N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-
9,9-spirobiﬂuorene) (spiro-MeOTAD), 28.8μg of 4-tert-butylpyridine, 17.5μL of a stock so-
lution 520mgmL−1 lithium bis(triﬂuoromethylsulphonyl)imide in acetonitrile and 29μL
of a stock solution of 300mgmL−1 tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-butylpyridine)cobalt(III)
bis(triﬂuoromethylsulpho- nyl)imide in acetonitrile in 1mL chlorobenzene. Finally, 100nm of
gold was thermally evaporated on top of the device to form the counter-electrode.
Procedure as used in chapter 5
1.2 M PbBr2 precursor solution in DMF+DMSO mixture (1:1 volume ratio) was prepared by
constant stirring at 60 ◦C for 30min. 50μL of the 1.2 M PbBr2 precursor solution was spin
coated onto the mesoporous TiO2ﬁlms at 3000 r.p.m for 30 s. This was followed by annealing
the ﬁlms at 80 ◦C for 15min. After cooling to room temperature, the PbBr2 ﬁlms were dipped
into isopropanol solution of FABr (50×10−3M) for 5min at 60 ◦C, rinsed with 2-propanol for
5 s and dried at 80 ◦C for 30min. Spiro-MeOTAD as HTM was deposited by spin coating 40μL
of the prepared solution at 4000 r.p.m for 30 s. The HTM solution was prepared by dissolv-
ing 72.3mg (2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9-spirobiﬂuorene) (spiro-
OMeTAD), 17.5μL of a stock solution of 520mgmL−1 bis(triﬂuoromethylsulphonyl)imide
in acetonitrile, and 29μL of a stock solution of 300mgmL−1 tris(2-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-4-tert-
butylpyridine)cobalt(III) bis(triﬂuoromethylsulphonyl)imide in acetonitrile, and 28.8μL 4-tert-
butylpyridine in 1mL chlorobenzene. The device fabrication was carried out under controlled
atmospheric conditions with humidity <2%. Finally, device fabrication was completed by
thermally evaporating 70nm of gold layer as a back contact.
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9.1.2 Single-step deposition
Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass was etched to form the two detached electrodes with
zinc powder and diluted hydrochloric acid. The glass was then cleaned by sonication in 2%
Hellmanex solution. Thereafter, the glass substrates were rinsed with deionized water and
Ethanol and dried with compressed air and subject to UV-O3 treatment for 15min. A compact
hole blocking layer of TiO2was deposited onto the glass by spray pyrolysis. The precursor
solution consisted of 600μL of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate), 400μL of acety-
lacetone in 9mL of ethanol, which was then sprayed with the carrier gas oxygen at 450 ◦C. A
scaffold of mesoporous TiO2 (m-TiO2) was depositedby spin coating a 1:5 (w/w) dispersion of
TiO2with particle size of 30nm in ethanol at 4000 r.p.m for 10 s tomaintain a thickness of about
300nm. The thus formed ﬁlms were then heated upto 450 ◦C and sintered at that temperature
for 30min and allowed to cool to 100 ◦C. A surface treatment of the m-TiO2 was carried out
by spincoating a solution of 10mgmL−1 of bis(triﬂuoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt in
acetonitrile at 3000 r.p.m for 10 s. The substrates were then baked again by the procedure
described above. The substrates were then baked again by the procedure described above.
The cooled substrates were then used for the deposition of perovskite upon them. Upon
cooling to room temperature, the perovskite layer was deposited in a dry air-ﬁlled glovebox by
spin coating the perovskite precursor solution. For CH3NH3PbI3devices, the perovskite ﬁlms
were deposited from 1.22 M precursor solution of CH3NH3PbI3in anhydrous dimethylsulphox-
ide. For (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15, the solution consisted of H2N––CHNH3I(1 M), PbI2 (1.1 M),
CH3NH3Br(0.2 M) and PbBr2 (0.2 M) in anhydrous dimethylformamide/ dimethylsulphoxide
(4:1 (v:v)) solution. The perovskite solutionwas spin coated in a two-step programat 1000 r.p.m
and 6000 r.p.m for 10 s and 30 s, respectively. During the second step, 120μL of clorobenzene
was poured on the spinning substrate 10 s prior the end of the program. The substrates were
then annealed at 100 ◦C for 1h in a nitrogen-ﬁlled glove box. The HTM was subsequently
deposited on the top of the perovskite layer by spin coating its solution at 4000 r.p.m for 20 s
with a ramp of 2000 r.p.ms−1. To the prepared solution of 50mg of Spiro-MeOTADin 574μL
of CB, 20μL of tert-butylpyridine, 11.4μL of 1.8 M LiTFSI in acetonitrile and 4.9μL of 0.25 M
cobalt salt (FK 209) in acetonitrile were added as dopants. Finally, device fabrication was
completed by thermally evaporating 70nm of gold layer as a back contact.
9.2 Device characterization
9.2.1 Voltage sweep measurements
The j (V ) characteristics were recorded by biasing an external potential bias to the cell while
recording the current output using a digital source meter (Keithley Model 2400). The light
source was a 450 W Xenon lamp (Oriel) equipped with a Schott K113 Tempax sunlight ﬁlter
(Praezisions Glas & Optik GmbH) to match the emission spectra of the lamp to the AM1.5G
standard. Before eachmeasurement, the exact sun intensity was determined using a calibrated
Si diode equipped with an infrared cut-off ﬁlter (KG-3, Schott).
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9.2.2 IPCE response
IPCE spectra were recorded as a function of wavelength under a constant light bias of ap-
proximately 5 mW cm-2 supplied by an array of white light-emitting diodes. The excitation
beam coming from a 300 W xenon lamp (ILC Technology) was focused through a Gemini-180
double monochromator (Jobin Ybon Ltd) and chopped at approximatively 2 Hz. The signal
was recorded using a Model SR830 DSP Lock-In Ampliﬁer (Stanford Research Systems). All
measurements were conducted using a non-reﬂective metal aperture of 0.285 cm2 or larger to
deﬁne the active area of the device and avoid light scattering through the sides.
9.3 Kinetic measurements
9.3.1 Sequential deposition
Mesoporous TiO2ﬁlmswere deposited onmicroscopic glass slides and inﬁltratedwith PbI2following
the above-mentioned procedure. The samples were then placed vertically in a cuvette with
a path length of 10 mm. The solution of CH3NH3Iwas then rapidly injected into the cuvette
while either the photoluminescence or the optical transmission was monitored.
9.3.2 Halide exchange reactions
9.3.2.1 Sample preparation
Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass substrates (Tec 15, Pilkington or NSG10, Nippon
Sheet Glass) were cleaned by ultrasonication in an alkaline, aqueous washing solution, rinsed
with deionized water and ethanol and subjected to a UV/O3 treatment for 30 minutes. A meso-
porous Al2O3 layer composed of 23nm-sized nanoparticles was deposited by spin-coating
at 5000 r.p.m for 10 seconds using a home-made Al2O3 paste diluted in ethanol (2:7 weight
ratio). After drying at 125 ◦C, the Al2O3 ﬁlms were gradually heated to 500 ◦C and baked for 15
minutes before cooling to room temperature. The resulting ﬁlm was about 300nm thick with
50nm pores for a ﬁnal porosity of 73%. CH3NH3PbCl3, CH3NH3PbBr3or CH3NH3PbI3were
then deposited from a precursor solution at 70 ◦C by spin-coating onto the Al2O3 ﬁlms at either
2000 r.p.m (for SEM) or 5000 r.p.m (for all the other experiments) for 10 seconds followed by
drying at 70 ◦C for 10 minutes. The precursor solution contained 0.5 M of PbX2 and a 1.1 molar
equivalent of CH3NH3Xdissolved in either N,N-dimethylformamide (X=Br,I) or dimethylsul-
foxide (X=Cl). Halide exchange reactions were performed by exposing the CH3NH3PbX3ﬁlms
to a 0.05 M solution of CH3NH3X(X=Cl,Br,I) in anhydrous 2-propanol. The MACl solution was
typically saturated at such concentrations and was allow decanting before use. All halide
exchange reactions were performed under ambient conditions.
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9.3.2.2 In situ photoluminescence
To monitor changes in photoluminescence during the halide exchange reaction, 8 x 20 mm
CH3NH3PbX3ﬁlms were mounted in a quartz ﬂuorescence cuvette and hold steady at 60° by a
home- crafted Teﬂon holder. A continuous solid-state blue-ray laser commercially available
was directed onto the sample perpendicular to the cuvette window. The output signal was
coupled through an optical ﬁber mounted at 90° from the indicated beam and recorded by
an Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer. At time t = 0, about 2mL of a CH3NH3Xsolution
(0.05 M in 2-propanol) was suddenly added into the cuvette. Each trace was integrated for
100ms. The resulting (time,wavelength) intensity signal matrix was decomposed into singular
values. Values below 5% of the highest were discarded and the signal matrix was reconstructed.
9.3.2.3 In situ absorbance
In situ absorbance measurements were carried out over a similar setup with a halogen lamp
illuminating a quartz transmission cuvette in which the ﬁlm was placed perpendicular to the
incident beam. The transmitted light was coupled through an optical ﬁber and recorded by
an Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer. The resulting time x wavelength intensity matrix
was decomposed into singular values. Values below 5% of the highest were discarded and the
signal matrix was reconstructed. The transmitted light was converted into absorbance after
subtraction of the shot noise of the CCD camera. The blank reference consisted of a similar
FTO/Al2O3 sample in 2-propanol.
9.4 Optical spectroscopy
9.4.1 Single pass absorption
Single-pass absorption measurements were conducted in transmission using a homemade
setup equipped with a commercially available halogen lamp (20W) chopped by a rotat-
ing wheel at about 10Hz. The incident beam was restricted to an aperture of approxi-
mately 0.05 cm2 covered by the sample. The signal was ﬁltered through a Gemini-180 double
monochromator (Jobin Ybon Ltd) with 1.6mm slit width and recorded using a Model SR830
DSP Lock-In Ampliﬁer (Stanford Research Systems). The acquisition was averaged over 0.5 s
per point and recorded every nanometer. Blank acquisitions were conducted over FTO-coated
glass on which was deposited a blocking TiO2layer and mesoporous TiO2ﬁlm deposited in
similar conditions as the measured samples.
9.4.2 Photoluminescence
As used in chapter 3
Emission signals were recorded using a home-made photo-induced absorbance set-up used
without bias light. A blue diode (460nm) was ﬂashed at 9 Hz by a Model SR830 DSP Lock-In
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Ampliﬁer (Stanford Research Systems). The light was ﬁltered through a MODEL-BRAND
interference ﬁlter. The sample was installed at 30° from the incoming light source, which
was restricted to about 0.05 cm2 covered by the sample. The photoluminescence signal was
ﬁltered by a Gemini-180 double monochromator (Jobin Ybon Ltd) with 0.8mm slit width and
recorded by the Lock-In Ampliﬁer. Each point was recorded every nanometer for 8 seconds.
9.4.3 Scatter-free absorption spectra
As used in chapter 3
To measure absorption spectra, the samples were cut to ﬁt size of the custom-made sample
holder (13 x 12mm) and placed in the center of an integration sphere. The measurements
were conducted using a Jobin Ybon Ltd Spectroﬂuorometer. A 200W Xe lamp was ﬁltered
through a monochromator (slit with 0.5mm) and directed into the sphere. The incident beam
was narrower than the aperture of the sample holder. The sample was set successively in and
out of the incident beam path. The signal was recorded at 90° from the incoming light source
through a monochromator scanning synchronously with the excitation monochromator.
Signal ampliﬁcation was performed by a photomultiplier.
9.4.4 Fluorescence lifetime measurements
Photoluminescence measurements were conducted with a Horiba Jobin Ybon Ltd spectroﬂuo-
rometer equipped with the NanoLED® laser diode ﬂashed at 100 kHz. The excitation wave-
lengthwas 406nm. The photoluminescence signal was ﬁltered through a cut-off ﬁlter (520nm).
The samples were mounted at 45° and the emission decay recorded at 90° from the incident
beam path. The signal was ﬁltered through a monochromator and recorded using a photo-
multiplier.
9.5 Water puriﬁcation
A commercial ion-exchange resin was used to remove remaining lead contamination from
H2O used for MAI dissolution. Amberlite IR 120 hydrogen form (Sigma Aldrich) was washed
repeatedly in deionized water and EtOH and dried in a vacuum oven at 60 ◦C for 16h. 1 g dried
resin was added per 30mL solvent in a round-bottom ﬂask and stirred at room temperature
for 16h. The water was ﬁltered using hydrophilized 0.2μm PTFE syringe ﬁlters to remove
Amberlite residues for analytical purposes.
9.6 ICP-MS
All lead assays were performed using an aqueous solution of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide
(1% wt), Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt (NaEDTA, 1.25% wt) and bismuth
nitrate (0.3 ppm or 0.6ppm Bi) to provide an internal calibration. All lead contents were ex-
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tracted from the integrated signal of 208Pb and 209Bi, calibrated using solutions of 0.05ppm,
0.15ppm and 0.3ppm Pb and 0.3ppm Bi. The lead source for the calibration standards was
the same PbI2as the one used for the devices, to avoid ﬂuctuations in isotopic distributions. All
measurements were done on an Agilent 7700x ICP-MS system and the same matrix was used
for all the samples. Devices (2.5x1.5cm) were immersed into 10mL of anhydrous chloroben-
zene in a round bottom ﬂask, until the gold was removed and the HTM layer was dissolved.
5mL of the resulting solution was pipetted out and dried by rotavapory evaporation. The
remainder was dissolved into 0.5mL of N,N-dimethylformamide and 10mL of the aqueous
solution described above. The same process was repeated for the dissolution of the organic
component using ethanol, water, isopropanol or methanol. PbI2was removed from the sub-
strate by dropping 0.5mL of N,N-dimethylformamide onto the substrate followed by dilution
into 10mL of the matrix. The resulting solution was further diluted 100 fold for ICP-MS
measurements.
9.7 Structural characterization
X-ray powder diffractograms were recorded on an X’Pert MPD PRO (Panalytical) equipped
with a ceramic tube (Cu anode, (λ= 1.54060Å), a secondary graphite (002) monochromator
and a RTMS X’Celerator (Panalytical). The measurements were done in the Bragg-Brentano
geometry. The samples were mounted without further modiﬁcation and the automatic diver-
gence slit and beam mask were adjusted to the dimension of the ﬁlms. A step size of 0.002°
was chosen for an acquisition time of 7.5min/°. A baseline correction was applied to all X-Ray
powder diffractograms to compensate for the broad feature arising from the glass substrate.
The XRD measurements were focused on the 13° to 16° to probe the 110 reﬂection of the
tetragonal structure.
9.8 X-ray ﬂuorescence
XRF spectra were collected on a Fischerscope x-ray XAN with tungsten nickel anticathode.
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A Implementation of the IMVS / IMPS
pre-ampliﬁer
A.1 Implementation of the anode sink
The transimpedance ampliﬁer is the most critical part of the design. We selected the OPA847,
which exhibits an extremely high gain bandwidth (3.9GHz) and extremely low noise spectral
density (0.85nV/
	
Hz). A small gain resistance of 47Ω was placed as close as possible from
the output stage to isolate the op amp. A larger 470Ω gain resistance was placed in the loop
with a 4.6pF compensation capacitance. Since the source capacitance of the solar cells is
usually not deﬁned, we selected a capacitor empirically for the solar cells we measured. It
should be noted that a larger capacitance should further stabilize the op amp, but would come
at the cost of bandwidth and phase lag. A digital switch (TS12A12511) was added between
the DAC and the buffer, giving the option of the user to enable an external 50 Ohm-matched
voltage set point through a BNC connector directly the board. The switch is controlled via
the microprocessor that provides the board logic. After the switch, a low pass ﬁlter with a
corner frequency at 10kHz was added for noise-ﬁltering purposes. All inputs and outputs were
protected from overvoltage by Schottky diodes to +/- 5V. The output of the cathode driver is
connected through a relay, to allow switching the cell to galvanostatic mode without changing
the connections. The transimpedance signal was routed through a telecom relay (V23079)
into either directly the output buffer or through an addition 20dB gain stage (THS4303) with
ﬁxed gain and high bandwidth (1.8GHz). The output of the ﬁrst +20dB stage can be further
ampliﬁed by another 20dB through another relay, to amplify extremely low currents. To provide
the output current necessary to drive a 50 Ohm line, a high current output line driver (BUF634)
was added with 50Ω in series. Because the BUF634 was not within the feedback loop of a
previous stage, the offset voltage will introduce an additional error in the measurement, but
affects the result independently of the frequency and thus is of no concern in this application.
Figure X: Cadsoft Eagle schematics of the transimpedance ampliﬁer with two 20dB post-
ampliﬁers that can be enabled through relays.
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A.1.1 Numerical Simulation
The transimpedance ampliﬁer and line driver make up the current ampliﬁcation chain. The
main criterion for frequency-resolved experiments is a minimal phase shift and amplitude
loss over the experimental frequency span (DC-1MHz). The SPICE model depicted in Figure
X was solved for the AC transfer characteristics. The phase shift and amplitude drops of the
transimpedance ampliﬁer and the amplitude loss of the cathode driver are shown in Figure X
Figure X: Numerical results of the SPICE simulation of the circuit shown in Figure X. (a) Phase
shift of the transimpedance ampliﬁer before (red) and after (blue) the BUF634 line driver. (b)
Amplitude loss / gain of the same circuit. The simulation shows possible instability of the
ampliﬁer in the high frequency range, but in practice the 4.6pF compensation was enough to
stabilize the OPA847. (c) Amplitude loss of the cathode driver in the closed-loop conﬁguration
with the 100Ohm isolation. The amplitude drop corresponds to the inability to drive the cell
at high frequency, but only marginally (0.45dB at 1MHz)
Characterization
A.2 Implementation of the cathode driver
For the cathode driver, we used the OPA820, which features a closed-loop output impedance
below 0.1Ohm at 1MHz and is unity-gain stable. A 100Ω series resistance was placed to isolate
the output stage from the device. The voltage set-point was provided by a 16 bit DAC (8532)
through a G =−1 ampliﬁer (OPA2234), as shown in Figure X.
Figure X: Cadsoft Eagle schematics of the potentiostatic driver
A.3 Implementation of the Howland current pump
In Figure X, we show the implemented Howland current pump. The voltage set point was
provided either by the second channel of the DAC (DAC8532) or by an external set point,
selected through the same switch as the device driver (TS12A12511). A voltage follower
(OPA820), which output impedance remains below 0.1Ohm at 1MHz, was used to drive the
Howland current pump. With DAC voltages ranging from +2.5V to -2.5V and by setting the
current range from 5mA to -5mA, the gain resistors were chosen at 511 Ohm with a tight
matching of 0.05%. Therefore, the worst possible impedance, including the 0.1Ohm of the
driver, should be around 300kOhm. Additional pads for a feedback capacitor were added to
ensure the stability of the op amp, but usually found unnecessary in this application. We
took advantage of the high bandwidth (100MHz) and high voltage power supply (+/- 12V) of
the THS4031 as the current pump. When power a device at 1V with 5mA current, the driver
must swing to at least 3.5V, which is close to the upper limit of most non rail-to-rail op amps.
Therefore, using wider rails was found necessary. The output of the pump is directly connected
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to the anode of the device through a relay, which routes the anode to either the pump or the
transimpedance ampliﬁer when IMPS is measured. Similarly to the cathode, the anode is
protected by Schottky diodes to the +/- 5V power rails.
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B Fitting numerical simulations
When the devices cannot be simply described by equation 6.73 (because of interfacial re-
combination, charge transfer hindrance or due to a non-negligible chemical capacitance),
their IMVS spectra can either be qualitatively explained by numerical simulations or can be
quantitatively ﬁtted to the result of such simulations.
B.0.1 The constant phase element
Constant phase elements are often used instead of pure capacitors to describe non-ideal
double layer capacitors. They often appear in the treatment of the impedance spectra of ionic
cells[300] and are usually necessary to explain the impedance behavior of dye-sensitized solar
cells[301, 302]. The impedance of a constant phase element is given by:
ZCPE = 1
Q0 (ωi )n
(B.1)
Where
• n describes the phase of the CPE. When n = 1, the phase is 90° and CPE behaves as a
perfect capacitor, while for n = 0, the phase is 0° and the CPE is a perfect resistor.
• Q0 is frequency independent. When n = 1 it is a capacitance.
While the transfer function of CPE elements is deﬁned by equation B.1, the CPE does not exist
as a basic SPICE element. Fortunately, CPEs can be simulated by an (ideally inﬁnite) parallel
set of capacitor-resistor in series[303], as shown in Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1: Network model of a constant phase element, expended into a parallel sum of m
resistor-capacitor in series
CPE
R1
C1
R2
C2
Rm−2
Cm−2
Rm−1
Cm−1
Rm
Cm
The resistances and capacitors take the following values:
Rk =R1ak−1
Ck =C1bk−1
(B.2)
Where C1 and R1 are input parameter that can be chosen freely, to the extend that their
time τ=RC is smaller than the lowest time constant of interest for which the CPE should be
emulated. 0≤ a ≤ 1 and 0≤ b ≤ 1 are parameter that, together, deﬁne the phase of the CPE:
φ= 90 loga
logab
(B.3)
The special case of a = b describes a 45° phase. The input admittance of the equivalent circuit
takes the value:
Y
(
jω
)= m∑
k=1
jωbk−1C1
1+ jω(ab)k−1R1C1
(B.4)
For a given R1 and C1 that are arbitrarily chosen, the admittance is often far different from the
target Q0. In this case, after calculating the circuit admittance, a correction factor is applied to
R1 and C1 to account for this deviation:
scaling=Qtarget0 /Y
(
1rads−1
)
Rnew1 =R1∗ scaling
Cnew1 =C1/scaling
(B.5)
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Figure B.2: Flow-chart of the algorithm used in ﬁtting numerical simulations. Blue blocks
represent Igor PRO software code, red blocks a node.js script used to generate the SPICE input
ﬁles and green the SPICE .AC run.
Start complex
ﬁtting routing
Make an initial guess
Calculate circuit elements
Compute CPE equivalent
circuit values
Generate CPE
equivalent circuit
Generate equivalent
circuit
SPICE .AC
Numerical simulation
Compute real and
imaginary component
Calculate non-linear
squares
Convergence ?
Calculate covariance
Update guess End
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C Implementation of the IMVS / IMPS
pre-ampliﬁer
C.1 Implementation of the anode sink
The transimpedance ampliﬁer is the most critical part of the design. We selected the OPA847,
which exhibits an extremely high gain bandwidth (3.9GHz) and extremely low noise spectral
density (0.85nV/
	
Hz). A small gain resistance of 47Ω was placed as close as possible from
the output stage to isolate the op amp. A larger 470Ω gain resistance was placed in the loop
with a 4.6pF compensation capacitance. Since the source capacitance of the solar cells is
usually not deﬁned, we selected a capacitor empirically for the solar cells we measured. It
should be noted that a larger capacitance should further stabilize the op amp, but would come
at the cost of bandwidth and phase lag. A digital switch (TS12A12511) was added between
the DAC and the buffer, giving the option of the user to enable an external 50 Ohm-matched
voltage set point through a BNC connector directly the board. The switch is controlled via
the microprocessor that provides the board logic. After the switch, a low pass ﬁlter with a
corner frequency at 10kHz was added for noise-ﬁltering purposes. All inputs and outputs were
protected from overvoltage by Schottky diodes to +/- 5V. The output of the cathode driver is
connected through a relay, to allow switching the cell to galvanostatic mode without changing
the connections. The transimpedance signal was routed through a telecom relay (V23079)
into either directly the output buffer or through an addition 20dB gain stage (THS4303) with
ﬁxed gain and high bandwidth (1.8GHz). The output of the ﬁrst +20dB stage can be further
ampliﬁed by another 20dB through another relay, to amplify extremely low currents. To provide
the output current necessary to drive a 50 Ohm line, a high current output line driver (BUF634)
was added with 50Ω in series. Because the BUF634 was not within the feedback loop of a
previous stage, the offset voltage will introduce an additional error in the measurement, but
affects the result independently of the frequency and thus is of no concern in this application.
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C.2 Implementation of the cathode driver
For the cathode driver, we used the OPA820, which features a closed-loop output impedance
below 0.1Ohm at 1MHz and is unity-gain stable. A 100Ω series resistance was placed to isolate
the output stage from the device. The voltage set-point was provided by a 16 bit DAC (8532)
through a G =−1 ampliﬁer (OPA2234).
C.3 Implementation of the Howland current pump
The voltage set point was provided either by the second channel of the DAC (DAC8532) or by
an external set point, selected through the same switch as the device driver (TS12A12511). A
voltage follower (OPA820), which output impedance remains below 0.1Ohm at 1MHz, was
used to drive the Howland current pump. With DAC voltages ranging from +2.5V to -2.5V and
by setting the current range from 5mA to -5mA, the gain resistors were chosen at 511 Ohm with
a tight matching of 0.05%. Therefore, the worst possible impedance, including the 0.1Ohm of
the driver, should be around 300kOhm. Additional pads for a feedback capacitor were added
to ensure the stability of the op amp, but usually found unnecessary in this application. We
took advantage of the high bandwidth (100MHz) and high voltage power supply (+/- 12V) of
the THS4031 as the current pump. When power a device at 1V with 5mA current, the driver
must swing to at least 3.5V, which is close to the upper limit of most non rail-to-rail op amps.
Therefore, using wider rails was found necessary. The output of the pump is directly connected
to the anode of the device through a relay, which routes the anode to either the pump or the
transimpedance ampliﬁer when IMPS is measured. Similarly to the cathode, the anode is
protected by Schottky diodes to the +/- 5V power rails.
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D Design and assembly of the MPPT
tracker
Solutions for multiple channels acquisition cards already exist and are widely available com-
mercially. However, the cost of such instruments is usually prohibitive for large batches of
solar cells, and offer capabilities beyond the requirements for long-term testing of solar cells
(fast acquisition, wide voltage and current range, 24-bit resolution, . . . ). Standards ask for
1’000 hours of continuous uninterrupted testing under constant sunlight, which is clearly
problematic when hundreds of devices have to be measured. The degradation pathways of
3rd generation solar cells, including perovskite cells, often remain under debate. In the case
of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites, humidity and solvent-induced degradation is often
cited as the main problem, but other issues such as phase segregation, ion migration and
crystallization are also likely to participle to the degradation of performances. Fixing such
issues require large ageing facilities. A multi-channel ageing setup is an attractive solution
because it allows the establishment of a statistical basis by parallel testing of various device
architectures, testing conditions or packaging (sealing, sizing, ...). We report on a relatively
inexpensive and elegant system that can replace most potentiostats or source-measuring units
for the measurement and tracking of solar cells. Herein, we release the schematics, bill of
material, cost estimate and microcontroller code.
When testing the stability of large modules with high photocurrent and high voltages, a buck-
boost converter is usually required, such that the power output of the PV array is harvested by
an external load (for DC loading) - typically a thermal resistance with a heat sink – or to an
inverter, forDC/AC conversion. However provided that the device delivers small photocurrents
(in our case, less than 60mA in total) and low voltages, the power generated can be easily
dissipated into heat in the output stage of the driving unit. In our case, we chose an operational
ampliﬁer in follower conﬁguration (OPA2192), placedwithin the feedback loop of the precision
driver (INA2132), to compensate for drifts in temperature and non-unity gain. A digital
to analog converter (DAC7563), interfaced by a microcontroller (ATMega328), sources the
reference voltage that is driven by the output stage to the device. To sense the sinking or
sourcing current, a small resistance (0.5Ω) is positioned in series with the device (high side),
and the voltage drop across this resistor is ampliﬁed by a low-noise, high gain (200VV−1)
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instrument ampliﬁer (INA188) to feed into a 4th order Butterworth low-pass ﬁlter (OPA4722)
that serves both anti-aliasing and high frequency noise removal. The cut-off frequency of the
ﬁlter typically limits the sampling rate of the instrument and we set it arbitrarily to 500Hz
so that it would settle within 1 bit resolution in roughly 1ms. The output of the ﬁlter is fed
into a 16 bit ΣΔ analog-to-digital converter (ADS1118) for the sampling, also interfaced by
the microcontroller. The voltage across the device is directly buffered (OPA2188) into the low
pass ﬁlter and sampled on a second channel of the ADC after appropriate level shifting. For
cost saving, the 16 sensing lines (8 for current, 8 for voltage) are multiplexed (CD54HC4051)
into the low pass ﬁlter and sampled by the same ADC. However, the drive line (DAC7563 DAC,
INA2132 level shifter and OPA2191 output driver) are individual to each pair of cells (those
three parts have two channel each), and therefore the voltage across each device is constantly
maintained, even though not sample In our case, the microcontroller is an inexpensive, open-
source and easily programmable Arduino Nano, mounted onto the board. When all the devices
are connected together, a bandwidth of about 3Hz can be achieved, typically limited by the
Butterworth ﬁlter, the sampling rate of the ADC and the data transfer. Changing the -3dB pole
of the Butterworth ﬁlter and using a faster ADC could easily achieve faster tracking. Using
a 16bit analog to digital converter allowed us to read voltage up to 15.5 bit resolution and
a 15 bit current resolution. The value of the series resistance, the gain of the INA and the
(programmable) gain of the ADC allow wide tuning of the current range. The INA188 being
of relatively low noise (12V
	
Hz
−1
) allow for large ampliﬁcation. For this particular 16 bit
resolution A/D converter with a Full-scale-range at ±2.048V, the input-referred RMS noise is
62.5μV. Therefore, a gain of
G = 62.5
0.012
	
500
= 233VV−1 (D.1)
at the INA will remain within the boundaries of the A/D noise. A lower gain will reduce
the system noise, but larger series resistance will have to be used to cover the same current
range. Larger gains will begin to affect the effective number of bits (ENOB). Selecting a gain of
200VV−1 and a current range of ±20mA mA sets the series resistance to 0.5Ω, which creates a
negligible voltage drop (5mV at 10mA) and can be compensated by the acquisition system.
The effective number of bits for this conﬁguration is shown in ﬁgure D.1.
Based on the noise ﬁgure, a resolution of about 880nA can be achieved. In practice however,
the non-linearity of the gain (INA, ﬁlter and ADC) will predominate. The integral non-linearity
of the voltage sensing and current sensing is shown in ﬁgure D.2 (a,b). The INL of the current
sensing reduces the resolution by 24 LSB, which brings the resolution to 11.4 ENOB. The
accuracy of the voltage sensing could be greatly improved by ﬁtting the calibration curve to
the region of interest (negative currents, photovoltaic mode). The non-linearity of the voltage
sensing stays under the resolution of the D/A converter, i.e. 1mV and better resolution can not
be expected without selecting a 14 or 16-bit DAC. The dynamic performances of the DAC drive
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a b
Figure D.1: Noise performance of the sensing lines. The ENOB resolution is calculated from
the RMS noise of the analog to digital converter, obtained by approximating the histograms
by a normal distribution (a) Voltage code histogram (N=1000 counts) for a typical sensing
channel. The calculated effective number of bits was 16 (b) Current code histogram (N=1000
counts) for a typical sensing channel. The effective number of bit was 15.47.
a b c
Figure D.2: Integral non-linearity (INL) of the (a) voltage sensing, (b) current sensing and (c)
voltage driving. Obtained as the residuals of the ﬁt through the whole ADC and DAC code
range.
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μ
μ
a b c
Figure D.3: Dynamic performances of the MPPT setup. (a) Large signal settling from code
2048 to 4096. (b) Drive line cross-talk between two neighboring channels. (c) Sense line
cross-talk between two neighbouing channels
are shown in Figure D.3. Typical slew rates of 0.15Vμs−1 were recorded (Figure D.3a ), limited
by the INA2132 (0.1Vμs−1 in the data sheet). The speed of the voltage step is deemed largely
sufﬁcient with regards to the frequency of the reading. Cross talks between two neighboring
channels (using the same DAC, INA2132 and OPA2192) is shown in Figure D.3b. No signiﬁcant
perturbation of the voltage on the second channel was observed upon sudden voltage change
in the ﬁrst channel. Similarly, no signiﬁcant perturbation in the sensing was observed (Figure
D.3c)
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Mouser No Manufacturer Desc. Order Qty.
571-5520250-3 TE Connectivity Modular Connectors /
Ethernet Connectors 6/6
SIDE ENTRY
1
651-1757307 Phoenix Contact Pluggable Terminal
Blocks 8 Pos 5.08mm
pitch Through Hole
Header
2
595-TPS7A4901DGNR Texas Instruments LDO Voltage Regulators
Vin 3-36V,150mA,High
PSRR, LDO Reg
1
595-TPS7A3001DGNR Texas Instruments LDO Voltage Regulators -
3V to -36V,-200mA High
PSRR, LDO Reg
1
490-P7805-Q24-S9-S CUI Inc. Non-Isolated DC/DC
Converters dc-dc non-
isolated, 0.5A, 11 32Vdc
input, 9Vdc output, SIP
1
595-ADS1118IDGSR Texas Instruments Analog to Digital Convert-
ers - ADC 16B ADC w/In-
tegrated MUX
1
926-LMP2021MFE/NOPB Texas Instruments Operational Ampliﬁers -
Op Amps Zero Drift,Low
Noise EMI Hardened
Amp
1
667-ERJ-3EKF1001V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 1Kohms 1%
AEC-Q200
2
755-ESR03EZPJ222 ROHM Semiconductor Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 2K2ohm 5%
Anti Surge AEC-Q200
1
667-ERJ-3GEYJ332V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 3.3Kohms 5%
AEC-Q200
1
81-DLW5ATN501TQ2L Murata Common Mode
Filters / Chokes
2000mA 5.0x3.6mm
DCR0.040ohm+/-40%
1
651-1751163 Phoenix Contact Fixed Terminal Blocks
SPTA 1.5/2-5.08 2P
5.08MM
1
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595-CD74HC4051PWR Texas Instruments Multiplexer Switch ICs
High Spd CMOS Analog
2
595-DAC7563TDGSR Texas Instruments Digital to Analog Convert-
ers - DAC 12bit Dual DAC
with TTL IOs
4
595-INA2132UA Texas Instruments Differential Ampliﬁers
Dual Low Power Single-
Supply
4
863-ESD9B5.0ST5G ON Semiconductor TVS Diodes - Transient
Voltage Suppressors BiDI-
RECTIONAL ESD PRO-
TECTION
8
595-REF3020AIDBZT Texas Instruments Voltage References
2.048V 50ppm/DegC
50uA SOT23-3 Series
1
595-REF3040AIDBZT Texas Instruments Voltage References
4.096V 50ppm/DegC
50uA SOT23-3 Series
4
755-ESR03EZPJ100 ROHM Semiconductor Thick Film Resistors -
SMD0603 10ohm5%Anti
Surge AEC-Q200
1
71-CRCW0402-100K-E3 Vishay Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 1/16watt 100Kohms
1%
1
667-ERJ-3EKF1051V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 1.05Kohms 1%
AEC-Q200
2
652-CR0603FX-1401ELF Bourns Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 1.4K 1% 1/10W
2
667-ERJ-3EKF3161V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 3.16Kohms 1%
AEC-Q200
2
667-ERJ-3EKF2671V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 2.67Kohms 1%
AEC-Q200
2
667-ERJ-3EKF4990V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 499ohms 1%
AEC-Q200
11
71-CRCW0603-100K-E3 Vishay Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 1/10watt 100Kohms
1%
5
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667-ERJ-3GEYJ103V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 10Kohms 5%
AEC-Q200
2
667-ERJ-3EKF3242V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 32.4Kohms 1%
AEC-Q200
2
71-CRCW0603-1-E3 Vishay Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 1/10watt 1ohms 1%
2
667-ERJ-3GEY0R00V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 Zero Ohms
8
667-ERA-3AEB2490V Panasonic Thin Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 249ohm 0.1%
25ppm
8
603-RL0603FR070R5L Yageo Current Sense Resistors
- SMD 0.500ohm 1%
1/10W
8
667-ERJ-3GEYJ331V Panasonic Thick Film Resistors -
SMD 0603 330ohms 5%
AEC-Q200
17
621-2N7002K-7 Diodes Incorporated MOSFET N-Channel 1
810-MLZ2012N220LT000 TDK Fixed Inductors 22 UH
20%
4
963-CBC3225T220MR Taiyo Yuden Fixed Inductors 1210
22uH 351mOhms +/-20%
620mA
3
517-929974-01-15-RK 3M Headers & Wire Housings
15 CON STR BRDMNT
SKT
2
595-INA132UA/2K5 Texas Instruments Differential Ampliﬁers
Low Pwr Single-Supply
1
595-OPA4227UA/2K5 Texas Instruments Operational Ampliﬁers -
Op Amps High Prec Low
Noise Oper Ampliﬁer
1
595-INA188ID Texas Instruments Instrumentation Ampli-
ﬁers Hi-Sd Msmnt Cur-
rent Shunt Mntr Crnt Otp
8
595-OPA2192IDR Texas Instruments Precision Ampliﬁers 36V
Precision Current Op
Amp
4
595-OPA2188AIDR Texas Instruments Precision Ampliﬁers
LOW NOISE,RRO,36V
ZERO-DRIFT OP AMP
4
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650-NANOC050F/13.2-2 TE Connectivity Resettable Fuses - PPTC
.5A 13.2V 100A Imax
1
625-SS26SHE3 Vishay Schottky Diodes & Recti-
ﬁers 2.0 Amp 60 Volt 40
Amp IFSM
2
583-FM5819 Rectron Schottky Diodes & Recti-
ﬁers Vr/40V Io/1A T/R
2
581-SMAJ12CA AVX TVS Diodes - Transient
Voltage Suppressors
12volts 400watts BiDirec-
tional
1
630-HSMG-C150 Broadcom Limited Standard LEDs - SMD
Green Diffused 572nm
8mcd
1
630-HSMH-C150 Broadcom Limited Standard LEDs - SMD
Red Diffused 639nm
17mcd
1
710-150120BS75000 Wurth Electronics Standard LEDs - SMD
WL-SMCW SMDMono
TpVw Waterclr 1206 Blue
2
81-NFM21CC222R1H3D Murata Feed Through Capacitors
2200pF 50V 1A
8
81-GRM155R61A684KE5D Murata Multilayer Ceramic
Capacitors MLCC -
SMD/SMT 0402 0.68uF
10volts X5R 10%
2
81-GRM155R60J124KE1D Murata Multilayer Ceramic
Capacitors MLCC
- SMD/SMT 0.12uF
6.3Volts 10%
4
710-885012205012 Wurth Electronics Multilayer Ceramic
Capacitors MLCC -
SMD/SMT WCAP-CSGP
10000pF 0402 10% 10V
MLCC
1
710-885012205055 Wurth Electronics Multilayer Ceramic
Capacitors MLCC -
SMD/SMT WCAP-CSGP
100pF 0402 10% 50V
MLCC
4
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81-GRM21BR61C226ME4L Murata Multilayer Ceramic
Capacitors MLCC -
SMD/SMT 0805 22uF
16volts X5R 20%
17
81-GRM155R61A474KE5D Murata Multilayer Ceramic
Capacitors MLCC -
SMD/SMT 0402 0.47uF
10volts X5R 10%
5
81-GRM155R71C154KA2D Murata Multilayer Ceramic
Capacitors MLCC -
SMD/SMT 0402 0.15uF
16volt X7R +/-10%
14
710-885012105018 Wurth Electronics Multilayer Ceramic
Capacitors MLCC -
SMD/SMT WCAP-CSGP
100000pF 0402 20% 25V
MLCC
71
667-EEE-1CA470WR Panasonic Aluminium Electrolytic
Capacitors - SMD 47uF
16V
2
Table D.1: Bill of materials for a 8 channels board, exported from the Mouser supplier
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